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Abstract
The phenomenon o f plants m igrating more rapidly than predicted from simple
observations o f actual seed dispersal from parent plant (e.g.. Reid's Paradox o f Rapid
Plant M igration) has generally been discounted fo r seagrasses. Previous knowledge
o f the general seed ecology o f the clonal seagrass Zostera marina L. (eelgrass)
suggests that sexual reproduction is not very im portant to the population dynamics o f
seagrass populations; however, researchers have hypothesized long-distance dispersal
fo r nearly a century. In Chesapeake Bay, the d istribution o f eelgrass today is
radically different from 70 years ago because o f the wasting disease o f the 1930’ s and
estuarine eutrophication and high sediment input into the Bay in the 1960’ s and
1970’ s. Although some recovery has occurred, many areas remain devoid o f eelgrass
or are only sparsely vegetated. In this study. I present a com bination o f
observational, experimental, em pirical, and theoretical studies, conducted at different
scales, to study the reproductive ecology and ecological dispersal mechanisms o f
eelgrass.
From a bay-wide sampling effort, viable eelgrass seeds in the seed bank were
found throughout most o f the lower and middle Chesapeake Bay. but abundance o f
seeds was highly variable. Low er seed-bank densities were found in m iddle
Chesapeake Bay. the region w ith slow recovery o f eelgrass populations. From natural
and a rtific ia lly created eelgrass populations, regional environm ental conditions were
found to have a greater impact on reproductive shoot (reproductive e ffo rt) and seed
(reproductive output) production than small-scale influences o f location and patch
structure.
Detached reproductive shoots o f eelgrass (containing viable seeds) held in
greenhouse tanks remained buoyant for several weeks before they degraded, sank,
and lost all their seeds. In offshore shoal areas, suitable fo r eelgrass growth and
survival, seventy percent o f tube caps o f the polychaete Diopatra cuprea (found
throughout the shallow regions o f Chesapeake Bay) had fragmented reproductive
shoots built into its walls, suggesting a mechanism fo r seeding these shallow areas.
V iable eelgrass seeds were found throughout the shoreline o f south Chesapeake Bay.
up to 34 km away from the nearest bed. A d d itio n a lly, a GIS exercise identified new
eelgrass patches up to 108 km from the nearest source population.
The use o f burlap bags fo r protecting seeds from predation, burial, o r lateral
transport maximized germination success over unprotected seeds in the fie ld and
provides a new mechanism for restoration efforts. An ecological model o f eelgrass
reproduction highlighted the potentially significant contribution o f seeds to the long
term productivity o f eelgrass at different water depths. E xploring theoretical
scenarios, the model can be used to predict the total number o f seeds produced fo r
one to germinate and successfully establish as a seedling, as w ell as determine the
size o f patches, newly created from seeds, based on the number o f viable seeds in the
seed bank and the vigor o f the seedlings that develop.
The results o f this research suggest that, when combined w ith earlier w ork on
seed dispersal ecology o f this species, eelgrass has adaptive qualities that make it an
excellent colonizer o f new habitat and that propagule supply, in general, may not be a
lim itin g factor.

xvii
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A man looking at reality brings his own lim itations to the w orld. If
he has the strength and energy o f mind, the tide pool stretches both
ways, digs back to electrons and leaps space into the universe and
fights out o f the moment into nonconceptual time. Then ecology
has a synonym w hich is A L L .
- Steinbeck, J. ( 19 4 1) The log from the Sea o f Cortez. Bantam
Books. N .Y . 286 pp.

Patterns o f species distribution are governed by biotic and abiotic mechanisms
that are generally operational at many different spatial and temporal scales and are
directly related to the size and life history characteristics o f the species in question.
By studying the linkages between populations, the importance o f each mechanism can
be addressed for an organism or population at an ecosystem scale. For plants,
interactions between populations, other than com petition, are often lim ited to
components o f propagation ecology, including recruitment processes, dispersal
mechanisms, and population dynamics at the local- and landscape-scales.
Recruitment processes can be important as population structure is often
related to the level o f habitat fragmentation (Shafer 1995), degree o f disturbance
(M oloney and Levin 1996). patch dynamics, and mosaic patterns at local and
landscape scales (Pulliam and Danielson 1991). Studies o f plant reproductive biology
often focus on autecologicai. small scale processes (i.e., development o f propagules);
however, recruitment processes (dispersal and establishment o f propagules) are
critical along a suite o f spatial and temporal scales (Elm qvist and Cox 1996). The

-7
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establishment o f a population, and its distribution and abundance, are driven by a
com bination o f tw o potential mechanisms, recruitment lim ita tio n and post-settlement
establishment; the importance o f each differs w ith the system o f study (Hughes
1990).
Investigations o f emigration and im m igration o f propagules in plant systems
allow us to study dynamics between interacting sub-populations. Q uantifying the
magnitude o f propagule production and the scales o f propagule dispersal helps up
cla rify interactions between sub-populations. Once that is established, the
populations themselves (not the individuals) can be studied to identify and understand
the spatio-temporal dynamics o f the metapopulation (a population o f populations).
Plants are good case-study organisms fo r exploring the lin k between localand landscape- scale processes. In general, dispersal in angiosperms is restricted to a
few life history stages (Harper 1977: Cox 1993). A bridge between local and
landscape scales can be identified when autecology and local interactions are applied
to population dynamics (Farmer and Adams 1991). Gap dynamics in tropical tree
com m unities, fo r example, demonstrate how processes at large scales (e.g.. canopy
structure changes) can control patterns at small scales (e.g., lig h t a va ila bility fo r
seedlings) and vice versa (e.g., seedling establishment dictates com m unity
com position) (B rokaw 1985).
Aquatic angiosperms. unique fo r their hydrophilous pollination (Cox 1993).
are excellent test subjects fo r studying dispersal ecology because most steps o f the
dispersal phase are controlled by abiotic factors, such as tidal currents and w ind
(P hiIbrick and Les 1996). Seagrasses are marine angiosperms found in coastal waters

3
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o f all continents, except Antarctica. Most o f the 58 species (in 1 I genera) are known
to flow er and produce fru it (den Hartog 1970): however, detailed autecological
inform ation is lim ite d to a few well-studied species. Eelgrass (Zostera marina L.) is
one o f the best-studied species, w ith observations about its reproductive
characteristics being reported as early as the 1780s (C ox 1993). M y dissertation
focuses on eelgrass populations in the Chesapeake Bay, a system where extensive
background research has been conducted over the past three decades.
The key objectives o f this dissertation are: I ) to explore the patterns in
reproductive e ffort/output o f eelgrass populations; 2) to id e n tify and explore the
ecological dispersal processes fo r eelgrass at both small and large scales; and 3) to
explore the potential im plications o f these findings through the development and
application o f management tools (Fig. 1). Through a com bination o f observational
and experimental studies. I develop a series o f relationships that describe the
magnitude o f production and dispersal o f reproductive propagules o f eelgrass. Using
this knowledge, I expand the current understanding o f spatio-temporal dynam ics o f
eelgrass populations through a combination o f ecological m odeling tools, fie ld
studies, and the use o f remote sensing and GIS tools to better understand bay-wide
eelgrass distribution and abundance.

T h e P atterns: Reproductive Effort and Output
Reproductive effort is defined as the net investment o f energy in sexual
reproduction by an individual (Bazzaz and A ckerly 1992), w hile reproductive output
refers to the amount o f propagules that arc produced. There are many different

4
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approaches to measuring the importance o f reproductive processes (e.g., Bazzaz and
Reekie 1985). and as a result, this has led to im proper identification o f reproductive
e ffo rt and output metrics in seagrasses. There are inherent assumptions in research
projects in seagrass ecosystems which measure the number o f reproductive shoots,
inflorescences, and ovaries w ithin a small quadrat and then extrapolate to units o f m 2
or bed 1 (e.g.. C hurchill and Riner 1978: P hillips et al. 1983; Silberhorn et al. 1983).
These assumptions include homogeneity o f seagrass bed structure (including plant
ages), no environmental gradients, and either non-existent or uniform levels o f
environm ental stress. These types o f assumptions may lead to improper conclusions
about the amount o f reproductive material that is produced by a seagrass bed. For
example, seed output is often scaled-up from small quadrats to the bed (e.g.. 0.0325
irfc o re to > 420 m 2transplanted bed: K enw orthy et al. 1980). This may be especially
critical given that theoretical models suggest that environmental stresses can
influence changes in reproductive effort and output (Loehle 1987). The influences o f
environmental gradients or stresses on reproductive processes, however, have rarely
been em pirically tested in seagrasses (e.g.. different current regimes; Kenworthy et al.
1980).
The first steps in understanding the reproductive components o f a seagrass
population involve describing the patterns o f reproductive e ffo rt and output across a
range o f spatial scales. These efforts are important as they relate to a population's
fitness or explore the structural equivalency o f restored versus natural populations.

In Chapter 1. I use a bay-wide reproductive shoot and seed-bank sampling e ffo rt
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to explore the spatial va ria b ility o f reproductive shoot production and seed-bank
characteristics o f eelgrass across the Chesapeake Bay. Understanding patterns o f
reproductive shoot production and seed-bank characteristics is an im portant firs t step
in studying eelgrass populations across a landscape. To investigate the reproductive
potential o f eelgrass between different regions o f the bay. seed bank samples were
randomly collected from 108 beds in a stratified sampling design, based upon
submerged vegetation abundance.
In Chapter 2. I examine reproductive e ffo rt and reproductive output in natural and
transplanted eelgrass populations. A manipulative eelgrass planting design allow ed
me to explore the fo llo w in g issues: I) the role o f habitat fragmentation on
reproductive effort/output: 2) the potential influences o f reproductive shoot location
w ithin a plot (edge versus interior) on reproductive effort/output: and 3) potential site
differences on reproductive effort/output through a comparison between tw o rivers.
By sampling reproductive shoots just p rior to seed release, reproductive shoot
production (effort) and seed production (output) can be quantified simultaneously.
Comparing results from transplanted plots, the donor site, and neighboring natural
beds is important for understanding whether transplanted eelgrass functions in the
same manner as eelgrass in natural beds.

The Processes: Ecological Dispersal Mechanisms
The first step in understanding ecological dispersal mechanisms is to ide n tify
the different mechanisms o f propagule production and dispersal. Vegetative
propagation in eelgrass is lim ited to short spatial scales ( I0 °m yr

Wetzel and
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Neckles 1986). In contrast, dispersal by sexual reproduction in eelgrass occurs by
three significant mechanisms. First, direct release o f seed from rooted reproductive
shoot results in lim ited seed dispersal ( 1 0 ° - 10‘ m: Orth et al. 1994). Second, gas
bubbles can form on the surface o f a seed as it is being released by the parent plant,
resulting in dispersal (at the water surface) up to several hundred meters (C h u rch ill el
al. 1985). Third, reproductive shoots can fragm ent from their root systems carrying
viable seeds (Setchell 1929). often as a result o f a structural change in the stem o f the
shoot (Patterson et al.. In press).
Fragmentation and re-establishment o f eelgrass vegetative shoots have been
shown to occur w ith very low success (Ew anchuk and W illia m s 1996). The critical
lim itin g step in this process is the re-establishment step as the root/rhizom e system o f
eelgrass is poorly adapted at burial and establishment. It is likely that the depth o f
root burial controls this, as other species w ith shallow root systems are able to re
establish in this manner (e.g.. Ruppia m a ritim a. Svringodium filifo rm e , and Halodule
w r ig h tii: Clark 1989). The re-establishment o f eelgrass appears to be lim ited by the
burial o f root material as restoration efforts have met w ith high success when
individual shoots are physically inserted into the sediment by S C U B A divers (D avis
and Short 1997; Orth et al. 1999).
Dispersal o f fragmented reproductive shoots o f eelgrass, carrying seeds, was firs t
reported a century ago (Ostenfeld 1908). but it was another two decades before a
seminal paper on eelgrass sexual reproduction (Setchell 1929) again highlighted this
potential mechanism. Since then, a m a jo rity o f the published literature has referenced
Setchell’ s w ork w ithout providing an em pirical measure o f either the magnitude or
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extent o f seed dispersal in this manner (e.g.. Tutin 1938; C hurchill and R iner 1978;
De Cock 1980; Phillips and Backman 1983; Robertson and Mann 1984; Olesen and
Sand-Jensen 1994; Orth et al. 1994; Christensen et al. 1995; but see K aldy and
Dunton 1999).

In Chapter 3. I examine the potential long-distance dispersal o f eelgrass seeds via
fragmented reproductive shoots. First, a study was conducted to determine the a b ility
o f reproductive shoots, fragmented from their root systems, to retain seeds as they
deteriorate over time. Coupled w ith this. I explored the buoyancy potential o f
reproductive shoots to understand the potential for long-distance dispersal by water
currents. Second. I conducted a survey o f the shoreline o f south Chesapeake Bay to
determine how far rafting reproductive shoots can be transported via surface currents
by looking at reproductive shoot fragments and seeds found in the detritus wrack
along a 34 km stretch o f shoreline. Finally, by examining newly created eelgrass
patches in Chesapeake Bay and the Delmarva Peninsula coastal bays. I estimated the
m inim um distance that eelgrass needed to disperse in relation to the nearest donor
population.

In Chapter 4 . I explore a heretofore-unrecognized mechanism o f dispersing
eelgrass seeds into "frin g e " areas adjacent to an existing bed (i.e.. at a local scale).
The age and condition o f a fragmented reproductive shoot o f eelgrass determines its
buoyancy and thus whether it is lik e ly to be entrained w ithin the source bed o r be
exported outside the bed. Further, fragmented reproductive shoots that have decayed
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and become neutrally o r negatively buoyant can s till retain up to 34% o f its seeds
(H arw ell Chapter 3). Diopatra cuprea (Bose.), a tube-building polychaete common in
the shoal areas o f Chesapeake Bay. actively builds materials, including fragmented
reproductive shoots o f eelgrass, into its tube walls, in part to “ garden” for food
(M angum el al. 1968) and fo r use in predator detection/protection (Brenchley 1976).
The relationships o f abundance and spatial distribution o f fragmented reproductive
shoots. D. cuprea tubes, and seedlings were studied to determine the potential
influence o f this polychaete on eelgrass recruitment in this “ fringe” zone.

Im plications: M anagem ent Tools
W ith a new understanding o f the magnitude o f sexual reproduction in eelgrass
and the potential fo r significant long-distance dispersal o f propagules. I explore the
potential im plications o f these findings through the development o f several
management tools. First. I present a new eelgrass restoration technique using seeds
planted in a protective bag. Few eelgrass restoration techniques have explored the
use o f seeds (C hurchill et al. 1978: Christensen et al. 1995: Orth et al. 1994). and I
present a technique that yields high initial survival o f planting units per unit effort.
Second. I develop an ecological model o f sexual reproduction in eelgrass to study
both sm all- (e.g., individual patch creation) and large-scale (e.g., bed maintenance)
p ro du ctivity. W h ile there have been several models o f seagrass growth, there have
been very few that have included a component o f sexual reproduction (Verhagen and
Nienhuis 1983; Ewanchuk 1995: Bearlin et al. 1999).
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In Chapter 5 . I examine the importance o f post-settlement processes (seed
germ ination and seedling establishment) in co n tro lling eelgrass populations through
the development o f a restoration technique that protects seeds in the field. Successful
seed germ ination and seedling establishment is influenced by a variety o f biological
and environm ental factors, including the tim in g between seed release, germination,
burial, transport, and potential predation (see review by Orth et al.. In press).
Through the use o f protected and unprotected seed plantings (under field and
greenhouse conditions), a manipulative design allow ed me to explore: I) the
importance o f processes influencing viable seeds in the seed bank; 2) issues involved
in seedling establishment: and 3) the use o f seeds as a mechanism fo r large-scale
restoration efforts. Comparing results between protected and unprotected seed
plantings is also important fo r understanding the magnitude o f post-settlement
processes that influence the establishment o f new eelgrass populations.

In Chapter 6. I explore the lim its, results, and benefits o f building a reproductive
component into an existing eelgrass production model (m odified from Wetzel and
Neckles 1986; Buzzelli et al. 1998) fo r the low er Chesapeake Bay. I used field data
to define relationships between reproductive and vegetative shoots and number o f
seeds produced per reproductive shoot. By incorporating these demographic
components into a carbon-based productivity model, and varying functions o f seed
v ia b ility and seed germination, simulations were run to: I) investigate the importance
o f reproductive propagation to the aboveground carbon pool in a spatially-averaged
model; 2) explore the importance o f water depth and light a va ilability across an
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onshore/offshore gradient (in a pseudo-spatial m odeling exercise): and 3) explore
scenarios o f new patch creation (by seed alone) and explore any potential threshold
effect o f m inim um number o f propagules needed fo r patch survival.
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Figure 1: A conceptual model o f the ecological dispersal mechanisms and
reproductive ecology o f Zostera marina in Chesapeake Bay.
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C hapter 1
S e e d b a n k p a t t e r n s i n C h e s a p e a k e B a y e e l g r a s s ( Z o s t e r a m a r i n a ):
A BAYW IDE PERSPECTIVE
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Abstract
Understanding patterns o f reproductive shoot production and seed-bank
characteristics is an important step in studying clonal plant populations across a
landscape. We used a bay-wide reproductive shoot and seed-bank sampling e ffo rt to
explore the spatial variability o f seed-bank characteristics o f the seagrass Zostera
marina L. (eelgrass), a perennial angiosperm found in Chesapeake Bay. To
investigate the reproductive potential o f eelgrass among different regions o f the bay,
seed banks were sampled from 108 beds, from 13 zones sampled in a stratified
sam pling design based upon submerged vegetation abundance, throughout the low er
and m iddle Chesapeake Bay. A d d itionally, cores were classified a posteriori by
species com position to look al seed bank characteristics in monospecific Z. marina,
m onospecific Ruppia maritima (often co-occurring w ith eelgrass), and mixed-species
samples. Num ber o f viable seeds were highly variable among and w ithin zones, and
were found in all but one zone, including cores from zones that contained eelgrass
reproductive shoots and cores from two zones that did not contain reproductive
shoots. Low er densities o f viable seeds in the m iddle Chesapeake Bay region reflect
the low er abundance o f eelgrass in these regions. Bay-wide, viable seeds were found
in more m onospecific eelgrass cores than in mixed species o r monospecific R.
m aritim a cores. The presence o f seeds throughout the low er and m iddle Chesapeake
Bay, indicates that propagule supply, in general, may not be the lim itin g factor in the
establishment o f new populations.
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To taste the sea all one needs is one gulp.
- Solzhenitsyn, A .I. (1975) The Gulag A rchipelago III- IV . Harper
& Row, N .Y . 712 pp.
Introduction
Although vegetative reproduction is generally more prom inent than sexual
reproduction fo r a perennial clonal plant (Ericksson 1989), the presence and duration
o f the seed bank component o f its life cycle provides an im portant mechanism fo r
dispersal in space and tim e (Chambers and MacM ahon 1994: Fenner 1995). The
volume o f seeds in a seed bank vary among and w ith in populations and the
distribution o f seeds can be extremely patchy (Fenner 1995), often controlled by re
distribution o f seeds in the seed bank (secondary dispersal: sensu Chambers and
MacMahon 1994). The development o f seedlings from the seed bank often occurs in
areas o f recent disturbance, (i.e., gap recolonization: Fenner 1995) as seen in dry
tropical ecosystems and fire dominated savannas (Skoglund 1992: and references
w ithin), salt marshes (U ngarand Woodell 1996: and references w ith in ), wetlands
(van der V alk and Rosburg 1997), and seagrasses (In g lis 2000).
A ll 58 species o f seagrasses, occurring on every continent except Antarctica, are
clonal, w ith most species reported to reproduce both vegetatively and sexually (den
Hartog 1970). Seagrass ecosystems have seed bank abundances on the order o f 1 1.000 seeds m 2, comparable to seed bank densities in subarctic/alpine forests, salt
marshes, and even tropical forests (Fenner 1995: O rth et al.. In press: and references
w ithin). There have been only a handful o f studies on seed banks in seagrass
ecosystems (O rth et al.. In press). Spatial dynamics o f seagrass seed banks have been
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exam ined along transects across a depth gradient w ith in an individual seagrass bed
(B odnar 1985: Harrison 1993: Conacher et al. 1994). but little w ork has been done in
m u ltip le beds (Gates 1984) and m ultiple years (In g iis 2000; H arw ell, unpublished
data).
Zostera marina L. (eelgrass). the most common temperate seagrass throughout the
N orthern Hemisphere (den Hartog 1970). is found throughout the low er and middle
Chesapeake Bay (Orth and Moore 1988) and is characterized by sexual reproduction
ranging from 1 1 to 19% o f total shoots (303 - 424 reproductive shoots m 2) and seed
production o f 23 seeds per reproductive shoot (Silberhorn et al. 1983). Sexual
reproduction in Chesapeake Bay populations is initiated in late winter, culm inating in
seed release by June (Silberhorn el al. 1983: Orth et al. 1994). Although seeds are
negatively buoyant and do not disperse far when released at the sediment surface
(O rth et al. 1994). seeds can also be dispersed by flo a tin g at the surface (when
released from the parent plant) via gas bubbles (C h u rch ill et al. 1985). or by rafting o f
fragmented reproductive shoots (Harwell and Orth, In review). The seed bank o f Z.
marina is transient, w ith seed via b ility demonstrated under lab conditions no longer
than 1 1 months after release (Harrison 1991: M oore et al. 1993; but see C hurchill
1983).
The d istrib u tio n o f eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay has undergone significant changes
over the past century (Fig. 1). In the 1930's a wasting disease (Cottam 1933)
elim inated eelgrass in the coastal bays, but only caused short-term changes (e.g.,
th in nin g o f populations) in Chesapeake Bay populations. In the 1960’ s and 1970’ s,
eelgrass populations were further reduced because o f estuarine eutrophication and
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high sediment inputs (Orth and Moore 1983; 1984), resulting in a shifting o f
population distribution both down the main-stem and down the tributaries o f the bay
(Fig. 1). Re-growth has occurred in areas in close p ro xim ity to existing beds w hile
areas distant from existing beds have not recovered. Heretofore, there has been no
e ffort to look at the potential seed bank o f eelgrass outside o f existing eelgrass beds.
As eelgrass does not have a persistent seed bank (i.e.. does not last more than 12
months), understanding recovery requires an understanding o f both seed dispersal
dynamics and establishment o f seed banks fo llo w in g dispersal.
To date, there has not been any study that has examined seagrass seed-bank
characteristics at a regional scale. Here, we present a bay-wide perspective o f
eelgrass seed-bank characteristics through a sampling e ffo rt o f over 100 beds
throughout the low er and middle Chesapeake Bay. just al the end o f seed release.
This approach enabled us to look al the m aximum potential o f sexual reproduction in
eelgrass across the bay. Our overall objectives in this study were to: 1) identify
spatial differences in eelgrass seed banks: 2) identify potential differences in the
eelgrass seed bank between monospecific eelgrass, mixed species (w ith Ruppia
m a ritim a ). o r monospecific R. m aritim a at the scale sampled; and 3) discuss spatial
patterns o f seed banks in the context o f historical eelgrass changes.

Methods
The low er and middle Chesapeake Bay was divided into 13 zones along both the
eastern and western shores, based on physical barriers (e.g., rivers, large sub-aqueous
sand bars) separating individual beds (Fig. 2). M onospecific Ruppia m aritim a beds
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characterize the nearshore shallow regions (< 0.3 m mean low water (M L W )) o f
many o f these zones, grading into mixed R. m aritim a and Zostera marina at m id 
depths (@ 0.3 - 0.6 m M L W ), and then into monospecific Z. marina at slightly
deeper depths (> 0.6 m M L W ) (Orth and M oore 1986). In several up-Bay and up
river zones (notably Zones 6. 7. 8. and 9) eelgrass had been substantially reduced in
population size compared to historical distributions (Orth and Moore 1983: Orth and
M oore 1984). w ith only small remnant patches remaining (Fig. I). However, these
same areas have been re-populating w ith R. m aritim a where many o f these areas were
previously dominated by eelgrass. Beds were randomly sampled in June. 1995. with
the number o f samples in a zone determined by stratified sampling, based on the
amount o f submerged aquatic vegetation mapped in the zone in 1994 (Table 1: Orth
et al. 1995). except three samples were taken from Zone 13. w ith the smallest amount
o f submerged aquatic vegetation present. Samples were collected from three
vegetation types: monospecific Z. marina, m ixed species (Z. marina and R. m aritim a).
and monospecific R. m aritim a.
Cores (0.018 m 2 taken to 15 cm depth: one sample per population) were taken from a
total o f 108 populations in three days in early June, the end o f eelgrass seed release
(Orth et al. 1994). Sediment containing seeds and adult plants with roots/rhizomes
was sieved through a 1.0 mm mesh sieve, stored in a 4 L plastic bag. and frozen until
processed fo r densities o f total and viable seeds. Here, we define viable seeds as
those from the current year's seed bank, just after seed release, and total seeds as
viable seeds from the current year plus seeds that rotted or never fu lly developed (as
evidenced by the presence o f a distinct seed coat). A d d itio n a lly, shoot density (both
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vegetative and reproductive) and species composition (m onospecific eelgrass.
eelgrass mixed w ith Ruppia m aritim a. or monospecific R. m a ritim a ) were recorded
fo r each sample. Density o f reproductive shoots was measured by counting the
number o f reproductive shoot stems on the rhizome regardless o f whether the shoot
had previously been fragmented (c.f.. Harwell and Orth. In review ). We believe that
the difference in m orphology o f a reproductive shoot compared to a vegetative shoot
( De Cock 1981). along w ith the patterns o f reproductive shoot fragmentation (c.f..
Patterson et al.. In review), allows us to successfully characterize eelgrass
reproductive shoot density.
Because samples were frozen before processing, eelgrass seeds were identified as
viable by rig id ity ol seed coat and presence o f embryonic development w ithin the
seed coal (fo llo w in g Moore et al. 1993: Harwell and Orth 1999). Em pty seed coats
were included in the total seed count i f more than 50% o f the seed coat was present:
sm aller pieces o f seed coats were not enumerated. We believe that, because eelgrass
seed coats deteriorate w ithin one year, we are characterizing total seeds in the seed
bank from the present year, however, we recognize that we may be enumerating seeds
from the previous year.
To ide n tify bay-wide spatial differences in eelgrass seed banks both absolute (e.g.,
total seed, and viable seed density) and relative metrics o f seed-bank characteristics
(e.g.. proportion o f seeds that were viable) were compared among zones by one-way
analysis o f variance (after transformation o f data (natural log fo r all but proportion
shoots reproductive and proportion seeds viable) to satisfy assumptions o f norm ality
o f d istrib u tio n and homogeneity o f variance; Zar 1999). As number o f cores per zone
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ranged from 2 to 19 (Table 1). individual post-hoc comparisons among zones were
conducted by Students t-tests (Zar 1999) applying a sequential Bonferonni correction
(Rice 1989). We recognize that individual comparisons have lower power, and
greater experiment-wise error rate, than traditional m ultiple comparisons after an
A N O V A (Underwood 1997). but we feel that the elim ination o f zones where sample
sizes are too small to run m ultiple comparisons hinders our ability to explore
landscape-scale patterns. Reproductive shoot densities were examined in the same
manner.
To identify potential differences in seed-bank characteristics among monospecific
and mixed species cores, samples were classified a posteriori as monospecific Z.
m arina, mixed (eelgrass mixed w ith R. m aritim a). or monospecific R. m aritim a. as
several cores contained viable eelgrass seeds but only adult plants o f R. m aritim a.
Species assemblages were compared by one-way A N O V A for seed bank (three levels
o f species assemblage: reciprocal transformation o f total seed and viable seed
density) and reproductive shoot characteristics (tw o levels o f species assemblage)
after meeting assumptions o f norm ality o f distribution and homogeneity o f variance
(Zar 1999).

Results
O f the 108 cores taken in the 13 designated zones along both eastern and western
shores. 41. 27. and 35 samples were classified as monospecific Zostera marina, mixed
species (Z. marina and Ruppia m aritim a). and monospecific R. m aritim a. respectively
(Table 1). Viable eelgrass seeds were found in 30 (73%). 1 I (41%). and 7 (20%)
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cores o f monospecific Z. m arina, mixed species, and monospecific R. maritima.
respectively (Table I ). For cores containing viable eelgrass seeds, density ranged
from I - I I 2 seeds 0.018 m \

Individual cores in several zones (Zones 2. 3, 5. 7. 12.

and 13) and tw o cores in Zone 10 had viable seeds but no eelgrass shoots present
(Table I ). O verall, viable eelgrass seeds were found in cores from all zones where
reproductive shoots were present, and in two o f the three zones w ith cores containing
no reproductive shoots (Table 1). Vegetative shoots o f eelgrass were found in 68
cores (41 monospecific Z. marina. 27 mixed species), w ith reproductive shoots found
in 44% o f monospecific Z. marina cores (n = 18) and 4 1% o f mixed species cores (n
= 11) (Table 1).
There was high variability in viable Z. marina seed density among (A N O V A :
F i2<), = 2 .122: p = 0.022) and w ith in zones (Fig. 3a). in general, lowest densities o f
viable seeds were found in cores from the mid-Bay zones (Zones 6. 7. 9). including
two zones that had no cores containing eelgrass (Zones 7. 9). Zone 1 I had
significantly fewer seeds than Zones 2 and 7 (adjusted Bonferonni: p < 0.002 for
both). The proportion o f viable Z. marina seeds was high in low er Chesapeake Bay
(Fig. 4a), m irroring the pattern o f absolute density o f viable seeds (Fig. 3a). The
south Chesapeake Bay zone (Zone 13) had relatively high proportion o f viable seeds
in relation to its relatively low er proportion o f reproductive shoots (Fig. 4). Total
seed and viable seed density were higher in monospecific eelgrass samples than either
mixed-species assemblages or monospecific R. m aritim a (all A N O V A s: F; w: p <
0.0001; Fig. 5a); however, there were little differences between mixed-species
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assemblages and m onospecific R. maritima cores, or among species assemblages fo r
proportion o f the seed bank that is viable.
There was high v a ria b ility in Z. marina reproductive shoot density among
(A N O V A : F, 2 = 1.867: p = 0.049) and between zones (Fig. 3b). In general, higher
reproductive shoot densities were observed in cores from the low e r Chesapeake Bay
zones, w ith little found in the mid-bay regions (Zones 4-7). Zone 5 had sign ifica ntly
fewer reproductive shoots than Zone I (adjusted Bonferonni: p = 0.002). The
proportion o f Z- m arina shoots that are reproductive decrease northw ard on the
Eastern Shore o f Chesapeake Bay (i.e.. from Zone 1 to Zone 7), but no clear pattern
exists on the Western Shore (Zones 8-12) (Fig. 4b). Although there was higher total
density o f Z- marina shoots in monospecific samples (A N O V A : F,_w, = 9.96, p =
0.002). there was no difference between monospecific eelgrass and mixed-species
assemblage cores fo r either reproductive shoot density or proportion o f shoots that
were reproductive (all A N O V A s : F;_.,,; p > 0 .5 : Fig. 5b).

Discussion
The importance o f sexual reproduction to the maintenance and expansion o f clonal
populations o f Zostera marina (e.g.. Orth et al.. In press: H arw ell and Orth. In
review), and other seagrass species (Marba and W alker 1999). has been emphasized
in the literature recently. However, characterization o f eelgrass seed banks, a direct
product o f sexual propagation and an important indicator o f potential recruitm ent
success, has not been conducted in Chesapeake Bay. As seed-bank analyses can be
challenging because they require high sampling resolution, we chose to focus on
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increasing the spatial resolution o f sampling, w hile restricting the temporal resolution
to a single snap shot in lim e, to explore the m axim um density o f viable eelgrass seeds
throughout Chesapeake Bay. Seed and reproductive shoot densities were hig h ly
variable in eelgrass populations throughout Chesapeake Bay. In spite o f the small
core size, and taking only one sample per bed, viable seeds were found in cores that
contained no eelgrass reproductive or vegetative shoots (Zones 2. 3, 5, 10. 12. and 13:
Table I ) Changes in historical distribution o f eelgrass are reflected in smaller
eelgrass seed banks in areas where eelgrass was historically present (and recovering
slow ly) but are now characterized by the presence o f Ruppia m aritim a.
M onospecific eelgrass cores had four times the number o f viable eelgrass seeds in the
seed bank than mixed-species cores, although eelgrass shoot density was no more
than 50% greater in monospecific cores than in mixed-species cores (w ith no
difference in reproductive shoot density). The greater seed density in monospecific
eelgrass suggests that local environmental conditions may influence the magnitude o f
sexual reproduction (see also H arwell and Rhode. In prep). A n alternative hypothesis
m ight be that the typically high density o f R. m aritim a (Silberhorn et al. 1996). along
with its shallow er root system (Kantrud 1991). may physically hinder seed retention
at a small scale. In an earlier study, the low establishment o f eelgrass plants from
seeding a R. m aritim a bed w ith eelgrass seeds was attributed, in part, to increased
seed m o rta lity because o f inadequate seed protection (O rth, unpublished data). Inglis
(2000) found greater concentration o f Halodule uninervis seed in unvegetated areas
where the root system o f the adult plants did not hinder development o f the seed
bank: however, unlike Z. m arina. H. uninervis releases its seeds under the sediment
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surface. Kuo and Kirkm an (1996) and Orth (1999) suggest that the dense root system
in Posidonia spp. meadows may prevent seed settling and seeding establishment
w ithin a bed. We should note, however, that both seed and plant morphology o f these
species d iffe r from that o f Z. marina.
It is possible that the total number o f eelgrass seeds in the seed bank is from m ultiple
years, explaining the high number o f cores w ith non-viable seeds (Table 2). Bodnar
(1985) found empty seed coats in seed-bank cores throughout the year in an eelgrass
population o ff Long Island (New York, U S A ): however, he did not define what size
fragment he considered an empty seed coat, and was unable to discern how long
individual empty seed coats remained intact.
The decline in Z. marina populations in Chesapeake Bay in the 1960’ s and 1970’ s
(Orth and Moore 1983: 1984) resulted in a reduced distribution and abundance o f the
species in the m iddle region o f the Bay (Fig. I ). The lim ited distribution o f eelgrass
in the m id-Bay. where present (Moore et al. 2000). is also reflected by its reduced
reproductive e ffo rt and output (Fig. 3). suggesting that recovery in this region may
take an extensive period o f time. A ll zones in this study include habitat that appear to
be suitable fo r eelgrass (e.g., Batiuk et al. 1992). and the presence o f viable seeds
indicate that propagule supply, in general, may not be a lim itin g factor. In Zone 5. for
example. 25% o f the viable seeds were found in cores not containing Z. m aritima
(h a lf o f the total cores in this zone). W hile it is possible that the small size o f the
cores lim it the interpretation o f these data (e.g.. we cannot rule out the possibility that
there were eelgrass shoots adjacent to the core), it is possible that these viable seeds
were transported from another source. Reproductive shoots o f Z. marina have been
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reported to break o ff before the end o f seed release and float long distances (up to 34
km: Harwell and Orth. In review), supporting the notion that propagule lim itation
may not be the only factor lim itin g creation o f new populations.
The paradox o f high dispersal potential (H arw ell and Orth. In review) but low overall
establishment o f eelgrass patches may be resolved by considering potential
differences between regions o f the lower and m iddle portions o f the Chesapeake Bay
that create constraints on seed recruitment and/or seedling establishment. For
example, the eastern and western shores o f the Chesapeake Bay may be considered
physically separated (at an ecologically meaningful scale fo r the plants) because there
is greater along-estuarv transport (i.e.. up and down the main-stem o f the bay) than
across-estuary transport o f water (e.g.. Picard and Emery 1990). A d d itio n a lly, middle
Chesapeake Bay is characterized by different environmental conditions than found in
the low er Bay. The Eastern Shore mid-Bay is characterized by mesohaiine
conditions, w hile the low er bay regions (on both shores) are characterized by
poiyhaline conditions (Chesapeake Bay Program 1990). The Eastern Shore m id-Bay
region is also characterized by differences in other water quality parameters that are
critical for eelgrass growth (Batiuk et al. 1992). For example, light lim itation, cited
as a key component in the large-scale decline o f eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay (Orth
and Moore 1983: 1984; Batiuk et al. 1992: Dennison et al. 1993), may be a greater
problem in the Eastern Shore mid-Bay region because o f higher levels o f total
suspended solids (B atiuk et al. 1992).
Previous attempts to calculate reproductive output o f Z. marina populations are often
based on scaling-up extrapolations from small quadrats. Extrapolating to a per m2
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scale required a scaling factor o f around 30 in published literature on Z. marina seed
banks in Chesapeake Bay (Silberhorn et al. 1983). Reproductive characteristics o f
eelgrass in other systems have also been reported on scales greater than the sampling
e ffo rt (e.g.. van Lent and Verschuure 1995). Either underestimating or
overestim ating the abundance o f seeds in the seed bank may introduce artificia l biases
that influence the interpretation o f the importance o f sexual reproduction. It is
possible that past approaches may have overestimated seed production and. when
only a small proportion o f the seed bank successfully germinates, a rtific ia lly
supported the argument that sexual reproduction in seagrasses is not im portant (i.e.,
using a Type II error (accepting a false null hypothesis; Underwood 1997) to drive the
debate on the importance o f sexual reproduction in seagrasses).
Recent research suggests that there are significant differences between different
scales in measuring seed production in Chesapeake Bay (H arw ell and Rhode. In
prep). Inglis (2000) presents evidence o f an uncoupling between seed production and
the seeds in the seed bank in Halodule uninervis in A ustralia. Inglis concluded that
instead o f assuming homogeneous reproductive e ffo rt and output throughout an
eelgrass bed. the spatial (and temporal) variability in sexual reproduction and seed
bank characteristics w ithin a bed need to be explored. The results from our bay-wide
sam pling e ffo rt m irro r the recommendations o f Inglis (2000), but at the scale o f beds,
as our results suggest that sexual reproduction in Chesapeake Bay eelgrass may be
very im portant in bed maintenance, new patch form ation, and linkages between beds.
This study highlights the spatial variability in seed bank and reproductive shoot
characteristics o f Z. marina populations throughout Chesapeake Bay. The dynam ic
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nature o f the d istrib u tio n and abundance o f seagrasses has been explored through
remote sensing (e.g.. Orth et al. 1998). GIS exercises (W ilc o x et al.. In press), and
through observations o f individual beds over time (e.g., Orth and Moore 1986);
however, few approaches have focused on the importance o f sexual reproduction.
Eelgrass populations may be geographically separated from neighboring populations
by deep water: however, the potential fo r long-distance seed dispersal (H arw ell and
Orth. In review ) and the presence o f seed banks (O rth et al.. In press) allow an
individual bed to be studied in relation to other beds throughout Chesapeake Bay.
The spatial v a ria b ility in seed-bank characteristics suggest that at a landscape-scale,
populations may be studied by source-sink (sensu Pulliam 1988: Dias 1996) or
m etapopulation dynamics (sensu M oilanen and Hanski 1998: Hanski and G ilpin
199 I ). These approaches have been previously used in marine ecosystems (e.g..
marine invertebrates: Lipcius et al. 1997). but have only recently applied to terrestrial
plant systems (e.g.. Husband and Barrett 1996).
Future efforts, focusing on both fine-scale resolution o f seed-bank characteristics
(e.g.. m u ltip le samples w ithin a bed) and long-term m onitoring (e.g., a single bed fo r
m ultiple years), could better elucidate these patterns and contribute to our a b ility to
predict changes in the distribution and abundance o f eelgrass in the future. By
continuing sam pling efforts bay-wide, seed-bank patterns can be examined at a
landscape scale and aid in understanding the long-term changes in distribution and
abundance o f eelgrass throughout Chesapeake Bay. O verall, this level o f knowledge
is required fo r large-scale restoration efforts to be successful.
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Table I: Characterization o f each zone (see Fig. 2) sampled, including the number o f beds sampled, and the areal extent (to the nearest
hectare) of the submerged aquatic vegetation in each zone (1994 numbers). The number o f samples for each zone containing
monospecific Zostera marina, mixed species (Z. marina and Ruppia m aritim a). or monospecific R. maritima (see text) are presented
along with the number o f cores in each species classification that contained reproductive shoots or total or viable seeds (shoots / tot.
seeds / via. seeds).

Zone

No. beds

Area

Monospecific Z. marina

Mixed species

Monospecific R. maritima

sampled

(ha)

(shoots / tot. seeds / via. seeds)

(shoots / tot. seeds / via. seeds)

(shoots / tot. seeds / via. seeds)

1

4

646

4 (3 / 3 / 3)

0

0

2

7

1252

2 (2 1 2 1 2 )

3(l/3/2)

2 (0 / 1 / 1)

3

16

2760

6 (3 / 6 / 6)

8 ( 5 / 6 / 1)

2 ( 0 / 2 / 1)

4'

II

1280

5(l/5/4)

2 ( 0 / 2 / 1)

2 ( 0 / 1 /())

5

19

3320

6 (0 / 4 / 2-)

3 ( 2 / 2 / 1)

1 0 ( 0 / 3 / 1)

6

4

642

0

0

4 ( 0 / 1 / ())

7'

8

1428

0

0

7 (0 / 0 / 0)
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Table I (cont.):

Zone

No. beds

Area

Monospecific Z. marina

sampled

(ha)

Mixed species

Monospecific R. maritima

(shoots / tot. seeds / via. see

(shoots / tot. seeds / via. seeds)

(shoots / tot. seeds / via. seeds)

8’

5

866

2(1 / 2 / 2)

2( 1 / 2 / 0 )

0

9

2

280

1 (0 / 1 / 1)

0

1 (0 / I / 0)

10

8

1393

2 ( 2 / 2 / 1)

3 (0/2/2)

3 (0/3/2)

11

9

161 1

3 ( 1 / 3 / 3)

ft ( 2 / 5 / 4 )

0

12’

12

2072

9 (4 / 6 / 52)

0

2 ( 0 / I / I)

13

3

43

1 (1 / 1 / 1)

0

2 (0 / I / I )

1 adult plant data missing for 2 cores ( I contained seeds)
2 seed data missing in one core
’ adult plant data missing for I core (containing seeds)

Table 2: O verall mean seed-bank (a) and reproductive shoot (b) characteristics for
Zostera marina (N = 66) in the lower and mid-Chesapeake Bay. Values are reported
per core (0.018 m2).

a) Seed bank
M etric

Mean

S.E.

Total seeds

1 1.4

2.3

V iable seeds

6.0

1.8

Proportion viable

0.4

0.05

b) Reproductive shoot
M e tric

Mean

S.E.

Total shoots

15.1

1.0

Reproductive shoots

1.3

0.3

Proportion reproductive

0.09

0.02
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Figure I: Bay-wide decline in Zostera marina (shown in black), (a) Pre-1930’ s: (b)
Present.
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Figure 2: Map o f the 13 sampling zones in relation to the distribution o f submerged
aquatic vegetation in 1994.
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Figure 3: Zostera marina reproductive characteristics (mean: SE) among zones: (a)
Viable seeds in seed bank: (b) Reproductive shoot density. Zero viable seeds
were found in Zone 6. and no eelgrass shoots were reported in Zones 6.7. and 9.
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12

13

Figure 4: Spatial distribution o f proportional reproductive output (a: percent o f seeds
that were viable) and reproductive e ffo rt (b: percent o f shoots that were
reproductive) for Zostera marina. Zero viable seeds were found in Zone 6. and no
eelgrass shoots were reported in Zones 6.7. and 9.
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Figure 5: The relationship between adult species com position (m onospecific vs.
mixed species) and eelgrass (a) seed-bank characteristics (total seeds: viable
seeds: proportion viable (mean: SE)). and (b) shoot characteristics (total shoots
reproductive shoots: proportion reproductive (mean: SE)). D ifferent letters
indicate significant differences between species assemblages.
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C hapter 2
I n f l u e n c e o f s it e , p a t c h s t r u c t u r e , e d g e e f f e c t s , a n d s a m p l in g s c a l e
ON REPRODUCTIVE EFFORT AND OUTPUT IN ZO STFR A MARINA L . (EELGRASS)
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A b s tra c t
To achieve optimal fitness, a clonal plant balances conflicting demands o f vegetative
propagation and sexual reproduction. A clonal plant can forgo sexual reproduction in favor
o f clonal growth (vegetative effort) o r divert energy and/or resources from clonal spread to
sexual reproduction (reproductive effort). The success o f reproductive effort is measured
as propagule production (reproductive output). We explored the effects o f site, patch
structure, edge, and sampling scale on reproductive strategies used by natural and
transplanted populations o f the submerged estuarine angiosperm Zostera marina L.
(eelgrass). The location o f a plant (patch edge o r interior) had no effect on its e ffo rt o r
output (p > 0.05). Effects o f patch structure on reproductive effort and output was
significant fo r only vegetative and reproductive shoot density, accounting for < 20% o f
total variance for each measure. Transplant site was the most important predictor o f e ffo rt
and output (p < 0.05). explaining up to 76% o f the variance in each measure. The
magnitude o f variation in effort and output differed between small and large sampling
scales in an unpredictable way. Our results suggest that regional (km ) environmental
conditions impact reproductive investment in Chesapeake Bay eelgrass populations more
than local (m ) environmental conditions. Our results suggest that since tradeoffs between
clonal and sexual production are mediated prim arily by local environmental conditions, site
selection is critical for long-term restoration success.

K e y w o rd s : reproduction, seeds, clonal seagrass, Zostera marina, reproductive e ffo rt,
reproductive output, sampling scale, fitness trade-offs
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O ur notions o f law and harmony are com m only confined to those instances
which we detect; but the harmony which results from a far greater number
o f seemingly conflicting, but really concurring laws, which we have not
detected, is still more wonderful.
- Thoreau, H.D. (1854) W alden. Signet Classics. N .Y.
In tro d u c tio n
Offspring production and gametic contribution to the next generation are com m only
used as a proxy for fitness. Plant ecologists frequently infer fitness from measures o f
reproductive effort or reproductive output (Bazzaz and Reekie 1985; Bazzaz and A ckerly
1992). The reproductive effort o f a plant is an estimate o f how much energy and/or
material resources are diverted from vegetative growth to sexual reproduction, w hile
reproductive output is a measure o f propagule production (Thompson and Stewart 1981;
Bazzaz and Ackerly 1992).
There are fitness tradeoffs between reproducing and maintaining vegetative growth
(Bazzaz and Reekie 1985). A plant that invests more in sexual reproduction m ight
compromise its vegetative health over short time scales (Bazzaz and Reekie 1985), but a
plant that postpones reproduction m ight have its genes purged from the population.
Nutrient lim itation (Bazzaz and Reekie 1985) or meristem availability (Bazzaz and A ckerly
1992) m ight mediate these trade-offs. For instance, when resources are p le n tifu l, both
vegetative and reproductive output can be high (D u ffy et al. 1999). In some cases,
however, sexual reproduction may have no effect on or m ight enhance a plant’ s growth.
The transition from vegetative to sexual investment can be triggered by genetic factors
(e.g., W iltshire et al. 1998), environm ental conditions (e.g.. Sugiyama and Bazzaz 1997).
or the combined influence o f genetics and environment (e.g., Sugiyama and Bazzaz 1997).
M aintaining a balance between growth and reproduction is particularly important to clonal
plants, which can gain fitness partially or prim arily via ramet production (vegetative effort).
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In clonal plants, the production o f reproductive structures can also preclude further
vegetative spread (Doust 1989).
It is d iffic u lt to directly measure the total reproductive effort and output o f clonal
plants since these plants allocate resources to both vegetative and sexual reproduction
(Harper 1977: Watson 1984: Jackson et al. 1985: Bazzaz and Ackerly 1992). Further,
clonal plants exposed to disturbances can fragment into smaller, genetically identical pieces
(ramets). This lack o f physical integrity makes it d iffic u lt to distinguish among clones and
often renders conclusions about resource partitioning among individuals invalid.
Reproductive effort and output can be affected by both intrinsic and extrinsic
factors. Evidence from several plant species shows that an individual’ s reproductive effort
increases as a function o f population density (Abrahamson 1975; Bazzaz and Reekie 1985).
Although output o f a single plant may be directly proportional to its biomass (Crawley
1990). interpopulation variation in output is more closely correlated with population size
than w ith individual changes in carbon or nutrient allocation (Bazzaz and Ackerly 1992).
Larger populations can have more closely spaced pollen and ovule donors than smaller
populations, with consequent gains in reproductive success, but increased population size
may also create competition, leading to decreased propagule production. Some species
have m inim um viable population sizes below which sexual reproduction is unsuccessful.
In small populations, demographic constraints can reduce gamete encounter probabilities,
and genetic factors such as inbreeding depression can reduce fitness (e.g., McClanahan
1986). Reproductive output can be a predictable function o f effort and thus be speciesspecific or, when there is phenotypic plasticity or genetic subdivision, population-specific.
M anipulative experiments such as reciprocal transplant or common garden experiments are
useful in determining the magnitude o f genetic vs. environmental control o f plant effort and
output (e.g. Backman 1990; Bertness 1991).
Population structure can influence demographic factors, including pollen dispersal,
and thus determine effective population size. There is evidence that some aquatic
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macrophyte populations experience pollen lim itation (Ackerman 1986; but see W illiam s
1995). Because o f the nature o f hydrophilous pollination (Cox 1988), population
fragmentation could exacerbate pollen lim itation and further reduce a deme’s reproductive
output, particularly if the species typ ica lly outcrosses. The way in which patches are
arranged can influence their interactions (sensu Olesen and Sand-Jensen 1994). creating
differences in effort and output between edge and interior o f a patch (e.g.. Bigley 198 1;
Durako and M o ffle r 1985; Fonseca and Bell 1998; Laugier et al. 1999. and references
w ith in ).
Zostera marina L. (eelgrass) is the most common temperate seagrass. with
extensive beds found in intertidal and sub-littoral soft-bottom communities throughout the
Northern Hemisphere (M cR oy and H elfferich 1977). Populations maintain themselves or
expand using a combination o f vegetative growth and sexual reproduction. Eelgrass demes
living in stressful or unstable habitats m ight rely on high reproductive effort for their
continued existence (van Lent and Verschuure 1994).
Eelgrass reproductive shoots are formed when the terminal shoot on an intact ramet
elongates and flowers (Setchell 1929). Flowering is triggered, in part, by temperature,
salinity, and day length (M cM illa n 1976). and flowering periodicity (annual vs. perennial)
is also under environmental rather than genetic control (Gagnon et al. 1980). As
reproductive shoots are terminal (Setchell 1929), the meristem that forms them is no longer
able to produce vegetative shoots. Each reproductive shoot consists o f an average o f 15
inflorescences (M C H . unpublished data) sharing a common stalk, w ith inflorescences
containing rows o f male and female flowers in a ratio o f 2:1 (Setchell 1929). Flowering is
usually but not always protogynous (C hurchill and Riner 1978; de Cock 1980), and,
although outcrossing is typical (Ackerman 1986; Ruckelshaus 1995). self-fertilization has
been documented in this species (Ruckelshaus 1995; JM R, unpublished data).
Eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay is perennial and has a bi-phasic vegetative growth
cycle with maximal vegetative production in early June and mid-October (Wetzel and
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Penhale 1983: Orth and Moore 1986). Perennial eelgrass does not flo w e r until a clone is
two years old (Setchell 1929). Reproductive shoots are abundant in Chesapeake Bay from
A p ril until June (Orth and Moore 1986). when seeds mature and are released (Orth et al.
1994). Reproductive shoot density in Chesapeake Bay has been estimated as between 11
and 19% (Silberhorn et al. 1983), but as high as 21.5% (Orth and Moore 1986). o f total
shoot density: however, these values were based on small samples (0.033 m 2 area).
Reproductive effort and output are variable both w ithin and among Z. marina
populations (C hurchill and Riner 1978). W hile output in this species has been consistently
estimated by seed counts (Robertson and Mann 1984: Hootsmans et al. 1987). effort has
been calculated in various ways. In some studies, the proportion o f reproductive biomass
to total biomass was used as a measure o f effort (Sand-Jensen 1975: Harrison 1979:
Phillips et al. 1983a). The percentage o f total Z. marina biomass allocated to reproduction
varies regionally and tem porally: reports range from 1 to 42% for perennial forms (SandJensen 1975: Jacobs 1979: Robertson and Mann 1984; Orth and Moore 1986: van Lent and
Verschuure 1994) and to 100% for annual forms (Phillips et al. 1983b). Reproductive
effort has also been calculated as the number o f inflorescences produced per shoot (Keddy
1987) or the ratio o f reproductive shoots to total shoots (Harrison 1993). Harrison (1979)
recommended that estimates o f effort be made for populations rather than individual clones
because high rates o f rhizome fragmentation make it d ifficu lt to separate genetic
individuals.
There is currently no published information about the influence o f patch structure,
habitat fragmentation, and position w ithin a patch (edge/interior) on eelgrass reproductive
e ffort and output. In this study, we used a combination o f manipulative transplant
experiments and observations on un-manipulated eelgrass populations to estimate effort and
output for l ive eelgrass populations. Our objectives were: I ) to quantify relationships
between e ffo rt and output in transplanted and natural (including donor) populations; 2) to
determine whether effort and output varies from patch edge to interior in transplanted
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populations: 3) to determine whether size or fragmentation structure o f a patch influences
effort and output: and 4) to determine whether the spatial scale o f sampling affects estimates
o f e ffo rt and output.

M a te ria ls and Methods
Transplant Design
Transplants were planted in October 1998 fo llo w ing protocols for eelgrass
harvesting and planting in Chesapeake Bay (Orth et al. 1999). Transplanted shoots were
harvested from a single donor population (A llens Island. York River. V irgin ia. U SA: 37°
I 5 .1' N. 76” 25.7’ W ) and were planted in the James (36° 58.2’ N. 76“ 24.6’ W ;
approxim ately 44 km away from the donor bed) and Y ork (37" 13’ N. 76” 30’ W ;
approxim ately 6.75 km away from the donor bed) rivers (Chesapeake Bay, V irginia,
USA). In each site, individual shoots were planted using a 2 x 2 m quadrat as a guide:
shoots w ithin the quadrat were planted at 25 cm intervals in 9 rows. Rows were 25 cm
apart, and each row was offset from the adjacent row such that each shoot was 25 cm from
its nearest neighbor. The resulting shoot density was 19.25 shoots m '\ a density much
low er than natural densities o f 1418 - 2576 shoots m '2 (Orth and Moore 1986) but capable
o f sustaining shoot densities and areal coverage w ithin a single growing season (Orth et al.
1999). In general, transplanted beds reached natural shoot densities by the tim e o f this
study
A total o f 306 - 2 x 2 m quadrats (23.562 individual shoots) were planted in
patterns to create three different patch structures (Fig. I ): isolated (one 2 x 2 m quadrat),
patchy (five rows o f five - 2 x 2 m quadrats: quadrats 2 m apart from each other), and
continuous (five rows o f five - 2 x 2 m quadrats: quadrats adjoined each other). Each
transplant site contained three replicates o f each patch structure. A ll patch structures were
at least 20 m from each other, a distance greater than that hypothesized for pollen dispersal
in this species (Ruckelshaus 1996).
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Reproductive E ffort and Output Sampling
For the purpose o f this study, we defined vegetative effort as number o f vegetative
shoots per ir r . reproductive effort as number o f reproductive shoots per n r. and
reproductive output as number o f seeds per n r. In addition to these metrics, we calculated
vegetative effort/reproductive effort as proportion o f all shoots that were reproductive.
Finally, we calculated reproductive output as seeds produced per reproductive shoot.
In m id-M ay 1999. just prior to seed release, we sampled plots at both the James
and York R iver transplant sites. W ithin each patch, we randomly sampled three edge and
three interior sub-plots at two different spatial scales using a 2 x 2 m quadrat as a guide.
First, at a small spatial scale, we placed four 20 cm diameter rings (0.032 n r) haphazardly
in the quadrat. We enumerated all vegetative shoots in the ring and harvested all
reproductive shoots. Second, at a large spatial scale, we counted all vegetative shoots in
and harvested all reproductive shoots from a randomly selected 1.0 n r area o f the patch.
We stored reproductive shoot samples in a temperature-controlled room (4 " O and
processed them w ithin a week o f harvesting to minimize shoot degradation.
We used GIS distribution maps (Orth et al. 1998) and ground-truthing to identify
natural populations that approximated the isolated, patchy, and continuous patch structures
o f the transplants. Natural populations grew at sim ilar water depths near the transplant
locations in each o f the tw o rivers (James River, approximately 7.5 km away from the
James R iver transplant; 37" 0.9’ N, 76° 20.4’ W ; York River, approximately 8 km away
from the Y o rk R iver transplant; 37" 13.7’ N. 76" 25.6’ W ) and at Allens Island, the donor
eelgrass population, to look al issues o f local adaptation. Sampling was conducted as
described above, but no distinction between edge and interior regions was made as these
populations were w ithin larger vegetated areas. In all three un-transplanted populations we
counted vegetative shoot densities and harvested reproductive shoots from each 0.032 m2
ring.
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We counted reproductive shoots, inflorescences per reproductive shoot, and seeds
per inflorescence for all harvested samples. We identified seeds as viable based on visible
characteristics including seed shape and seed coat rigidity (follow ing Harwell and Orth
1999). We then calculated total number o f seeds (extrapolated to seeds m '2) and number o f
seeds per reproductive shoot.

Reproductive Effort/Output Relationships
We hypothesized that there were predictable relationships between reproductive
effort and output w ithin each population. To test this hypothesis, we conducted linear
regression analyses on the fo llo w in g measures: reproductive shoots vs. total shoots,
inflorescences vs. reproductive shoots, seeds vs. inflorescences, and seeds vs.
reproductive shoots for each population. We used data from the large-scale samples (1.0
n r) with all sub-replicates w ithin a patch structure pooled (n = 9 for each metric). Each o f
these data sets met the assumption o f homogeneity o f variance (Cochran's test: Zar 1999).
Regression residuals were evaluated to confirm the appropriateness o f linear regression.
We used A N O V A to compare slopes o f the regressions among populations (Zar 1999).
SAS (version 6.12, SAS Institute 1997) was used to conduct this and all subsequent
statistical analyses.

Edge Effects
We also hypothesized that there was no difference in reproductive effort or output
between patch interior and edge. A fte r transforming data to correct fo r heterogeneity o f
variance (Cochran’ s test: Zar 1999). we ran split-plot A N O V A analyses on both effort
(vegetative density: reproductive density: proportion reproductive, natural log (x -t-0.1)
transformed) and output (total seeds, square root transformed: seeds per reproductive
shoot, natural log (x + 0 .1) transformed) variables. Fixed factors were transplant site
(James and Y o rk Rivers) and patch structure (patchy and dense), and edge/interior was the
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sp lit-p lo t factor. Isolated patches were omitted from the analysis since, by definition, they
had no interior. There were three replicate plots o f each patch structure per site and three
edge and interior quadrats per replicate (w ith four sub-replicates). Interaction effects were
not significant, so we used a Student-Newman-Keuls test to separate means and detect
differences among populations (Underwood 1997). The proportion o f the total variance
explained by each significant term in a given A N O V A model was calculated as the sums o f
squares o f the term divided by the sums o f squares o f the total model (Underwood 1997).
Since there were no edge/interior differences for metrics o f effort and output (see results),
we pooled edge and interior data p rior to further analysis.

Patch Structure
To test for the influence o f population and patch structure on eelgrass sexual
reproduction, we performed tw o-w ay A N O V A s on metrics o f total shoot density and
proportion reproductive (measured at the large scale: 1.0 n r), after transform ing data to
correct fo r heterogeneity o f variance (Cochran's test: Zar 1999). We used three levels o f
population (transplant, natural, donor) and three levels o f patch structure (isolated, patchy,
dense) and ran separate A N O V A s fo r the James and Y ork River populations. There were
three replicates per population, w ith natural and donor population data taken from one
quadrat per replicate (w ith four sub-replicates) and transplant population data taken from
the average o f six quadrats (three edge and three interior). Tukey’s m ultiple comparisons
tests were run when no significant interaction effects were observed (Underwood 1997).
Tw o-w ay A N C O V A s (same levels o f population and patch structure: shoot density as
covariate) were performed on metrics o f reproductive density, total seeds (square-root
transformed) and seeds per reproductive shoot (natural log transformed) fo r each river. As
the covariate (shoot density) was not significant for reproductive shoot density and seeds
per reproductive shoot (p > 0.09 fo r all tests), two-way A N O V A s were perform ed as
described above. The proportion o f the total variance explained by each significant term in
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a given A N O V A (or A N C O V A ) model was calculated as the sums o f squares o f the term
divided by the sums o f squares o f the total model (Underwood 1997).

Spatial Scale
Finally, to study the influence o f sampling scale on estimates o f effort, we
performed nested A N O V A s on metrics o f effort (reproductive shoot density; proportion
reproductive) with two levels o f scale (quadrat. 1.0 n r : ring, 0.032 m2) nested w ithin three
levels o f patch structure (isolated, patchy, dense), and five levels o f population (two
transplants, two naturals, one donor). There were three replicates per population, w ith the
data for the natural and donor populations taken from one quadrat per replicate (w ith four
sub-replicates) and the data for the transplant population taken from the average o f six
quadrats (three edge and three interior) averaged per replicate (with four sub-replicates).
The proportion o f the total variance explained by each significant term in a given A N O V A
model was calculated as the sums o f squares o f the term divided by the sums o f squares o f
the total model (Underwood 1997). Tukey's m ultiple comparisons tests were run to
identify differences among factors.

Results
Reproductive Effort/Output Relationships
Density o f reproductive shoots was related to total shoot density (vegetative +
reproductive), with r2 ranging from 0.45 to 0.69 for the natural sites (including the donor
population) and the York River transplant (p < 0.05 for each population), but not at the
James R iver transplant site (p = 0.10) (Table I ). Slopes and significance were sim ilar
between the transplant and donor populations in the York River, but the transplant and
donor populations were significantly different from the natural population (Table I ). In the
James River, slopes o f the transplant and natural population were also significantly
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different (Table 1). Between the natural populations in York and James rivers, the slopes
differed by two orders o f magnitude (Table I ).
Regressions among different components o f reproductive effort were significant for
virtually every site and transplant treatment (Table I ). Number o f inflorescences was
strongly correlated with total number o f reproductive shoots, with r ranging between 0.84
and 0.96 for all natural and transplanted sites (p < 0.006 for each population). In the York
River, the slope o f the relationship between numbers o f inflorescences and numbers o f
reproductive shoots differed among the natural, transplanted, and donor populations: a
sim ilar pattern was seen in the James River (Table 1).
Regressions among components o f effort and reproductive output (output) were
also highly significant fo r virtually every site and transplant treatment (Table 1). Number
o f seeds was strongly correlated with number o f inflorescences, with r ranging from 0.52
to 0.93 for each population (p < 0.03 for all). In both the York and James rivers, slopes
were significantly different among transplant, natural, and donor populations. Seeds were
also strongly related to reproductive shoot densities for all populations except the York
River natural ( r = 0.63 - 0.89). with slopes varying by up to an order o f magnitude (Table
I ). In the York River, slopes o f the transplant and natural populations were not
significantly different from each other; the transplant population was not significantly
different from the donor. In the James River, the natural and donor populations were not
significantly different. The James transplant differed significantly from both the natural
and donor populations.

Edge Effects
Split-plot A N O V A s indicated no edge/interior effects for measures o f vegetative
density, reproductive density, proportion reproductive, total seeds, or seeds per
reproductive shoot (Table 2). Site effects were significant for all measures except
proportion o f shoots reproductive, with measures o f effort and output higher for
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transplants in the James R iver than in the York River. Patch structure significantly affected
reproductive shoot density, but this term explained only 0.54% o f the total variance in the
A N O V A . There were no significant interaction terms except fo r a marginal interaction
between site and patch fo r seeds per reproductive shoot (p = 0.0539. 2.54% total
variance). Since no edge/interior effects were observed fo r e ffo rt and output measures in
either the James or Y ork rivers, data were pooled for subsequent analyses.

Patch Structure
Tw o-w ay A N O V A s revealed that population significantly influenced vegetative
density in both river sites (James: p = 0.0057. 27.39% total variance: Y ork: p = 0.0001,
53.67% total variance), but w ith significant interactions between population and patch
(Table 3: Fig. 2). In the James River, the transplant population generally had higher
vegetative densities than the natural and donor populations, except in the dense patches
where shoot densities in the donor population appear greater than in the transplant
population (Fig. 2a). In the Y ork River, vegetative density was generally highest in the
natural population and lowest in the transplant population (Fig. 2b). As in the James
River, shoot densities in the donor population appear greater than in the transplant
population (Fig. 2b).
Tw o-w ay A N O V A s from the 1.0 n r quadrat also revealed a significant effect o f
population on reproductive shoot density (James: p = 0.0006, 29.79% total variance; York:
p = 0.0001. 76.56% total variance: Table 3: Fig. 3), but w ith significant interactions
between population and patch. In the James River, reproductive shoot density appears
higher in the transplant population in the isolated and patchy patch structure, but
reproductive shoot densities in the donor population appear greater than in the transplant
population (Fig. 3a). Reproductive shoot density in the Y o rk R iver site appears greatest in
the natural population, w ith a sim ilar pattern o f greater reproductive shoot density in dense
patches in the donor population than in the transplants (Fig. 3b).
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Tw o-w ay A N O V A s from the 1.0 m : quadrat also revealed a significant effect o f
population on proportion reproductive shoots (James: p = 0.1 138: York: p = 0.0001.
68.67% total variance: Table 3: Fig. 4), w ith a significant interaction between population
and patch in the James River. Proportion reproductive shoots in the James River appears
higher in the natural population than in donor populations in isolated patches, but lower in
dense patches (Fig. 4a). Proportion reproductive shoots appears to be sim ilar among
populations in patchy patches. In the York River, proportion reproductive shoots was
higher in the natural population than either the transplant or donor population (Fig. 4b).
When corrected fo r shoot density, population was not significant for measures o f
total seeds in the James R iver (Fig. 5a). but marginally significant fo r total seeds in the
York R iver (p = 0.071 I. 2.05% total variance: Table 3). Total shoot density was a
significant covariate for both rivers, but did accounted for only a portion o f the total
variance (James River, p = 0.0251. 15.61 % total variance: Y o rk River, p = 0.0161. 2.34%
total variance: Table 3). W hile seed density appear sim ilar among populations in James
River isolated patches, seed density in the transplant population appeared greater than in the
donor population in patchy patches: however, the reverse pattern may be present in dense
patches (Fig. 5a). Seed abundance in the York River was highest fo r the natural population
and lowest for the transplant and donor populations. These trends mirrored those observed
for vegetative shoot densities. When not corrected for shoot density population was
significant fo r measures o f total seeds (James: p = 0.0073. 25.72% total variance: Y ork: p
= 0.0001, 79.63% total variance; Table 3).
Tw o-w ay A N O V A s from the 1.0 m 2 quadrat also revealed a significant effect o f
population on seeds per reproductive shoot (James: p = 0.0251. 20.47% total variance:
York: p =0.0001. 70.93% total variance; Table 3: Fig. 6). but w ith significant interactions
between population and patch. In both rivers, seeds per reproductive shoot was generally
higher in donor populations in isolated patches, but w ith no apparent differences among
populations in dense patches (Fig. 6).
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Spatial Scale
Population but not patch size significantly influenced reproductive density and
proportion reproductive shoots (Table 4). The scale at which measurements were taken
( large: 1.0 n r or small: 0.032 n r ) also influenced these measures. The large (quadrat: 1.0
n f) and small-scale (ring: 0.032 n f ) sampling efforts did not reveal sim ilar patterns in
reproductive shoot density (Table 4) (Fig. 3 and 7. respectively). Estimates o f
reproductive shoot density were higher for the large-scale than the small-scale data. There
were few sim ilarities between the large and small sampling scales fo r estimates o f
proportion reproductive shoots (Table 4: Fig. 4 and 8. respectively). W hile proportion
reproductive measurements were greater at the small scale in the James River natural
population, they were greater at the large scale in the York R iver natural population.

Discussion
The local environment o f a population drives the magnitude o f reproductive effort
and output in eelgrass populations. More than 60% o f the total variance in effort and
output is explained by differences between site, a pattern underscored by the large
differences in effort and output between the York River natural population and either o f the
transplant populations, donor population, or the James R iver natural population. No
indication o f an edge effect in the transplant populations suggest no differences in exposure
to stress between edge and interior o f a patch and/or that pollen lim itation at the scale o f 10°
- 10'm docs not occur in this species. Differences in estimates o f effort and output
between the two sampling scales highlight the importance o f studying a system at m ultiple
scales. Overall, the influence o f population location appears to be at least twice as
important as any other factor explored.
Vegetative shoot densities ranged from 250 - 1300 m : in natural Chesapeake Bay
populations, higher than values o f 140 - 508 m 2reported in Washington. USA (Gambi
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1988) and lower than values o f 1418 - 2576 m 2reported by Orth and Moore (1986) for
Chesapeake Bay. Although vegetative shoot densities were not as high as published values
for Chesapeake Bay. reproductive shoot densities (effort) were comparable to those from
other systems. We found reproductive shoot densities o f 20 - 270 m 2: other studies
estimated ranges from 1.4 - 80.6 m 2in an annual eelgrass population in Nova Scotia
( Keddy 1987) to 53 m 2in New Y ork Bay (Churchill and Riner 1978) to 40 - 1000 m 2in
the Netherlands (Hootsmans et al. 1987). Orth and Moore (1986) reported that
reproductive shoots accounted for 21.5% o f all shoots in Chesapeake Bay eelgrass,
translating to approximately 450 reproductive shoots m '2 in one population they studied.
Reproductive output in our study ranged from 407 seeds m 2(Allens Island) to 2128 m '2
(Goodwin Islands). This is higher than the 2 0 0 -1740 seeds m 2for populations in the
Netherlands (summarized in van Lent and Verschuure 1994) and the 34 seeds m 2and 5 1 889 seeds m 2reported by Felger and M cR oy (1975) and Churchill and Riner (1978) in
New York Bay (1978). However, values here are much lower than the 1 133 - 7822 seeds
m 2reported fo r annual populations o f eelgrass in Nova Scotia ( Keddy 1987). W hile
metrics o f effort in perennial populations o f eelgrass Chesapeake Bay were higher than
those in annual populations (and metrics o f output lower than in annual populations: Keddy
1987), our conclusions on the importance o f sexual reproduction in perennial populations
may be applicable to other systems w ith perennial eelgrass.
We found a significant linear relationship between reproductive and total shoots
w ithin four o f the five eelgrass populations surveyed, regardless o f patch structure,
transplant history, or site. This suggests that some aspect o f vegetative shoot production
controls effort. Perhaps the number o f terminal vegetative merisiems or total biomass
lim its the formation o f reproductive shoots. W hile there were significant linear
relationships between metrics w ithin nearly all populations, the actual ratios varied. I f
genetics or maternal effects determined effort and output, relationships between vegetative
and reproductive shoots and between shoots and seeds would persist among groups o f
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individuals moved from one donor population to m ultiple sites since the relationship
differed. As this was not the case, effort and output are probably controlled p rim a rily by
the environment in which the reproductive shoot develops, pollination is completed, and
seeds mature. Differences in reproductive effo rt and output m ight also be attributed to local
adaptation (interactions among genetic and environmental factors).
We expected to see differences in effort and output between patch edge and interior.
E ffort and output may have been greatest at patch edges due to increased stress (Silberhorn
et al. 1983. Conacheret al. 1994: van Lent and Verschuure 1994: Laugier et al. 1999) or
increased supply o f resources such as light and nutrients.

A lternatively, effort and output

may have been reduced at patch edges due to greater current flo w (Fonseca et al. 1983)
which could in flic t mechanical damage on reproductive shoots (Patterson et al. in review )
or lim it pollen transport. W hile Kenworthy et al. (1980) found no difference in
reproductive shoot production between low (20 cm s ' ) and high (80 cm s ' ) levels o f
hydrodynamic exposure. Orth and Moore (1982) observed a higher proportion o f
reproductive shoots in a disturbed environment (created by sand bars). We also expected
that differences in pollen availability between patch edge and interior might influence output
(Ackerman 1986). There was no indication, however, that the edge/interior environm ent
created by the transplants influenced effort o r output. This im plies that potential difference
in flo w and tu rb idity between the patch margin and middle (sensu Fonseca and Fisher
1982: Fonseca et al. 1983) had no effect on the production o f reproductive shoots o r seeds.
There could be other aspects o f edge/interior that affect effort and output, counteracting the
potential influence o f d iffe ring flow fields: future investigations should exp licitly address
this matter in controlled experiments.
There are inherent difficulties in estimating the effort and output o f an entire
population from data collected over a small spatial scale. W h ile the two sampling scales
used in this study captured the same effort and output relationships, there were often
differences in the magnitude o f a metric w ithin a single site (e.g., reproductive shoot
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density in Y ork River natural populations; Fig. 3. 7) or contradictory patterns among sites
(e.g., proportion reproductive in natural populations; Fig. 4. 8). Further, different patterns
in seed output and seeds per reproductive shoot among all populations (Fig. 5. 6)
underscore the bias that population heterogeneity can influence estimates o f effort and
output. Caution should be taken when extrapolating small-scale data to the scale o f an
entire population (sensu Heidelbaugh and Nelson 1996).
Population alone significantly influenced seed output when not corrected for shoot
density. V ariability in environmental characteristics may drive differences in seed output in
natural populations. When corrected fo r shoot density, however, population influenced
seed output only in York River populations. This finding may be important as restoration
efforts w ith adult plants (e.g.. Orth el al. 1999) are often planted at a uniform density and
may not replicate the age mosaic o f natural eelgrass populations.
Although there were interactions between population and patch, patch effects alone
never accounted for more than 20% o f total variance for any effort or output metric at either
scale or site, im plying that patchiness may not create an environment in which pollen
lim itation or any other force (e.g.. hydrodynamics; Ackerman 1997) that would change
reproductive effort or success. This finding would be expected i f the distance o f pollen
travel was shorter than the distance between patches. In fact, other investigators have
estimated that the hydrophilous pollen o f eelgrass travels less than 20 m (Ruckelshaus
1996). Lack o f patch effect on output would also be predicted i f self-fertilization was
common, in which case population fragmentation might not alter pollination processes.
In our study, population effects were at least 2.5 times as important as patch effects
for explaining variability in reproductive effort at a very small scale (0.032 n r; Table 3). In
fact, the only reproductive variable that was not population-dependent was proportion
shoots reproductive. Perhaps this relationship is controlled more by genetic factors than
environmental ones. Trends among populations were inconsistent between the two river
sites; this could be due. in part, to different environmental regimes.
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There are several hypotheses that may account fo r the differences seen in effort and
output between the York River natural population and the donor population (in the York
River) and the James River natural population. First, rhizome fragmentation could
theoretically increase the number o f terminal shoots and thus increase the production o f
reproductive shoots. Further, exposure differences (e.g.. Fonseca et al. 1983) or
bioturbation (e.g.. rays: Orth 1975) may account for the differences observed between
populations. Finally, we recognize that differences in age structure might translate into
differences in effort and output such as those seen between the York River natural
population and the donor population (in the York River) and the James River natural
population.
Consistent relationships among effo rt and output w ithin populations could make it
possible to forecast seed output based on an estimate o f flowering shoot density for a
specific deme. This has practical im plications for managers, who could use reproductive
ef fort to predict whether the seed output o f an eelgrass patch w ill allow the population to be
self-sustaining or whether the population w ill need supplemental transplantation.
However, the actual relationship between effort and output might change from year to year
in response to environmental variation o r change in a population’s genetic composition.
Population and site effects observed in our study highlight the preeminent importance o f
site selection in the design o f transplant experiments (e.g.. Orth et al.. unpublished
manuscript), and investigation o f effort and output for eelgrass populations along an
environmental stress gradient (sensu Moore et al. 1996) is warranted. Since patch shape
does not significantly influence the effort or output o f eelgrass. managers can choose bed
shapes for transplanting efforts that perform other ecosystem services (sensu Costanza et
al. 1997) such as m axim izing faunal production (e.g., Fonseca et al. 1996. Heck el al.
1997. Webster and Rowden 1998). creating species corridors (e.g.. M icheli and Peterson
1999). and reducing erosion (e.g., Fonseca 1989).
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This exercise was critical in addressing issues o f differences in estimating effo rt and
output between sampling scales. O ur study challenged the existing dogma o f pollen
lim ita tio n in hydrophilous species (c.f. Cox 1988). Further, our study was the first to
experim entally explore issues o f edge effects and patch structure on effort and output in
transplanted seagrasses. By highlighting the contribution o f site effects on defining effort
and output in seagrass populations, our exercise influences the debate on whether it is
appropriate to scale-up plant metrics to study dynamics o f large patches (e.g.. > IO: n r).
Long-term m onitoring o f effort and output should be employed to determine the degree o f
interannual variation in these measures for individual eelgrass populations. Future
investigators should also examine the specific environmental factors that contribute to
success or failure o f effort and output and thus to population persistence.
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Tabic I . Results o f simple regressions testing for relationships between production o f vegetative and reproductive shoots,
inflorescences and reproductive shoots, seeds and inflorescences, and seeds and reproductive shoots. Data shown are for 5
populations: Allens Island (donor), James River (transplant). James River (natural), York River (transplant), and York River (natural).
Identical superscript letters after slopes indicate values which are not significantly different (A N O V A , p > 0.05). n = 9.
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0.8840

0.0002

York (T)
York (N)

5.4031"'
4.2515'

22.3981

0.7619
0.3834

0.0021

inflorescences vs. reproductive shoots

seeds vs. inflorescences

York (T)

seeds vs. reproductive shoots

4.3525

0.0283

0.0754
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Tabic 2. Results o f Split-Plol Analyses o f Variance testing differences in measures o f reproductive effort and reproductive output at 2
sites (James River, York River) with 2 patch types (patchy, dense) split between 2 edge types (edge and interior). To achieve
homogeneity of variance, data for reproductive density and seeds/reproductive shoot were natural-log transformed and data for total
seeds were square-root transformed. Data for all populations 01 ' ' ' a single site were pooled, n = 72.

source____________________ DF__________ SS_________________ MS______F-ratio________ p__________ % variance
vegetative density ( m 2)
932.9040
1
932.9040
63.78
site
0.(1001
44.81
patch

1

108.3637

108.3637

2.69

site • patch

1

40.2454

40.2454

2.75

0.3484
0.1019

edge
patch • edge

1

33.7979

1

1.2987

33.7979
1.2987

2.31
0.09

0.1333
0.7666

66

965.3120

965.3120

site

1

22.0037

22.0037

67.36

0.0001

49.65

patch

1

0.2415

0.2415

601.69

0.0259

0.54

site • patch

1

0.0004

0.0004

0.00

0.9722

edge

1

0.3029

0.3029

0.93

0.3394

patch • edge

1

0.1540

0.1540

0.47

0.4950

66

21.5873

0.3271

site

1

0.0002

0.0002

0.02

0.8823

patch
site • patch

1

0.0056

0.0056

5.69

0.2527

1

0.0010

0.0010

0.25

0.6212

edge

1

0.0006

0.0006

0.03

0.8642

patch • edge

1

0.0012

0.0012

0.01

0.9138

66

0.1129

0.1129

error
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Tabic 3. Results o f 2-Way Analyses o f Variance for the James River and York River testing differences in measures of reproductive
effort and output for 3 populations (transplant, donor, natural) with 3 patch types (isolated, patchy, dense). Measurements were done
within a 1.00 n r quadrat. Edge and interior samples have been pooled within patches. To achieve homogeneity o f variance, data for
seeds / reproductive shoot were natural-log transformed, and data for total seeds were square-root transformed, n = 3 per treatment
combination.

DF

SS

MS

F-ratio

P

% variance

population

2

318100.6378

159050.3189

6.99

0.0057

27.39

patch
population • patch

2

148917.7525

74458.8762

0.0614

4

291655.4585

72913.8646

3.27
3.20

0.0376

24.82

18

409798.8099

22766.6005

2
2

1811832.2733

905916.1367

32.56

53.67

6827293.4387

341396.7193

12.27

4

358500.2337

89625.0584

3.22

0.0(H)!
0.0004
0.0369

18

500801.8697

27822.3261

2
2

2.3958

1.1979

11.50

0.0006

29.79

0.2571
0.8142

2.47
7.82

0.1128

4

0.5142
3.2570

0.0008

40.50

18

1.8743

0.1041

population

2

26.2665

13.1333

80.17

76.56

patch

2

2.9808

1.4904

9.10

population • patch

4

2.1107

0.5277

3.22

0.0001
0.0019
0.0369

18

2.9488

0.1638

source
vegetative density (m'2)
James R iver

error
York River

population
patch
population • patch
error

20.27
10.73

reproductive density (m'2)
James R ive r

population
patch
population • patch
error
York R iver

error

8.69
6.15
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Table 3 (com.):

source

DF

SS

MS

F-ratio

population
patch

2
2

0.0043

0.0022

2.46

0.1138

0.0033
0.0141

17
0.0035

1.80
3.86

0.1943
0.0195

population • patch

4

36.72

18

0.0164

0.0009

0.1477

0.0738

28.06

0.0001

68.67

patch

2
2

0.0076

0.0038

1.45

0.2617

population • patch

4

0.0124

0.0031

1.18

0.3541

18

0.0474

0.0026

population

2

38.6580

19.3290

0.86

0.4381

patch

2

4.4987

2.2494

0.10

1
20

131.6889
843.8844

131.6889
22.4666

5.86

0.9052
0.0251

population

2

patch
covariate (total shoots)

2

642.8514
86.0583

321.4257
43.0292

1

98.3297

98.3297

22.60
3.03
6.91

0.0001
0.0711
0.0161

20

284.4609

14.2230

% variance

proportion reproductive
James R iver

error
York R iver

population

00

ro

error

total seeds (m 2)
corrected for shoot density
James R ive r

covariate (total shoots)
error

15.61

York R ive r

error

15.29
2.34
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Tabic 3 (com.):
source
total seeds ( m 2)
not corrected for shoot density

l)F

SS

MS

F-ratio

P

% variance

2
2

217.6442
56,4354
282.4138
298.9063

108.8221
28.2177
70.6035
16.6059

6.55
1.70
4.25

0.0(173
0.2109
0.0135

25.72
32.73

2
4

3414.9473
466.2359
174.1605

1707.4737
233.1180
43.5401

143.44
19.58
3.66

0.0001
0.0001
0.0238

79.63
11.01
3.98

2
2
4
18

0.3564
0.0844
0.5959
0.7041

0.1782
0.0422
0.1490
0.0391

4.56
1.08
3.81

0.0251
0.3609
0.0205

20.47

2
2

5.6195
0.0122
1.0589
1.2313

2.8100
0.0061
0.2647
0.0684

41.07
0.09
3.87

0.0001
0.9147
0.0194

James R iver

population
patch
population • patch
error

4
18

York R ive r

population
patch
population • patch

2

seeds / reproductive shoot
James R iver

population
patch
population • patch
error

34.23

York R ive r

population
patch
population • patch
error

4
18

70.93
13.36
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Table 4. Results of Nested Analyses o f Variance testing differences in measures o f reproductive effort for 3 populations (transplant,
donor, natural) with 3 patch types (isolated, patchy, dense) in the James River and York River. Measurements were done within a
0.031n r ring (small scale) or a 1.00 nr’ quadrat (large scale). Measurement scale was nested within patch type, and patch type was
nested within site. Edge and interior samples have been pooled within patches. To achieve homogeneity of variance, data for
reproductive density were naturai-log transformed, n = 27 within each patch.

source

DF

SS

MS

F-ratio

P

% variance

reproductive density (ni'J)
population
patch (population)

4
10

'209480

52370

53494

scale (population patch)

15
60

61923
38821

5349
4128

4

0.0801

10

error

00
•fc.

9.79
1.30

0.002

6.38

<0.001

25.10

6.44

0.008

20.14

0.40
4.98

0.928

56.50

0.315

647

proportion reproductive
population
scale (population patch)

15

0.0311
0.1176

error

60

0.0945

patch (population)

0.0200
0.0031
0.0078
87

< 0.001

45.37

Figure I . Schematic o f patch types (isolated, patchy, dense) examined in this study.
Eelgrass was transplanted in October 1998 using plants from a single donor
population (Allens Island). Each plot was composed o f 2 x 2 m vegetated quadrats.
W ithin each quadrat, individual eelgrass shoots were planted in rows such that each
shoot was 25 cm from its nearest neighbor.
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A ) Isolated ( I quadrat per replicate)

B ) Fatehv (25 quadrats)

I8 m
C) Dense (25 quadrats)

10 m
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Figure 2. Mean vegetative shoot density ± 1 SE in a) James River and b) York River
eelgrass populations. Vegetative shoot densities for natural populations (N).
transplanted populations (T). and the single donor population (S) are shown.
Shoot counts were done w ithin a haphazardly-placed 0.032 n r ring, n = 3 per
treatment combination.
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Figure 3. Reproductive shoot density ± I SE at a scale o f i.O n r in a) James River and b)
York River eelgrass populations. Densities were calculated by counting total
reproductive shoots per 1.0 n r sampling quadrat (placed haphazardly w ithin the 4
n r vegetated quadrat), n = 3 per treatment combination.
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Figure 4. Proportion reproductive shoots ± I SE at a scale o f 1.0 m 2 in a) James R iver and
b) York River eelgrass populations. This value was calculated by dividing the
reproductive shoot density (from quadrat counts) by the total shoot density.
Results o fT u k e y tests are shown for the York River, n = 3 per treatment
combination.
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Figure 5. Seed density ± I SE in a) James River and b) York River eelgrass populations.
Densities were measured by counting total seeds per 1.0 m2 sampling quadrat
(placed haphazardly w ithin the 4 m 2 vegetated quadrat), n = 3 per treatment
combination.
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Figure 6. Seeds per reproductive shoot ± I SE in a) James R iver and b) Y o rk R iver
eelgrass populations. Values were calculated by d ivid ing seed density by
reproductive shoot density (from quadrat counts), n = 3 per treatment com bination.
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Figure 7. Reproductive shoot density ± 1 SE at a scale o f 0.032 n r in a) James R iver and
b) York River eelgrass populations. Reproductive shoot densities for natural
populations, transplanted populations, and the single donor population are shown.
Shoot counts were done w ithin a haphazardly-placed 0.032 n r ring and
extrapolating this number to per n r.

Results o f Tukey tests are shown for each

population and patch, n = 3 per treatment combination.
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Figure 8. Proportion reproductive shoots (effort / total shoots) ± 1 SE at a scale o f 0.032
n r in a) James River and b) Y ork R iver eelgrass populations. Values were
calculated by dividing the reproductive shoot density (from ring counts) by the total
shoot density. Results o fT u ke y tests are shown fo r each population and patch, n
= 3 per treatment combination.
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C hapter 3
S e e d d is p e r s a l in a m a r i n e m a c r o p h y t e I I :
C o l o n iz a t io n o f h a b it a t s d is t a n t f r o m s o u r c e p o p u l a t io n s
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A bstract
Plant populations have long been noted to migrate faster than predicted based on
their life history and seed dispersal characteristics. Although precise mechanisms to
account fo r such phenomena are not fu lly known, it does appear that the occurrence o f
rare events (e.g., storms) may be responsible fo r such rapid dispersal. We coupled a
series o f field and laboratory experiments w ith dispersal elements o f one marine
macrophyte species, Zostera marina L. (eelgrass). to distances o f new patches formed
naturally from established beds, to elucidate the dispersal strategy and colonization
potential o f this marine seagrass species to habitats distant from parent populations.
Detached, floating reproductive shoots w ith mature seeds, were found to remain
positively buoyant fo r up to 2 weeks and retain mature seeds for up to three weeks
before release under laboratory conditions. Analysis o f the detritus wrack along a
remote shoreline found reproductive fragments w ith viable seeds up to 34 km from
established, natural beds. Finally, mature seeds broadcast into both a vegetated area
and an unvegetated region that once supported seagrass. found initial seedling survival
at both regions, but survival after one year only at the vegetated site. Analysis o f
different regions o f the Chesapeake Bay and coastal bays o f the Delmarva Peninsula
that once supported eelgrass populations, revealed natural patches at 13 sites ranging
from 1 km to 108 km from established populations. A combination o f tidal currents
and w ind influences has the potential to move a passive particle at the surface (e.g.. a
floating reproductive fragment) up to 23 km in a 6 hour tidal window suggesting that
most unvegetated areas in this region that can support eelgrass are w ithin the
colonization potential envelope.
We suggest that, when combined w ith earlier w ork on seed dispersal ecology o f
this species (Orth et al.. 1994). eelgrass has adaptive qualities that make it an excellent
colonizer o f new habitat and persistent member o f an established community. The
finding o f natural patches at such great distances from established beds when studied in
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the context o f the dispersal mechanism (currents and wind) make the dispersal distances
o f this species one o f the highest fo r angiosperms, comparable in scale to mangroves
and coconuts. This new understanding o f the dispersal dynamics o f eelgrass is critical
in context o f restoration o f habitat that has been lost distant from established beds, as
well as maintenance o f existing populations that are being threatened by anthropogenic
inputs o f sediments and nutrients.

Keywords: Zostera marina, marine macrophyte. long-distance dispersal, spatial
ecology
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And so on and on to the shore, and to the point where the last wave,
i f you think from the sea. and the first, if you think from the shore,
touches and breaks. And it is im portant where you are thinking
from .
- Steinbeck. J. (1941) The log from the Sea o f Cortez. Bantam
Books. N .Y . 286 pp.

In tro d u c tio n
The distribution and abundance o f plants across a landscape are driven, at least
in itia lly , by seed dispersal processes. The spread o f existing populations and the
potential fo r new population formation are determined by mechanisms that control seed
dispersal, either as a function o f escaping higher m ortality near the parent plant (the
Escape Hypothesis), colonizing disturbed, non-competitive habitats (the Colonization
Hypothesis), and/or finding distinct microhabitats (the Directed Dispersal Hypothesis)
( Howe and Smallwood 1982). These processes are important for issues o f habitat
fragmentation (Shafer 1995). disturbance ecology (M oloney and Levin 1996). patch
dynamics, and mosaic patterns in local and landscape ecology (Pulliam and Danielson
1991). Seed dispersal can occur in discrete steps that can significantly alter the position
o f a dispersing propagule from its parent plant. Chambers and MacMahon (1994)
identified two categories o f seed dispersal depending on when dispersal occurs. Phase
I dispersal identifies the primary dispersal o f a seed from the parent plant to an initial
substrate, w hile Phase II identifies secondary dispersal o f a seed, either horizontal or
vertical, subsequent to the seed reaching the substrate (Chambers and MacMahon
1994). The final position o f a propagule w ill ultim ately depend on the relative influence
o f each o f these phases acting upon that propagule.
Processes controlling dispersal can be mediated by biological (e.g., zoochory)
and/or physical (e.g.. ancmochory. hydrochory) factors (Howe and Smallwood 1982.
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van der Pijl 1982). For example, in some plants w ith known adaptations fo r w ind
dispersal, seeds can subsequently be eaten and excreted by, or inadvertently attached
to, an animal and dropped some distance from their initial location (Chambers and
MacMahon 1994, W ilkinson 1997). Seed dispersal distances for many plants are
generally quite small (< 1 0 'm). w ith distances fo r animal-dispersed seeds greater than
those fo r wind-dispersed seeds (W ilkinson 1997. 1999: but see Chambers 1999).
However, some plant populations, regardless o f life history (Clark et al. 1998), migrate
more rapidly than predicted from their seed biology and ecology (e.g.. Reid’ s paradox
o f rapid plant m igration: Clark et al. 1998), suggesting that proposed ‘rare’ events may
be important in moving seeds long distances. The advent o f landscape-scale
observations (Pitelka and the Plant M igration Workshop Group 1997). detailed pollen
analysis (W ilkinson 1997. 1999: and references w ithin), and modeling exercises (e.g..
Clark and Ji 1995. Clark 1998) have aided in understanding these rare events.
Most o f the 58 species o f seagrass. clonal marine angiosperms occurring on
every continent except Antarctica (den Hartog 1970). grow and expand through both
vegetative and sexual propagation. There is virtually no quantitative data on seagrass
dispersal distance, fo r either vegetative shoots or seeds, especially long-distance
dispersal (> 102m). W hile vegetative shoots w ith attached roots and rhizomes, if
dislodged, have been observed floating at the water surface and can potentially disperse
long distances, there is no evidence that these shoots can successfully re-establish
naturally (Ewanchuk and W illiam s 1996: but see Clark 1989). Seeds also appear to
have limited dispersal capabilities as they are either negatively buoyant (den Hartog
1970. Orth et al. 1994) or have structural adaptations (e.g.. barbs. Turner 1985: seed
membranes that enhance fall velocity. Orth 1999) that lim it horizontal movement.
Seeds o f one species, eelgrass (Zostera marina L.), have been observed to be released
from the flowering shoot w ith gas bubbles which subsequently allow the seed to float
on the water surface up to I0 2m (C hurchill et al. 1985: authors, personal observation).
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M ost accounts o f long-distance seagrass dispersal in the literature is qualitative,
w ith observational reports dating back as far as 100 years ago. when Ostenfeld (1908)
observed detached reproductive shoots o f eelgrass in the detritus that was transported
from established populations. However, it was not until i9 2 9 that long-distance
dispersal o f eelgrass seeds via these floating reproductive shoots was hypothesized in
the literature (Setchell 1929). Surprisingly, this process hits not been quantified over
the last 70 years (Table I ). One o f the few studies on seagrass seed dispersal reported
that fruits w ith mature seeds o f Thalassia testudinum may disperse as far as 15 km;
however, this was calculated by m u ltip lyin g mean current flo w by a laboratory
measurement o f how long fruits floated in buckets fille d w ith flo w in g seawater until
seeds were released (Kaldy and Dunton 1999).
In the Chesapeake Bay (U S A ), distribution o f eelgrass (Zostera marina L.). the
only seagrass in this region, is radically different than 70 years ago (Fig. 1) due to the
wasting disease o f the 1930’ s and estuarine eutrophication and high sediment input into
the Bay in the 1960's and 1970’ s (Kem p et al. 1983. Orth and Moore 1983. Orth and
Moore 1984). Although some recovery has occurred, many areas remain devoid o f
vegetation or are only sparsely vegetated. Annual m onitoring o f seagrass in
Chesapeake Bay, from both aerial photography and intensive ground surveys (e.g..
Orth et al. 1998), however, has identified new eelgrass patches distant from natural
beds that could only have come from seeds. Reproductive propagation o f eelgrass may
explain patch growth and expansion better than vegetative grow th; however, limited
seed dispersal (Table 1; Orth et al. 1994) does not account fo r new patch formation in
areas distant (> I0 1m) from existing populations. Once on the sediment surface,
eelgrass seeds do not move far (Phase II dispersal; < 101m; Orth et al. 1994) and can
be influenced by surface microtopography and benthic fauna (Luckenbach and Orth
1999). No biological agents (e.g.. w aterfow l) in Chesapeake Bay have been shown to
influence either primary (Phase I) or secondary (Phase II) seed dispersal o f this
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species, suggesting that long-distance dispersal o f seeds via floating reproductive
shoots must be the mechanism fo r the colonization events observed in the Bay.
Flowering in eelgrass populations in Chesapeake Bay begins in m id-w inter
(January - February), w ith anthesis occurring in mid-spring (M arch - A p ril)
(Silberhorn et al. 1983). U nlike the strap-like vegetative shoots, the flow ering shoot
has a thin, round stem that is branched several times. Each branch (rhipidium )
subsequently contains one o r more inflorescence, with each inflorescence containing
rows o f male and female flowers (Fig. 2; De Cock 1980, 1981). Seeds are released
from flow ering shoots from m id-M ay to early-June. Entire, or portions of, mature
reproductive shoots can be easily detached in the later stages o f flow ering w hile seeds
are being released (Silberhorn et al. 1983. Orth et al. 1994). and disperse from the bed
cither at the water surface or along the bottom via currents. Floating reproductive
shoots can be observed w ithin a window o f several weeks, either individually or in
windrows (i.e.. rafts) (authors, unpublished data).
In this study, we investigated the dispersal and colonization potential o f eelgrass
in Chesapeake Bay through a unique combination o f laboratory and field experiments
and direct observations o f recently colonized eelgrass beds to address the fo llow ing
questions: ( I ) Dispersal Potential: How long can floating reproductive shoots, with
seeds, remain buoyant, and thus be transported from source populations?; (2) Dispersal
Distance: How far can floating reproductive shoots be transported?: and (3) Seedling
Recruitment: W hat is the potential for seeds in dispersing shoots to colonize new habitat
or enhance existing areas?

M ethods
/ )is p c rs a l P o te n tia l

We tested the potential for reproductive shoots with mature seeds to
disperse over tim e by measuring how long seeds can be retained in detached shoots.
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We collected (by hand) whole reproductive shoots in late May, subsequent to
pollination but before seed release when natural breaking is observed, from an eelgrass
bed in the lower York River. Virginia. Shoots were divided into two retention-depth
treatments o f 48 shoots each: ( I ) shoots allowed to float at the water surface in an 3.8
m 'outdoor tank (w ith running air and water: follow ing Orth et al. 1994). and (2)
shoots submerged to the bottom o f the tank (in a weighted mesh bag). The 48 shoots
were further divided into four stages o f retention time ( I. 2. 3. 4 weeks: n = 12 for
each stage). Initial condition o f the shoots was measured, including numbers o f
rhipidia. inflorescences, and viable seeds (c.f.. Fig. 2).
A t weekly intervals for four weeks, one batch o f 12 shoots each from the
surface and bottom treatments were sampled for visible shoot decomposition and seed
retention. For each combination o f retention depth and time, individual shoots were
released in the York River at either the surface or the bottom o f the water column (six
shoots each), and the ability o f the shoots to float for several minutes was recorded as
positive, neutral, or negative. 'True' buoyancy cannot be characterized as shoots were:
( 1) initia lly retained under laboratory conditions, and (2) subsequently exposed to
influences o f wind, tidal, and/or long-shore currents when determining buoyancy
potential (i.e.. ‘true’ buoyancy is a measure o f weight per unit volume, w ith no velocity
terms: Pickard and Emery. 1990). Nested A N O V A was used to analyze for proportion
o f seeds remaining w ith time ( I. 2. or 3 weeks: note, there were no seeds or
identifiable plant parts at Week 4) nested within shoot retention (surface and bottom).
Sim ilar analyses were conducted for number o f remaining inflorescences on each
shoot.

D is p e rs a l D is ta n c e

We measured dispersal distance for floating reproductive shoots using two
methods: (1) a direct measure o f floating distance o f reproductive shoots, and (2) a
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measure o f the m inim um distance between newly created eelgrass patches and the
nearest source (established bed) o f reproductive shoots (an indirect measure).
The first method entailed a quantitative assessment o f the presence o f
reproductive shoots in the detritus wrack along tw o different types o f shorelines (Fig.
3): ( I ) a sandy beach w ith no nearby eelgrass beds (south Chesapeake Bay), and (2) a
shoreline w ith dense fringing eelgrass beds that has been relatively stable for the last
decade (M objack Bay). These surveys were conducted in mid-June 1996 at the end o f
the eelgrass flow ering season in this region and when reproductive shoots would no
longer be available for dispersal. A shoreline survey o f south Chesapeake Bay was
conducted by sampling at stations, pre-determined by global positioning system (GPS)
coordinates, every 100 m for 34 km (w ith tw o breaks by inlets) from W illoughby Spit
(36" 5 8 .15' N. 76" 17.6' W ) to V irg in ia Beach (35" 53’ N. 75" 59.15' W ) on the
Atlantic Ocean ( Fig. 3). The densest patch o f wrackline detritus at each station was
sampled w ith a 20 cm diameter ring. A ll the wrack material inside the ring was stored
in a 4 L plastic bag and frozen until processed. As Mobjack Bay is characterized by
erosional fringing marshes and large numbers o f marsh creeks interdigitating the
shoreline, five locations characterizing eelgrass beds throughout M objack Bay were
sampled w ith a 20 cm diameter ring (n = 6 at each location).
Variables measured for the shoreline survey o f south Chesapeake Bay included:
distance from nearest natural eelgrass bed; shoreline orientation (to the nearest 5°);
wrackline orientation (to the nearest 5“ ); beach slope (categorical variable: shallow,
steep, rocky): abundance o f wrack on shore (categorical variable: none, trace,
moderate, abundant): abundance o f wrack in sample (proportion o f bag fu ll); number o f
reproductive shoot fragments: number o f rhipidia: number o f inflorescences: biomass
o f reproductive fragments: and number o f seeds. Since seed viab ility cannot be
measured in desiccated/frozen seeds using tetrazolium red dye (M . Harwell,
unpublished data), seeds were considered ‘ viable’ i f they were fu ll, rigid, and
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undamaged (fo llo w in g H arw ell and Orth 1999). M u ltip le regression (backwards
elim ination) was used to describe the number o f seeds (natural-iog transformed to
satisfy assumptions o f homogeneity o f variance: Zar 1996) found in the beach wrack as
a function o f all the biological and physical variables above, after first ensuring no
spatial auto-correlation between samples. Pearson’ s correlation coefficients were
calculated to determine the best plant metrics to describe seed abundance (Zar 1996).
The second method o f studying dispersal distances o f floating reproductive
shoots entailed an analysis o f different regions o f the Chesapeake Bay and the coastal
bays o f the Delmarva Peninsula where we have observed colonizing eelgrass (patches
generally < 4 n r) that could only have come from seeds transported in floating
reproductive shoots. We specifically examined areas where eelgrass had totally
declined and not been observed at that location for at least a decade since its decline in
that area. This assessment was based on both an annual bay-wide survey, w hich has
been conducted o f populations o f rooted submersed macrophvtes using low-level
vertical aerial photography since 1984 (e.g.. Orth et al. 1998). and intensive ground
surveys for species identification accompanying the annual mapping effort. A ll patches
were field verified. The over-water distance between each patch and the nearest
eelgrass bed that could have supplied floating reproductive shoots was calculated to the
nearest 0 .1 km.

S e e d lin g R e c ru itm e n t

We tested the potential for seeds to colonize new habitats by conducting a
seedling recruitment study across a depth gradient, at both a vegetated (Allens Island:
3 7 "I5 .2 5 ’ N. 76“ 25.81’ W ) and an unvegetated site (Coast Guard: 37“ 15.26’ N. 76“
28.74' W ) in the Y ork R iver (Fig. 3). We attempted to simulate a ‘seed rain’ across
shallow water areas (< 2 m M L W ) as floating reproductive shoots would be carried to a
site and potentially release seeds as the shoots decay. Both sites were densely
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vegetated prior to 1972. losing much o f the vegetation in the subsequent years (Orth
and Moore 1983). W hile the Allens Island site had revegetated naturally, the Coast
Guard site remains unvegetated today, despite being 8 km from a natural population.
Six replicate I n r plots (spaced 2 m apart) were seeded, at a density o f 1000
seeds m :. at four water depths (stations) along an onshore-offshore transect established
at both sites in September 1997. Any existing vegetation in the plots established at the
Allens Island site was removed by hand p rio r to seeding. Seeds were spread at the
sediment-water interface to allow natural processes to influence dispersal, burial, or
m ortality (e.g.. predation). This dispersal method has been successfully used in other
studies (Orth et al. 1994) and results in seeds having been retained close to the dispersal
location. Three seed cores (0.018 n r. taken to 15 cm depth) were collected to
characterize natural seed bank abundance at each station at both sites. The shallowest
(Inshore, ca. 0.25 m mean low water. M L W ) and deepest stations (Offshore, ca. 1.25
m M L W ) represented the extremes in spatial extent o f eelgrass along a depth gradient
(i.e.. little or no adjacent vegetation at the Allens Island site). The other two stations
were located mid-shore, in ca. 0.75 m and ca. 1.1 m M L W depths, identified as ‘ ideal’
water depths fo r eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay (Wetzel and Neckles 1986. M oore et al.
1996). The water depth for each o f the four pairs o f stations (vegetated and
unvegetated) was identical. Each o f the six plots at the four stations were assessed fo r
seedling presence o r absence in May, July and October 1998. As a comparison,
percent cover o f natural eelgrass at Allens Island was measured every 10 m along the
onshore-offshore transect established fo r seeding in November 1997 (just before seed
germination). May 1998 (the spring m onitoring), and November 1998 (just after the
fall monitoring). Destructive sampling fo r assessing accurate seedling counts was not
conducted, as the fate o f seedlings over the growing season at each o f the four depth
locations was the more important parameter.
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Results
D is p e rs a l P o te n tia l

Reproductive shoots held in the tanks showed a clear loss o f seeds over time
(tim e nested w ithin retention: p < 0.001. 74% o f total variance: Fig. 4a). w ith no
differences in proportional seed loss between shoots retained at the surface o r the
bottom o f the water column (retention: p = 0.295). Seventy-five percent o f seeds
remained after the first week, dropping to 15% by the third week: all seeds were lost by
the fourth week. This pattern was mirrored by inflorescence loss (time nested w ithin
retention: p < 0 .0 0 1. 64% o f total variance: retention: p = 0.334: Fig. 4b). Buoyancy
potential also degraded over lime (Table 2): however, there was no observable
difference in buoyancy potential between shoots released at surface vs. bottom
regardless o f retention treatment or time. We should note that all reproductive shoots
were retained in the same flow-through tank, thus issues o f pseudoreplication need to
be considered (sensu Hurlbert 1984): however, we feel that these results are robust
because o f the large differences in retention o f seeds and inflorescences between time
intervals.

D is p e rs a l D is ta n c e

Seeds in the eelgrass detritus were found along almost the entire 34 km
shoreline o f south Chesapeake Bay. including areas on the Atlantic Ocean in V irginia
Beach (Fig. 5). One sample contained 20 reproductive fragments, w hile another
sample had 16 seeds in one reproductive shoot fragment. Despite being fringed by
eelgrass beds, few reproductive fragments were found in the wrackline o f M objack
Bay; only one fragment contained a seed (Table 3).
No spatial auto-correlation was found in the wrack data o f south Chesapeake
Bay (not shown). The number o f seeds was described by the regression: ln(seeds) =
0.84 + 0.57 * ln(# reproductive shoot fragments) + 1.91 * biomass o f reproductive
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shoot fragments ( r = 0.592: p < 0.001). N um ber o f reproductive fragments was
highly correlated with number o f inflorescences (Pearson’ s correlation coefficient =
0.945). Seed abundance was more strongly correlated w ith number o f inflorescences
( Pearson's correlation coefficient = 0.775) than w ith number o f rhipidia (Pearson’ s
correlation coefficient = 0.658). Site variables (distance from the nearest eelgrass bed.
shoreline orientation, wrackline orientation, beach slope) were not significantly related
to seed distribution: for example, distance from the nearest eelgrass bed (Fig. 6) was
the first variable removed from the analysis.
Thirteen locations were identified w ith one o r more small patches (4 m 2 o f less)
o f eelgrass conformed to our initial constraints (Fig. 7). Distance from nearest source
ranged from 0.7 km at Site I in the Piankalank R iver to 108.6 km at Site I 3 in Eastern
Bay in upper-middle Chesapeake Bay. This site was at the northern range o f the
historical distribution of eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay (Orth and Moore 1984). Three
sites (2. 10. 12) were given two estimates as we assumed that those sites had the
potential to be colonized by two different and discrete source beds. For example,
potential source populations for Site 12 (South Bay), on the seaside o f the lower
Delmarva Peninsula, could have been the dense beds north in Chincoteague Bay (87.4
km distant) or the beds on the bayside o f the low er Delmarva Peninsula at Cape Charles
(55.9 km distant).

S e e d lin i’ R e c ru itm e n t

Although Inshore and Offshore plots were in itia lly seeded in areas with no
adjacent eelgrass at the vegetated site (A llens Island; Fig. 8a), natural eelgrass w'as
found neighboring the plots at ail water depths the fo llo w in g spring (Fig. 8b). By the
fa ll, natural eelgrass was found at all water depths except at the Offshore station (Fig.
Sc). No eelgrass seeds were found in the sediment cores al the Coast Guard site at any
o f the four water depths. Seed cores at the Allens Island site revealed few er than one
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viable eelgrass seed per core at the Inshore and Mid-shore #1 stations, fewer than tw o
seeds per core at the M id-shore #2 station, and no seeds in the Offshore station.
Seedlings were found in all plots at the vegetated Allens Island site and in most o f the
plots at the Coast Guard site, except the Offshore station in May (Table 4). By July,
seedlings were still present in almost all the plots at both Mid-shore stations at Allens
Island, but were absent in the Offshore plots and present in only one plot at the Inshore
station (Table 4). A t the Coast Guard site, seedlings remained in the same number o f
plots at the Inshore and M id-shore # I station but were absent in the Mid-shore #2
station (Table 4). In October, seedlings remained only at the two Mid-shore stations at
Allens Island, while no seedlings remained in any o f the plots at the Coast Guard site
(Table 4).

Discussion
Eelgrass reproductive shoots w ith mature seeds can remain buoyant for a
significant period o f time. Given dispersal distances calculated from seeds in the
detrital wrack and from newly established patches distant from source populations and
previous findings o f lim ited movement o f individual seeds once on the sediment surface
(Orth et al. 1994). we suggest that eelgrass has a dispersal strategy that maximizes
colonization o f distant, relatively non-competitive habitats (the Colonization
Hypothesis; Howe and Sm allw ood 1982).
Seed loss from buoyant reproductive shoots and shoot degradation increase
w ith time, providing a mechanism to deliver seeds to the bottom after a significant time
floating at the surface. The near-linear response o f seed loss over time (Fig. 4)
suggests that seed dispersal by floating deteriorating shoots is enhanced by the
morphology and degradation pattern o f the reproductive shoot. As the shoot
deteriorates over time, the stem o f the shoot becomes neutrally- or negatively-buoyant
while the inflorescences have slightly greater buoyancy potential. The shoot assumes a
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vertical, three-dimensional orientation in the water column, and finally a horizontal
position on the sediment surface where it can either be transported along the bottom by
currents or entrained on objects on the sediment surface that stick into the water
column. For example, a common, shallow-water. tube-building polychaete. Diopatra
cuprea. has been observed to incorporate reproductive shoots (carrying viable seeds)
that have become entrained on their tube-caps into their tubes, thus providing a
mechanism for seeding an area (H arw ell and Orth, in review).
The dispersal distances reported here from the shoreline survey, and the indirect
measures o f dispersal distance are among the highest reported in vascular plants, with a
maximum dispersal greater than 1 km (Table 5). Zostera marina has one o f the largest
dispersal distances reported, comparable in scale to mangroves and coconuts,
considered classic examples o f long-distance dispersers (Ward and B rookfield 1992.
Clarke 1993). There have been previous reports o f immigration o f seagrass species
into regions distant from sources: however, these have been attributed to humaninterveniion influences. Likpin (1975) described the immigration o f Halophila
stipulaceae into the Eastern Mediterranean as a result o f ship transport o f seeds after the
breach o f the Isthmus o f Suez. Harrison and Bigley (1982) described the introduction
o f Zostera japonica into the coastal regions o f the eastern Pacific Ocean as a
consequence o f increasing oyster imports from Japan. The rapid migration o f Z.
marina into Lake Grevelingen in the Netherlands appears to have been influenced by the
human-caused closure o f the former estuary (Nienhuis 1983).
The lack o f a statistical relationship between seed abundance and distance from
source bed may be explained, in part, by the inability o f traditional parametric analyses
to interpret the tail o f a seed dispersal curve (Clark 1998). There appears to be a high
occurrence o f events that allow propagules to disperse long distances, as there was no
pattern o f decline in eelgrass seed abundance as a function o f distance (a fat-tail: Clark
et al. 1998). The importance o f long-distance dispersal o f plant propagules. even
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occurring as rare events, is highlighted by the rapid migration o f plant populations
coupled to periods o f continental glaciation (C lark 1998. Clark et al. 1998). Clark
(1998) and C lark el al. (1998) argued that rapid migration o f plant populations (via
long-distance propagule transport) is dominated by the occurrence o f rare events. The
large number o f new eelgrass patches being formed over the last decade, coupled w ith
the spatial distribution o f these patches (location, distance from nearest neighbor),
supports, in part, these arguments. Therefore, migration o f eelgrass (here,
recolonization o f denuded areas), like terrestrial plants (Clark et al. 1998). may be
constrained by climate/environmental factors (e.g.. appropriate salinity, substrate, or
water quality: Batiuk el al. 1992. Dennison et al. 1993). We may be actually
underestimating the potential dispersal distance o f eelgrass reproductive shoots as
movement in our system may be constrained by physical boundaries (e.g.. shorelines).
We believe there are two primary physical mechanisms for moving the rafts o f
reproductive shoots noted not only in our system, but generally in other estuarine and
coastal systems: water circulation (currents) and wind, which may operate in concert.
Filtering a time series o f surface currents to reduce or remove high frequency tidal and
meterological influences. Goodrich and Blumberg (1 9 9 1) calculated surface currents
during an average flood tide in the mainstem o f middle Chesapeake Bay between 5 - 7
cm sec'1. From this, we estimate that a passive particle at the surface could move 1 1.5 km in a 6 hour period (tides in our system are equal and semi-diurnal). Hood et al.
(1999) described outgoing tidal velocities in the mainstem o f lower Chesapeake Bay
approaching I m sec'1, translating to a potential transport distance around 22 km in a 6
hour ebb tide. Although the direction o f the current rotates throughout the tidal cycle
(H ild er 1980), winds in the same direction o f the water flo w could theoretically
increase these distances. For example. Nienhuis (1983) documented a relationship
between prevailing westerlies and a westward migration o f eelgrass in Lake
Grevelingen, The Netherlands. A dditionally, long-shore currents may play a role in
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keeping a reproductive fragment in near-shore waters fo r a significant portion o f its
dispersal, thus increasing the probability o f seeds reaching new habitats at suitable
water depths.
We did calculate hourly-averaged w ind records for our study area fo r one
month p rior to the shoreline survey (V IM S Scientific Data Archive 1999). which we
assume was the peak period o f abundance o f floating reproductive shoots, and
decomposed them into N/S and EAV components. W hile there was no clear wind
pattern during this period, winds averaged 7.7 km hr 1(N/S component), and 10 km hr
1 (EAV component) during this period. There were 10 and 13 days that winds exceeded
10 km hr 1(N/S and E/W components respectively), and 1 and 4 days exceeding 15 km
hr 1(N/S and E/W components respectively). Using the calculations above, adding a
wind component (i.e.. average N/S w ind speed = 2.1 m sec'1; resulting surface current
at approximately 3% o f the wind speed. Open University 1993) to current flo w in
moving a passive particle tit the water surface increases the potential transport range to
2.3 - 23 km w ithin a 6 hour period. Thus, a com bination o f tidal currents and w ind
influences in one tidal cycle alone could account for transport o f rafting reproductive
shoots to nine o f our sites where new eelgrass patches were located (Fig. 7). Given
this, tidal currents, coupled w ith w ind influence, is most likely the d riv in g force
responsible fo r moving rafting reproductive shoots long distances.
The lack o f significant numbers o f reproductive shoots in the detrital wrack o f
the M objack Bay compared to the shoreline o f south Chesapeake Bay is in itia lly
puzzling given the entire M objack Bay shoreline is fringed w ith dense eelgrass beds.
We suggest the strong vertical barrier o f the erosional marsh edge, characteristic o f
much o f the M objack Bay marshes, prevents floating shoots from being deposited on
the marsh surface. We hypothesize that the semi-enclosed circulation pattern o f
M objack Bay (c.f.. Fig. 3 in Hood et al. 1999) maintains floating reproductive shoots
w ithin the near-shore shoal regions adjacent to the marsh edge where seeds are
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released. The fate o f these seeds is unknown but may be important in maintaining or
enhancing the existing beds in Mobjack Bay. especially if they remain in these near
shore shallow zones.
It is possible that biological vectors may be important in seed dispersal and
patch form ation prevalent in terrestrial systems (Howe and Smallwood 1982). We
discount this mechanism in our system for vectors such as fish and waterfowl (see
discussion in Orth et al. 1994). First, although there are some prelim inary indications
that eelgrass seeds may pass through the gut o f mummichog (Fundulus heteroclitus)
unharmed, the study was conducted under laboratory conditions w ith starved fish and
eelgrass seeds presented in gelatin cubes (R. Orth, unpublished data). Further, we
know o f no published report o f eelgrass seed found in gut contents o f fish found in
Chesapeake Bay. Second, while waterfowl have been reported to feed on eelgrass.
reports including either reproductive shoots or seeds have come from other populations
(e.g.. B aldw in and Lovvorn 1994). Chesapeake Bay plays a critical role in the
migratory pathway o f waterfowl along the Atlantic coast: however, the tim ing o f these
migrations does not coincide with the late-spring reproductive w indow o f eelgrass in
Chesapeake Bay.
Our seedling recruitment study demonstrated that seeding o f shoal regions
results in in itia l growth and establishment o f seedlings. It is after the initial
establishment, however, that long-term seedling survival is controlled by external
factors (e.g.. light levels in the summer: M oore et al. 1996). This suggests that post
settlement processes may be more critical than propagule dispersal in recolonization o f
eelgrass into unvegetated areas. This result complements the findings o f Moore el al.
( 1996) w orking w ith adult-plant transplants along an upstream-downstream gradient o f
a sub-estuary o f Chesapeake Bay. although our research focused along the main-stern
o f the Bay. Given that seed dispersal may be more widespread than previously
believed, post-settlement processes, rather than propagule supply, may be more
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important in the creation o f new populations, and that while both processes are
important, there may be a regional component determining the magnitude o f each
influence.
Results from this study and earlier work in Chesapeake Bay eelgrass beds
(Moore et al. 1993. Orth et al. 1994. Luckenbach and Orth 1999. H arw ell and Orth, in
review) suggest that eelgrass has adaptive qualities that make it an excellent colonizer as
well as a persistent member o f the community. The rafting mechanism o f these
reproductive shoots allows fo r long-distance transport, with seeds being potentially
released during the transport phase (e.g.. seed rain), and the colonization o f new, non
competitive habitats. A t the same time, some proportion o f reproductive shoots do not
detach because o f biomechanical attributes (Patterson et al.. in review), thus releasing
seeds near parent plants. As seeds do not move far from where they reach the sediment
surface (Orth et al. 1994). they occupy habitat that is generally suitable fo r growth.
Post-settlement selection processes (e.g.. competition, predation, water quality,
hydrodynamics, sediment type) then dictate the ultimate survival o f the seedling (e.g..
Moore et al. 1993: Harwell and Orth 1999).
The establishment o f new patches o f eelgrass in many different regions o f
Chesapeake Bay (Moore et al. 2000) approximately two decades fo llo w in g significant
decline o f this species (Orth and Moore 1983) provides additional support fo r the rapid
colonization potential o f this species. This short time frame is surprising in that we
originally hypothesized a much longer time period for patch establishment. It is
possible that these distances are actually conservative and that maximum dispersal may
be on a scale approaching 1 0 '- I0 4km or greater. The shoreline and tributaries o f the
Chesapeake Bay and coastal bays may be acting as barriers to dispersal which may
explain the approximately seven decades for a patch to form in the southern coastal
bays where eelgrass has not been observed since 1933 (R. Orth, unpublished data).
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There are regions o f some rivers in Chesapeake Bay that are w ithin the envelope
o f dispersal distances that we have observed viable eelgrass patches. It is possible that:
( 1) other patches are present but have yet to be discovered: (2) patches have formed and
disappeared because o f post-settlement m ortality (e.g.. poor water quality;: (3) there
may be physical lim itations o f transporting a floating shoot to those sites (e.g.. lack o f
appropriate prevailing winds or currents from established beds): or (4) a longer time
frame may be necessary for large-scale establishment than what we noted here.
Despite high genetic subdivision among populations in Chesapeake Bay
(W illia m s and Orth 1998). we have demonstrated the potential for significant gene flo w
fo r sub-populations o f eelgrass on an ecological time scale. The lack o f a definitive
seed-dispersal tail and the large distances reported fo r seed transport suggest that
eelgrass m igration is constrained, in part, by factors other than propagule dispersal.
Studying eelgrass beds o f varying sizes, and under d iffe re n t environmental stresses
(e.g.. water q u a lity ). w ill be critical to identifying potential differences in the degree o f
reproductive e ffo rt and output o f individual beds. The magnitude o f reproductive effort
and output may vary as a function o f patch structure (M . H arw ell and J. Rhode,
unpublished data), water depth (Orth and Moore 1986), and interannual differences in
flow ering intensity (including pollination and fertilization: van Lent and Verschuure
1994). M odeling exercises o f sexual reproduction (e.g.. Bearlin et al. 1999. M.
H arw ell, unpublished data) may identify critical aspects o f the reproductive biology o f
eelgrass (e.g.. source-sink dynamics; Pulliam and Danielson 1991) for further study,
us w ell as explore issues o f population response to sea-level rise. Future research
should also focus on identifying the magnitude o f seed production that leaves a bed as
w ell as investigating natural seedling recruitment at sm aller spatial and longer temporal
scales. A d d itio n a lly, it may be important to understand i f there is a minimum
population size necessary for reproductive shoot export to be significant, or i f one
reproductive shoot from a single patch makes a difference. Overall, these efforts are
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important for future seagrass restoration questions, as efforts increase from small-scale
to landscape-scale efforts.
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Tabic I : Vectors and scales o f natural dispersal o f eelgrass through propagation.

Vector

Scale

Reference

< 8 hours

Cox et al. 1992

Pollen
Viability

Ruckelshaus 1994

Dispersal

15 m

Ruckelshaus 1994

Settling velocity

5.96 cm s '

Orth et al. 1994

Direct release'

< 5 m: 14 m max

Orth et al. 1994

Surface Tension'

< 200 m

Churchill et al. 1985

Fish / w ate rfo w l'

I0 ‘ - I 0 J m

R. Orth, unpublished data

not given

Ostenfeld 1908

not given

Tutin 1938

10'm

Setcheli 1929

not given

Churchill et al. 1978

not given

D eC ock 1980

10'm

Nienhuis 1983

not given

Phillips and Backman 1983

not given

Robertson & Mann 1984

not given

Olesen and Sand-Jensen 1994

10' - 104m

Orth et al. 1994

not given

Christensen el al. 1995

Seed

Reproductive Shoot
Floating4
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Table I (cont.):

Vector

Scale

Reference

I0 4 m

This study

' Direct release is defined as seed release from the attached reproductive shoot.
: Seeds can be transported

011

the water surface as a result o f surface tension: bubble

formation at the lime o f seed release has been observed to allow seeds to float to the
water surface.
' M anipulative feeding experiment under laboratory conditions. Distance is inferred
from gut retention time.
4 Floating is defined as transport o f reproductive shoots that have been fragmented o ff
their anchorage in a bed. Distance scale reported here are from un-documented
comments (except this study).
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Tabic 2: Potential for reproductive shoots to be exported out o f a bed. as a function o f
time since removal from a bed: export potential o f reproductive shoots w ith seeds is
inferred.
Seed loss

Buoyancy potential

Export potential

Week 0

0 9c

positive

high

Week 1

25 %

positive

high

Week 2

66 %

neutral

moderate

Week 3

85 9c

negative

low

o
c
$

Time

negative

low'

Week 4
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Table 3: Mean number o f reproductive fragments, inflorescences per reproductive
fragment, and seeds found in the six samples collected from the eelgrass wrack at each
o f the five locations in M objack Bay.
Reproductive fragments

Inflorescences per fragment

Seeds

0.333

3.5

0

0.333

2.0

0

0

(J

0

0.167

3.0

0

0.667

3.0

0.167
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Tabic 4. Number o f I n r plots (out o f 6) containing seedlings overtim e at (a) Allens
Island (vegetated), and (b) Coast Guard (unvegetated) as a function o f distance from
shore. Water depth was the same for each location at each site.

a) Allens Island
Time

Inshore

Mid-shore 1

Mid-shore 2

Offshore

May

6

6

6

6

July

I

6

5

0

October

0

6

5

0

Inshore

Mid-shore I

Mid-shore 2

Offshore

5

0

b ) Coast Guard
Time
May

4

July

4

5

0

0

October

0

0

0

0
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Table 5: Maximum dispersal distances as a function of dispersal mechanism reported for vascular plants
with different plant types and habitats habitats.
Mechanism
water

Species
C ocos spp.
Z ostera m a rin a

L.

A v ic e n n ia m a rin a
Z ostera m a rin a L.
T lm la ssia testudinnm

Banks ex Konig

bird

P inus e d id is Engclm.

wind

E p ilo b iu m a n g u s tifo lin m

adhesive

A chvra nthe s aspera L.

L.

Plant type
tree
seagrass
tree
seagrass
seagrass

Habitat M axim um Dispersal (km)
> 100 1
coastline
marine
108.6 :
~ 50 ‘
coastline
34 ‘
marine
15'
marine

tree

forest

22"

herb

field

10 '

herb

field

4.4 *

1Ward and Brookfield 1992
'Indirect measurement o f new population establishment; this study
‘ Clarke 1993
* Direct measurement o f seed dispersal; this study
' Kaldy and Sheridan 1999
* Cain et al. 1998

Figure I. D istribution o f eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay and coastal bays (a) Pre1930's and (b) present.
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Figure 2. Reproductive shoot o f eelgrass showing (a) rhipidia. (b) inflorescence,
(c) seeds.
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Figure 3. Location o f field sites in relation to the distribution o f eelgrass in lower
Chesapeake Bay. The shoreline survey o f south Chesapeake Bay was
conducted from W illoughby Spit to V irginia Beach. Sites A - E in M objack
Bay indicate the field sites for the second part o f the shoreline detritus-wrack
sampling exercise.
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Figure 4. Seed (a) and inflorescence (b) retention as a function o f the lim e after a
reproductive shoot has been removed from the parent bed. Lines over each time
treatment show sim ilar retention w ithin each time treatment.
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Figure 5. South Chesapeake Bay map showing locations o f seeds found and
relative distance from nearest beds. Contour lines demarcate equidistant 5 km
lines from eelgrass community distribution.
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Figure 6. Number o f seeds per sample vs. distance from nearest Zostera marina
beds.
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Distance from source (km)

m

Figure 7. Location o f 13 recently-established eelgrass populations in Chesapeake
Bay and coastal bays in relation to the bay-wide distribution o f eelgrass. The
inset table shows m inim um over-water distances from recently established
populations to their nearest potential donor bed.
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Figure 8. Location o f the 4 seedling recruitment stations (Inshore, Mid-Shore !,
M id-Shore 2. Offshore) in relation to water depth (line) and the percent cover
(shaded area) o f the neighboring natural eelgrass along an onshore-offshore
transect at Allens Island in: (a) November 1997 - after the time o f seeding but
before germination: (b ) May 1998 - the spring monitoring: and (c) November
1998 - shortly after the fall m onitoring.
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b y

A bstract
Diopatra cuprea (Bosc), a common tube-building polychaete, builds materials into the
w all o f its tube cap, in part, to 'garden' fo r food. Reproductive shoots o f eelgrass
(Zostera marina L.) break o ff during seed maturation and can be transported by water
movement. As these shoots deteriorate, they become neutrally- o r negatively-buoyant
and can be transported along the bottom w hile still carrying seeds. Analysis o f 55 1 m 2
plots along a 100 m transect in the offshore fringe o f an eelgrass bed in the Y o rk R iver.
Chesapeake Bay. USA. showed that seventy percent o f D. cuprea had fragmented
reproductive shoots built into th e ir tube cap walls, w ith a highly significant regression
o f shoot to tube density (r2 = 0.76). There was a positive correlation between seedlings
and tube caps ( r = 0.39). We propose that D. cuprea may be functioning as an
ecosystem engineer by altering hydrodynamics and arresting transport o f fragmented
reproductive shoots, thereby potentially influencing patch and bed dynamics in both
near and distant regions from existing beds.

Keywords: Eelgrass; Zostera marina: seed dispersal; Diopatra cuprea
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No matter what yo u r problem is. there are not enough data to solve
it.
- Simpson. G.G. (1969) The first three b illio n years o f com m unity
evolution. Brookhaven Symp. Bio. 22: 162-177.
Introduction
The interaction between plants and animals has been a central theme in seagrass
ecology over the last two decades (Heck and Orth. 1980: Orth et al., 1984; Heck and
Crowder, 1991; Orth 1992). Architectural characteristics o f the plant (e.g., shoot
density, biomass) have been shown to increase habitat com plexity, increase food
availability for predators, and alter predator-prey dynamics w ithin some threshold
(Heck and Crowder. 1991). Alternatively, animals have ihfluenced plant growth and
distribution, directly or indirectly, through bioturbation (Orth. 1975; Townsend and
Fonseca. 1998). grazing on epiphytes (van Montfrans et al.. 1984: Neckles et al..
1993: Jernakoff and Nielsen. 1997). or on the plant tissue (Thayer et al.. 1984:
Zimmerman et al.. 1996: Valentine and Heck. 1999). Although common in terrestrial
systems (Chambers and Mac.Vlahon. 1994). much less is known regarding animalmediated seed dispersal in aquatic systems. W hile mobile species such as waterfowl
and fish have the potential to spread seeds (Agami and Waisal. 1986: 1988). sedentary,
benthic organisms may lim it seed dispersal. Luckenbach and Orth (1999) showed that
a sedentary, tube-dwelling, deposit feeding polychaete can trap seeds by m odifying the
topographic characteristics o f the sediment surface through their feeding activities.
Here, we report the potential for another tube building polychaete to influence seed
dispersal by trapping reproductive shoots o f eelgrass (Zostera marina L.).
Diopatra cuprea is a common tube-dwelling polychaete (fa m ily Onuphidae)
found in the intertidal and subtidal waters o f the United States A tlantic and G u lt o f
M exico coasts (Mangum et al.. 1968). These perennial worms (Peckol and Baxter.
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1986) construct tubes that protrude out o f the sediment surface (tube caps) by several
centimeters. D. cuprea reinforces the tube cap by cementing objects, such as shell
debris, into the tube wall (M yers. 1972; B ell, 1985). In addition, D. cuprea ’gardens’
for food (Mangum et al., 1968) by attaching algal fragments also into the tube w all.
Observations made o f the outer fringes o f a Zostera marina (eelgrass) bed in
lower Chesapeake Bay in late spring. 1998, revealed: 1) A large number o f Diopatra
cuprea tube caps had reproductive fragments, many with mature seeds, cemented into
the wails, and 2) seedlings grow ing in close proxim ity to tube caps. Here we report on
some preliminary data that addresses whether D. cuprea has the potential to aid in the
entrainment and recruitment o f Z. marina seeds by incorporating seed-bearing
reproductive shoots into its tube wails, and w ith subsequent establishment o f seedlings,
potentially influence patch and bed dynamics.

M ethods
This project was conducted at A liens Island (37° 14.96' N. 76" 25.72’ W ). at
the mouth o f the York River sub-estuary o f the Chesapeake Bay. A seagrass bed
dominated by Zostera marina extends approximately 460 m from shore, w ith the last
120 m o f this bed (1 to 1.5 m M L W ) supporting sparse vegetation covering less than
109f o f the bottom. Observations o f this outer zone in late spring (H arw ell,
unpublished data) suggests that much o f the vegetation comes from seedlings, which
may or may not survive depending on the water quality during the spring and summer
(Moore et al.. 1996: 1997). Our observations o f this fringe zone also revealed the
presence o f numerous Diopatra cuprea tube caps. We tested the hypothesis that D.
cuprea is important in the retention o f reproductive shoots (containing viable seeds)
w'ithin this zone.
We established a 100 m transect, approximately 400 m offshore in June 1998.
The transect was run parallel to the edge o f the seagrass bed to m inim ize any effect o f
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the distance from edge o f the bed (the nearest source o f reproductive shoots) on the
abundance o f both eelgrass and Diopatra cuprea. A t 10 m intervals along the transect,
five replicate I m: quadrats were haphazardly tossed at each station (no overlap
between quadrats) yield ing 55 observations (5 quadrats at 1 I stations).
The total number o f D. cuprea tubes were counted and classified into solitary
tubes, tubes w ith fragmented reproductive shoots, o r tubes w ith seedlings im m ediately
adjacent (note the last tw o categories are not mutually exclusive). We did not
differentiate between age/size classes o f worm tubes, and tubes w ith no tube caps were
excluded. Each reproductive shoot caught on a D. cuprea tube was examined by
tugging on the shoot fo r verification that it had been cemented into the tube wall. A ny
other reproductive shoot fragm ent observed w ithin the quadrat was noted. Finally, the
number o f seeds present on each reproductive shoot fragment was counted.
Seedling density was counted w ithin each quadrat. The shortest distance from a
seedling to the nearest Diopatra cuprea tube was measured (to the nearest 5 cm.
regardless o f whether the tube was w ithin the quadrat), w ith a distance value o f 0 cm
recorded for seedlings adjacent to a tube.
Data were pooled among stations (n = 55) after comparisons by one-way
A N O V A showed no significant differences among stations fo r total tube density,
solitary tube density, density o f tubes with reproductive shoot fragments, density ot
tubes with seedlings, and seedling densities (p > 0.05 fo r all). S im ila rly, data were
pooled, with no significant differences between stations, fo r average number o f seeds
per reproductive shoot fragment (n = 68) and average m inim um distance between
seedling and nearest tube (n = 42).
Standard M o risita 's index o f dispersion (I|t: Krebs. 1989) was calculated to r
total tube density, reproductive shoot fragment density, and seedling density. Because
ordinary (least squares) regression is inappropriate fo r non-fixed values ot the
independent variable (M cA rd le . 1988). geometric mean regression analyses (Krebs.
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1989) were conducted on: reproductive shoot density vs. total tube density: number o f
seeds per reproductive shoot vs. reproductive shoot density; and average m inim um
distance between seedlings and tubes vs. tube density. Residuals were examined
visually to check for a normal distribution w ith a mean o f zero. Finally, correlation
analysis was conducted between density o f eelgrass seedlings and density o f Diopatra
cuprea tubes.

Results
Diopatra cuprea tubes were found throughout the transect and the fringe area o f
the seagrass bed. The average tube density was 1.8 m ': (SE = 1.1). and randomly
distributed among all quadrats (I = 0.34). Seventy percent o f tubes had fragmented
*

reproductive shoots entrained. Reproductive shoot fragments in all quadrats were only
found entrained on D. cuprea tubes (Fig. 1). A ll reproductive shoot fragments were
firm ly anchored into the tube walls: no more than one reproductive fragment per tube
was noted. Since no other reproductive shoot fragments were seen, the density o f
reproductive shoots was equal to the density o f tubes w ith reproductive shoot
fragments (1.2 m ':. SE = I . I ). and were randomly distributed throughout all quadrats
( I, = 0.33).
The regression o f number o f reproductive shoot fragments to Diopatra cuprea
tubes was positive and highly significant, explaining 76% o f the variance (Fig. 2).
W ith D. cuprea tube densities ranging from 0 - 7 m '2 and reproductive shoot fragments
ranging from 0 - 4 m \ a number o f points on the regression overlapped, m inim izing
the variance o f the regression.
Seeds were found on some reproductive shoot fragments w ith a maximum o f
two seeds found on a single shoot fragment. Since seed abundance per shoot was so
variable, it did not d iffe r significantly from zero.
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.Seedlings were found randomly throughout all quadrats (Ip = -0 .11), and there
was a significant, positive correlation between seedling density and Diopatra cuprea
tube densities (Fig. 3). Three o f the four points that m ight be considered outliers
occurred where there were higher densities o f seedlings than worm tubes.
The m inim um average distance between seedling and worm tube was 44.1 cm
(SE = 3.7 cm ), although some seedlings were found attached to tubes and some found
greater than 1 m away from the nearest tube. There was a significant, negative
relationship between the average shortest distance between seedlings and tubes and tube
density ( r = 0.30: p < 0.001: n = 42: Figure 4). w ith an exponential decrease o f
average distance w ith increasing tube density (not shown).

Discussion
We suggest that Diopatra cuprea can influence distribution o f plants by actively
cementing reproductive shoots w ith mature seeds into its tube caps. D. cuprea appears
to be an important agent fo r establishment o f plants, not only within and adjacent to
established beds, but also in areas distant from established beds as D. cuprea is found
throughout the shoal region in Chesapeake Bay. Detached and floating reproductive
shoots, often reported in other eelgrass systems (Setchell. 1929: C hurchill et al.. 1978;
De Cock. 1980: Robertson and Mann. 1984: Olesen and Sand-Jensen. 1994:
Christensen et al.. 1995). eventually become less buoyant, sink, and d rift at the
sediment-water interface via currents (Harwell and Orth, unpublished data). However,
these floating shoots can be transported at the air-water interface by wind and surface
currents long distances before they sink. We observed reproductive shoots, many with
seeds, in the detritus wrack along beaches in southern Chesapeake Bay up to 34 km
from existing eelgrass beds (Harwell and Orth, unpublished data). Once on the
bottom, the reproductive shoot can be 'gardened' by D. cuprea. We have subsequently
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observed D. cuprea in other areas o f Chesapeake Bay w ith cemented reproductive
shoots during the 1999 reproductive season.
The branching m orphology o f a fragmented reproductive shoot (Setchell, 1929;
De Cock. 1981) creates an ideal vessel fo r seed dispersal because it is able to become
entrained on vertical structures protruding from the sediment in a potentially suitable
habitat. Reproductive shoot fragments have been observed in patches o f detritus on the
sediment bottom (Robertson and M ann. 1984) and entrained at the base o f seedlings
(authors, personal observation), though neither result in long-term retention o f the
shoot or occur at a large scale.
Seeds, once released from the reproductive shoot, become quickly buried (Orth
et al.. 1994). either through physical and/or biological processes, such as bioturbation
( Luckenbach and Orth. 1999). and thus retained near the tube cap. Although seed
abundance per entrained shoot was low . and not significantly different from zero, we
maintain the presence o f seeds is ecologically meaningful, as only one successful seed
is needed to establish a clone. The actual number o f seeds per shoot w ill certainly be a
function o f pollination and fertilization success, and can be expected to vary interannual Iy.
The presence o f Diopatra cuprea may be another biological mechanism for
influencing seed dispersal (Luckenbach and Orth. 1999) and be important in patch
establishment in unvegetated areas (Olesen and Sand Jensen. 1994). We propose that
if D. cuprea can build fragmented reproductive shoots, carrying seeds, into its tube
w all. D. cuprea may function as an ecosystem engineer (Jones et al., 1994) by altering
hydrodynamics (water flo w near the sediment interface; Luckenbach. 1986) and
arresting transport o f fragmented reproductive shoots in an appropriate habitat fo r seed
germination and growth. Future efforts should focus on: I ) identifying the magnitude
o f this mechanism across a depth gradient in both vegetated and unvegetated regions; 2)
exploring this interaction in relationship to distance from source o f reproductive
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fragme/its (i.e., existing beds); and 3) conducting manipulative experiments to
e x p lic itly test whether D. cuprea functions as an ecosystem engineer. Studies o f
seedling recruitment along w ith eelgrass transplanting efforts, w ith and w ithout D.
cuprea tubes, should help identify the importance o f infauna on both creation o f new
(and maintenance and growth o f existing) seagrass beds.
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Figure 1. Cartoon o f a fragmented reproductive shoot (w ith seeds “ A ") o f Zostera
marina entrained on the exposed tube cap o f Diopatra cuprea. Tube caps
protrude approximately 3 to 5 cm into the water column.
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Figure 2. Geometric mean regression between densities of fragmented reproductive
shoots and Diopatra cuprea tubes.
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Figure 3. Frequency correlation between eelgrass seedling density and Diopatra cuprea
tube density.
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Figure 4. Geometric mean regression between the average minimum distance between
seedlings and Diopatra cuprea tubes and tube density. Distances greater than
100 cm were not included because they had been classified as “ >100 cm from
the nearest tube” .
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C hapter 5
E f x g r a s s ( Z o s t e r a m a r i n a L .) s e e d p r o t e c t i o n f o r f i e l d e x p e r i m e n t s
AND IM P L IC A T IO N S FOR LARGE-SCALE RESTORATION
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A b s tr a c t
Eelgrass ( Zostera marina L.) restoration efforts have historically focused on the use o f
adult vegetative shoots because o f generally low success using seeds, a propagule o f
potential, but little-know n u tility , in restoration work. Previous w ork has shown that
approxim ately 15% o f seeds broadcast on unvegetated sediments survive to seedling
stage, w ith losses in part resulting from predation, burial, o r lateral transport. We
conducted experiments using seeds in burlap bags under both laboratory and field
settings to determine if protecting seeds increased survival or germination rates.
Retention o f seeds from preparation to initial sampling six months later was nearly
100%. Seedling survival at the fie ld sites ranged from 41 - 56% in the burlap bag
treatment, compared to 5 - 15% fo r seeds w ithout burlap bag protection. Under
laboratory conditions, seedling survival was identical in both treatments (50%).
However, successful seedling growth noted in the protected treatment after 6 months
was lost by 8 months because o f significant sand accumulation over anchored seed
bags. These prelim inary results are encouraging for future restoration efforts that shift
the focus to the use o f seeds rather than adult plants, as greater survival o f seeds in a
protected environment can offer enhanced opportunities fo r addressing both basic and
applied questions in restoration ecology.

K e y w o r d s : Zostera marina, seed protection, seed germination, seagrass restoration,
Chesapeake Bay
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It has been sagely remarked that all predictions are unreliable,
particularly those about the future.
- Schumacher, E.F. (1973) Small is beautiful. Economics as is
people mattered. Harper & Row, N .Y . 305 pp.
I. In tro d u c tio n
Seagrass restoration efforts that involve use o f adult plants, seedlings, or seeds
have demonstrated varied success. Since adult plant materials have consistently higher
establishment rates, most restoration efforts have focused on developing cost-effective
(C hurchill et al.. 1978: Fonseca et al.. 1994) or labor-effective techniques (Davis and
Short. 1997: Orth et al., unpublished). Although most species o f seagrasses flo w e r
and some produce high abundances o f seeds (Silberhorn et al., 1983: Duarte et al..
1997). less restoration w ork has been done w ith seeds and seedlings. Restoration
efforts invo lving eelgrass (Zostera marina L.) seeds have been explored fo r a number
o f years w ith varied success (C hurchill et al.. 1978: Christensen et al.. 1995: Orth et
al.. unpublished). Seed broadcast techniques vary in success w ith around 15% o f
viable seeds becoming established (Orth et al.. unpublished: but see Orth et al., 1994),
comparable to germination rates o f around 10% o f viable, ambient seeds in the field
(Harrison. 1993). Use o f seedlings in transplant efforts has been rare (but see Balestri
et al.. 1998). undoubtedly because o f the time and expense required to raise seedlings
in laboratory culture. In addition, seeds germinated in laboratory culture generally do
not become established unless manually planted in sediment (Roberts el al.. 1984: Orth
et al., 1994).
There are three main loss terms fo r seeds in the seed bank: burial, transport, and
predation. Deep burial o f seeds, w ell below the redox potential discontinuity, prevents
the developing hypocotyl from reaching adequate light (Bigley, 1981). Eelgrass seeds
have a high settling velocity (5.96 cm sec'1) but an erosion threshold (0.7 cm sec'1)
lower than the maximum near-bottom current velocities reported for this area (Orth et
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al., 1994). W hile Orth et al. (1994) found a large proportion o f seedlings growing up
to 9 m outside the edge o f their plot (V IM S Beach in this study), microtopography
prevents long distance redistribution o f seeds (Orth el al.. 1994; Luckenbach and Orth,
in press). Finally, predation appears to be important in seed loss (Wassenberg, 1990:
Fishman and Orth, 1996). The objective o f the project reported here was to determine
if protecting eelgrass seeds from secondary dispersal mechanisms (i.e.. burial or
transport) (Chambers and MacMahon, 1994) and predation (Christensen et al.. 1995:
Fishman and Orth. 1996) would increase germination success and seedling
establishment rates reported by others. Our hypothesis is that placing seeds in
experimental plots in protective bags made o f burlap would minimize both dispersal and
predation through the period o f germination, and would result in higher numbers o f
seedlings than from seeds scattered without protective bags.

2.

Methods

2 .1. Seed collection and storage

Reproductive shoots o f eelgrass with inflorescences containing developed or
developing seeds were collected by hand on 23 - 24 May 1995 at Sandy Point, in the
York River, V irginia (Figure I ) follow ing guidelines established previously (Orth et
al.. 1994). Reproductive shoots were broken from their root systems and placed in
collecting bins (covered by wet burlap) for transport to greenhouse facilities at the
Virginia Institute o f Marine Science (V IM S ), approximately seven km upriver.
Reproductive shoots were stored in circular. 3.8 m ' outdoor flow-through tanks
that were covered with shade cloth. A ir and ambient unfiltered water (Y ork River)
were supplied continuously. The plant material was stirred by hand several times a
week and held in the tanks until the shoots degenerated and seeds were released (up to
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six weeks after collection). Seeds were then sieved and held in a mesh bag in a tank
w ith flo w in g oxygenated Y ork River water until prepared fo r planting.

2.2. Seed planting

2.2.1. Protection criteria
In determining il the use o f protective seed bags aids in im proving seedling
success, several criteria must be met. First, there should be no loss o f seeds from seed
bags during transport and planting. Second, the seed bag should not increase the seed
m ortality. Third, the number o f seeds that survive up to and during germination should
increase by the presence o f a protective bag. Finally, protective bags should not be
detrimental to the germination process. It is critical that seedlings are able to grow
through the mesh o f the burlap bag and establish lateral shoots in the sediment.
The seedling growth node, which separates the cotyledonary sheath and blades
from the adventitious roots (c.f.. Figure 2 from C hurchill. 1992). must develop outside
the seed bag in order fo r seedlings to establish in the sediment. I f a growth node was
contained w ithin a burlap bag. then the root/rhizome complex would likely be
constrained w ithin the bag (bag-bound).

2.2.2. Planting design
Protective bags were made by sewing burlap, w ith a mesh size o f
approxim ately 1 mm. into 5 cm x 5 cm packets. These bags were soaked in river water
fo r several minutes to expand the fibers, then tilled w ith ten viable seeds
(approxim ately I mm x 3 mm. barrel-shaped: Orth et al.. 1994). stapled shut, and held
in plastic bags fille d w ith river water. Prior to placement in burlap bags, seeds were
identified as viable by embryonic development w ithin the seed coat, rigid ity o f the seed
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coal (fo llo w in g Moore et al.. 1993), and the higher settling velocity o f viable seeds
(O rth et al.. 1994).
Experimental bag treatment plots were established by placing 25 bags in a 5 m x
5 m grid on 0.5 m centers, burying the bags 2 - 3 cm deep (fo llo w in g Moore et al..
1993). and anchoring them w ith a u-shaped. 10 cm staple o f coat-hanger wire.
C ontrol. No-Bag treatment plots were established in the same grid pattern. Vials
containing 10 seeds (one planting unit) were placed at each point in the grid, inverted,
and their seeds allowed to settle on the sediment. T w o replicates o f each Bag and NoBag treatment were planted 10 m apart, parallel to shore, and in water 0.5 to 1.0 m
below mean sea level (M SL). comparable to the depth o f highest abundance o f eelgrass
in this region (Orth and Moore. 1988: Moore et al.. 1996).

2.2.3. Location
Field sites in the lower York and the Piankatank Rivers were selected based on
prior restoration efforts (Figure 1: Orth et al.. unpublished) and historical photography
o f Zostera marina communities (Orth et al.. 1997). T w o sites in the York River
(Gloucester Point and Y orktow n) and four in the Piankatank R iver (Burton Point.
Stove Point. Stingray Point, and Gwynn Island) were planted in m id-October 1995.
A set o f tw o replicate treatments was established at V IM S (Greenhouse Tanks)
in outdoor tanks w ith a sim ilar planting design. Round aluminum pans (approximately
20 cm diameter by 5 cm deep) were filled with sediments taken near the Gloucester
Point transplant site at the same water depth. Bag and No-Bag units were established
in the pans fo llo w in g the design for field sites, and the pans were lowered into the fille d
tanks. W hile the tanks were not continuous flow -through, water was replaced as
necessary to maintain water clarity, salinity, and temperature ambient to the York River.

2.3. M o n itorin g and Sampling
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Greenhouse Tanks were checked every 24 to 48 hours for air flow ,
temperature, salinity, and water clarity. Water was replaced by draining and refilling
the tanks from the top to prevent disturbance to the pans. During tw o periods in the
winter ( 7 - 1 2 January and 3 - 6 February 1996). the surface water in the tanks froze.
Water was replaced after the ice melted; however, it should be noted that during the
f reeze in February, sheet ice covered the shoal areas o f the Gloucester Point and
Yorktown transplant sites (no data were available for the Piankatank River).
Ten experimental units from each replicate, at each o f the six field sites and the
Greenhouse Tanks, were destructively sampled in A p ril/M a y 1996 to study germination
success o f seeds and influence o f seed bags. Seedlings in the burlap bag treatment
were classified into three categories based on position o f the seedling growth node.
Seedlings w ith growth nodes outside the burlap were considered successful, while
those w ith growth nodes confined inside the burlap bags were considered unsuccessful
because it was unlikely they would be able to establish outside the bag. Sim ilarly,
germinated seeds that had become internally wrapped w ithin a burlap bag (bag-bound)
were considered unsuccessful. Seed husks and rotten seeds were also enumerated.
Seedlings and seeds in the No-Bag treatment were sampled by taking cores (15 cm
diameter; 0.018 n r t o 15 cm depth) and seiving on a I mm mesh screen. Samples were
processed as for Bag treatments, except fo r having only one category o f seedling
success.
Further sampling in June 1996. after a spring turbidity/light lim itation stress
period (M oore et al.. 1997). was planned to document the successful establishment o f
seedlings into the surrounding sediment. Unfortunately, between A p ril and June, high
sediment accretion at most sites buried the seed bags up to 50 cm deep (personal
observation), rendering further analysis d ifficu lt. A ll plants that could be located were
collected; observations from the June sampling are presented in the discussion.
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No statistical differences were seen between the two replicates o f a treatment
w ithin a given site, so data were pooled for analyses (not shown: n = 20 except n = 19
for Gwynn Island Bag treatment). The ability o f the burlap bags to retain seeds was
tested with a Kruskall-W allis non-parametric test because the data did not satisfy
A N O V A assumptions (Zar. 1996). Analysis o f variance, Tukey's test o f m ultiple
comparisons, and Student's t-test were used to analyze the condition o f all seeds and
seedlings (Zar, 1996). When necessary, data were natural log-transformed to meet
assumptions o f homogeneity o f variance and normality o f distribution (Zar. 1996).
Residuals were checked visually to confirm a mean o f zero.

3.

Results

Long-term seed retention by the burlap bags was tested by comparing total
numbers o f seedlings and seeds in A p ril between the controlled Greenhouse Tanks and
all six field sites. Average seed retention per bag (out o f 10 seeds planted) ranged from
a minim um o f 8.95 (at Gwynn Island) to 9.85 (in Greenhouse Tanks). There were no
significant differences in seed loss between Greenhouse Tanks and all field sites
(K ruskall-W allis; H = 5.59; d f = 6: p = 0.472) from the time o f preparation (including
handling, transport to the remote site, and planting) to the time o f sampling in
A p ril/M a y (6 months after planting). For comparison, combined seed, seed husk, and
seedling recovery in No-Bag treatments from field sites averaged 5.5 - 23%, compared
to 99.5% recovery in the Greenhouse Tanks No-Bag treatment.
The number o f seedlings w ith the growth node outside the seed bag ranged
from zero to ten. and some o f these seedlings showed development o f secondary lateral
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shoots (Figure 2). F ifty percent o f seeds from the Greenhouse Tanks Bag treatments
developed into viable seedlings (100 seedlings out o f 200 seeds), identical to the total
number o f seedlings in the No-Bag, Greenhouse Tank treatment. In the field
experiment, the percent o f successful seedlings in Bag treatments across all field sites
averaged 49% (ranging from 41-56%), compared to an average o f 10.5% (ranging
from 4.5 - 14.5%) in the No-Bag treatments (Table 1).
Seedling abundance was significantly higher in the Bag treatments at all field
sites (Table 2; Figure 3); however, no difference was found between treatments in
Greenhouse Tanks (Student’ s t; p > 0.05). Seedlings in Bag treatments were more
abundant at fie ld sites than at Greenhouse Tanks (fie ld sites: 95% C .I. 4.3 - 5.4:
Greenhouse Tanks: mean = 3.3: p < 0.001). In contrast, seedlings in No-Bag
treatments were more abundant at Greenhouse Tanks than at field sites (field sites: 95%
C.I. 0.8 - 1.3: Greenhouse Tanks: mean = 4.9: p < 0 .0 0 1).
The burlap bag did not increase the m ortality o f seeds. No significant
differences were seen in either the numbers o f rotten seeds (A N O V A . F = 1.02; p =
0.3 19) or the numbers o f germinated, undeveloped seeds (A N O V A . F = 0.02: p =
0.890) between Bag and No-Bag treatments from the controlled greenhouse site. There
were sign ifica ntly more unsuccessful seedlings (germinated but undeveloped seeds plus
seedlings w ith confined growth nodes) in the Greenhouse Tanks than at any field sites
(Table 3). Seed bag plots at Gloucester Point contained more germinated, undeveloped
seeds and unsuccessful seedlings than at Gwynn Island and Burton Point, but
comparisons among other sites were not significant (Table 3).

4.

Discussion

Protection o f seeds using burlap bags had a significant positive effect on
survival o f seedlings at all field sites translating into a 3.25- to 12- fold increase in
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seedling success (Table i ). Seedling development and maintenance o f the growth node
outside the bag was not constrained by the 1.0 mm mesh size used in our experiment.
Observations 14 months after a sim ilar seed bag experiment was initiated in 1996 found
several 0.25 m x 0.25 in patches o f eelgrass. each containing around 40 shoots, w ellestablished outside the burlap bags (unpubl. data). M onitoring small-scale. long-term
patch dynamics. Olesen and Sand-Jensen (1994) found that patches o f eelgrass
containing more than 32 shoots survived over the course o f their two year study.
Thus, it is possible for a small number o f seeds to create a new patch capable o f
survivng to reproduction.
Burlap bags prevented seed burial, transport, and predation allow ing fo r a 89.5
- 98.5% recovery o f both germinated and ungerminated seeds after 6 months.
C hurchill (1983), using plastic containers with a mesh bottom to prevent seed burial,
noted high variability in seed recovery, attributing it to scouring o f sediments w ithin the
plastic containers. In addition to controlling for seed burial as C hurchill (1983) did.
our burlap bag technique also controlled for seed loss via transport or predation.
In Chesapeake Bay. secondary dispersal o f eelgrass seeds by current How is
lim ited to short distances (Orth et al.. 1994). and we found no seedlings outside the
treatment area at any planting site and no indication o f high burial or erosional activities
before seed germination. As even short distance, lateral transport is possible fo r some
seeds (Orth el al.. 1994: Luckenbach and Orth, in press), core sampling occurred only
where seeds were released to minimize disturbance to the rest o f the planting area. This
may have under-represented ungerminated seeds in the seedbank: however, seedling
success was sim ilar between treatments in the Greenhouse Tanks where predation and
secondary transport were controlled. From this we suggest that seed loss in No-Bag
treatments in the field may result from predation. Given the lim itations o f the coring
data, loss o f seeds via rotting or secondary transport cannot be completely discounted.
This aspect warrants further research.
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Other approaches to planting seeds in the field, including planting seeds in a 20
m long seed "tape" (Churchill et al.. 1978). have had little influence on enhancing seed
germination success. Ruckelshaus (1994) found high survival rates from planting
individual seeds in an 8 cm x 8 cm bag made o f nylon screening (mesh size not given).
Seedling survival after seven months was comparable to this experiment: however,
there was no discussion o f how the nylon screening influenced the long-term
establishment o f root/rhizomes outside the packet. Sim ilarly, seedling growth outside
o f the plastic containers o f Churchill (1983) was also likely to be constrained by the
planting container. Seed bags required h alf the labor hours necessary for collection,
preparation, and planting o f bundled adult shoots (10 - 15 plants per bundle), a
common planting design used by others (Fonseca et al.. 1982: Fonseca. 1994: Orth et
al.. unpublished).
One negative influence o f the seed bag itself is that seed bags prevented some
seedlings from becoming established (i.e.. seedlings constrained w ithin the bag). A
concurrent experiment under greenhouse conditions demonstrated that seed bags with a
smaller mesh size resulted in a higher incidence o f seedlings failing to develop with
their above/below-ground growth node outside the burlap bag (> 75%; unpubl. data).
We suggest that the mesh size used here is optim al, balancing seed loss (from a larger
mesh size) versus growth node confinement (from a smaller mesh size), and is a
characteristic that would vary for other species w ith different seed sizes.
A t a number o f field sites, high levels o f sedimentation, noted by observations
o f the change in depth o f the wire anchor between A p ril/M a y and June, may have
affected seedling development rather than seed germination either directly by burying
seedlings or indirectly by preventing a seedling from adapting to changes in burial
depths. The number o f seed bags with seedlings dropped from 95% (range 90 - 100%)
in A p ril/M a y to 41% (range 0 - 80%) by June. Further experimentation with and
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w ithout anchoring may identify any influence o f the anchor on seedling burial (e.g..
prevention o f seedling m igration because o f the anchor).

5.

Conclusion

The use o f protective bags for seeds allows for better determination o f the fate
o f a seed in the field. High seed retention rates provided by seed bags are critical fo r
experimental Held designs requiring specific seed densities. The number o f seeds used
by this technique is significanty fewer than the numbers needed to broadcast seeds to
achieve comparable seedling densities, translating into either m inim izing donor site
impacts or increasing the scale o f the restoration effort. The use o f seed bags can also
minim ize the amount o f underwater time required compared to adult plant transplanting
Further, this technique can have application in restoration or m itigation efforts in areas
where collection o f vegetative shoots from donor beds is d iffic u lt, such as a result o f
great distance between sites, the size o f the donor bed. or collection restrictions.
Finally, we suggest that this experiment can be a stepping stone to a larger discussion
on the use o f both adult plants and seeds, w ithin a single restoration effort, to create
new beds w ith m ultiple age classes (i.e.. the structural equivalency o f natural
populations) built into the design.
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Table 1: Seedling success in Greenhouse Tanks (control) and six field sites in
A p ril/M a y (6 months after planting). O nly seedlings with the above/below-ground
growth node outside the burlap bag were used to calculate numbers o f experimental
units w ith seedlings and mean number seedlings per experimental unit (last two
columns: n = 20). The total number o f seedlings per treatment (regardless o f position
o f growth node) was used to determine percent seedlings survival. Data are pooled for
both replicates at each treatment and site.

# Seedlings

% Seedlings

# Units w /

Mean # seedlings

(200 seeds)

Surviving

seedlings

per Exp. U nit

Site

Treatment

Greenhouse

Bags

100

50%

18

3.1

Tanks

No-Bags

100

50%

20

4.9

Gloucester

Bags

1 12

56 %

18

5.4

Point

No-Bags

9

4.5 %

9

0.45

Yorktown

Bags

95

47.5 %

20

4.7

No-Bags

29

14.5 %

15

1.5

101

50.5 %

19

5.1

26

13 %

13

1.3

103

51.5 %

20

5.0

G w ynn

Bags

Island

No-Bags

Burton

Bags

Point

No-Bags

26

13 %

16

1.3

Stove

Bags

97

48.5 %

19

4.7

Point

No-Bags

17

8.5 %

11

0.85
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Table 1 (cont.)

# Seedlings

% Seedlings

# Units w/

Mean # seedlings

(200 seeds)

Surviving

seedlings

per Exp. U nit

Site

Treatment

Stingray

Bags

82

41 %

18

4.1

Point

No-Bags

21

10.5 <7c

14

1.1
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Table 2: M ixed model A N O V A results on abundance o f seedlings between Bag and
No-Bag treatments (fixed factor) from the six field sites (random factor) in A p ril/M a y
(6 months after planting). Significant results are identified by an asterisk (*).

Source

Degrees o f Freedom

Mean Squares

F-ratio

P

T reatment

1

855.9

193.6

< 0.001*

Site

5

2.5

0.8

> 0.05

Treatment * Site

5

4.4

1.4

> 0.05

Error

227

3.2

Total

238
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Tabic 3: The negative influence o f the burlap bag on unsuccessful seedlings
(germinated, but internally wrapped seeds and seedlings with confined growth nodes)
in seed Bag treatments between the Greenhouse Tanks and field sites. The number o f
unsuccessful seedlings (out o f 10) were averaged for each site (n = 20 except n = 19
for G w ynn Island). Significant differences between sites (on natural log-transformed
data) are denoted by different letters.

# Unsuccessful

Standard

Differences

Seedlings

Deviation

between sites

Greenhouse Tanks

4.45

1.17

a

Gloucester Point

1.90

1.02

b

Yorktow n

0.90

0.64

b.c

G w ynn Island

0.37

0.34

c

Burton Point

0.40

0.30

c

Stove Point

1.05

0.68

b.c

Stingray Point

1.55

0.95

b.c

Site
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Figure I : Map o f lower Chesapeake Bay showing donor and transplant sites in relation
to 1996 distribution o f submerged aquatic vegetation (S A V ). or
eelgrass/widgeongrass communities. G T = Greenhouse Tanks (control): GP =
Gloucester Point: Y T = Y orktow n: G I = Gwynn Island: BP = Burton Point: SV =
Stove Point: and SY = Stingray Point.
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Figure 2: Seedling growth six months after planting seed bags. Seedling growth
nodes, along with adventitious root development, are visible outside o f the
burlap bag. Some secondary growth o f lateral shoots is also present.
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Figure 3: Number o f successful seedlings per experimental unit in Bag and No-Bag
treatments from the six field sites (Greenhouse Tanks included for comparison).
No differences were seen in seed Bag treatments between sites. An asterisk (*)
denotes significant differences in number o f seedlings between Bag and NoBag treatments w ithin each site. N = 20 experimental units for each treatment
(n = 19 for G wynn Island): error bars are one standard error from the mean.
G T = Greenhouse Tanks (control): GP = Gloucester Point: Y T = Yorktown: GI
= Gwynn Island: BP = Burton Point: SV = Stove Point: and SY = Stingray
Point.
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C hapter 6
M o d e l in g e e l g k a s s r e p r o d u c t io n :
I n c o r p o r a t in g r e p r o d u c t iv e d e m o g r a p h ic s in t o a
PR O D U C TIVITY M ODEL
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A b s tra c t
Most scagrass modeling efforts have focused on productivity-based modeling o f
vegetative growth; all published attempts to model sexual reproduction have been
lim ited to small scales or using data from m ultiple species. E xploring a new
approach to recognizing the importance o f sexual reproduction in seagrasses. 1
coupled a newly created demographic model o f sexual reproduction (parameterized
by data from Chesapeake Bay) to an existing vegetative productivity model o f
eelgrass (Zostera marina L.) in Chesapeake Bay. By studying reproductive output
under a variety o f conditions. I simulate processes governing bed maintenance and
expansion for different environm ent regimes (e.g.. a depth gradient across a bed) and
analyze the role o f seeds in bed maintenance. Under ideal conditions, the model
predicts that 12 reproductive shoots m 2 are required to produce one successfully
germ inating seed. As reproductive output changes non-linearly w ith increasing water
depth, a m inim um o f 5% increase in shoot density in the spring is observed after a
model sim ulation o f tw o years at three different water depths. By varying the number
o f germ inating seeds and the number o f shoots per seedling, the resulting size o f
newly created patches is put in context with the length o f time it takes for new
patches to be observed by remote sensing. The results o f simulations at different
water depths are coupled to a case study on eelgrass bed expansion in Chincoteague
Bay. Finally, lim itations o f this modeling approach highlight areas o f future study,
including manipulative seed germination experiments and e x p lic it monitoring o f
seedling contribution to bed maintenance.

K e yw ord s; eelgrass; demographic models; productivity models; sexual reproduction;
Zostera marina
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Just as the essence o f food cannot be conveyed in calories, the
essence o f life w ill never be captured by even the greatest
formulas.
- Solzhenitsyn. A.I. ( 1968) The first circle. Bantam Books. N Y.
674 pp.
In tro d u c tio n
Seagrasses are found w orldw ide (except Antarctica), w ith most o f the 58
species having been observed to flow er (den Hartog. 1970). Previous seagrass
modeling efforts have focused on the vegetative components o f propagation, w ith
these models often based on units o f carbon (i.e.. productivity m odeling) and w ith
few attempts at demographic modeling (Table, 1). The im portance o f sexual
reproduction to the maintenance o f seagrass beds has recently been re-emphasized in
the observational (e.g.. Marba and W alker. 1999: Inglis. 2000) and experimental
literature (e.g.. M oore et al.. 1993: Orth el al.. 1994: H arw ell and Orth. 1999: Harwell
and Orth. In prep.: H arw ell and Rhode. In prep.), as well as in a recent literature
review (Orth et al.. In Press).
Reproductive propagation is typically not included in productivity models
because o f the very small amount o f carbon in a seed, requiring emphasis at a much
smaller scale relative to that o f vegetative components. Plant demographic models
have been used p rim a rily fo r com m unity-level modeling (e.g., Thorhallsdottir. 1990;
Wu and Levin. 1994). measuring changes in areal coverage (e.g.. Wu et al.. 1997). or
as a mechanism to determine measurements such as growth rates o f individual
components o f a plant (e.g.. Dai and Wiegert, 1996). A com bination productivitydemographic model incorporates characteristics o f both in order to address questions
on a variety o f ecological scales.
O f the 18 seagrass modeling studies published to date (Table 1). only four
attempt to incorporate sexual reproduction, and all efforts were conducted in one
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genus ( Zostera). Verhagen and Nienhuis (1983) included a reproductive component
in an eelgrass model o f Lake Grevelingen (The Netherlands); however, this model
was not designed to study sexual reproduction but. rather to increase the accuracy o f
m odeling aboveground carbon (C). In discussing the recovery o f seagrass in areas o f
Lake Grevelingen w ith im proving water quality. Bach (1993) used a model to
conclude that sexual reproduction might control the d istrib u tio n o f the recovering
populations, even though the model was o f vegetative grow th only and had no sexual
reproduction component. Ewanchuk ( 1995) included a reproductive component to a
dem ographic model o f eelgrass in San Diego Bay (U S A ), but this model was
developed only on a small spatial scale: i.e.. sampling 5 - 0.0625 nrquadrats taken
1.5 m apart at a u n ifo rm depth in the middle o f a bed. F in a lly. Bearlin et al. (1999)
presented a p ro du ctivity model for a Zostera muelleri population in Port P hillip Bay
(A ustralia) that included a reproductive component; however, this model was
parameterized fo r reproductive components from other species and other populations.
Further, the authors noted a d iffic u lty in studying the success o f their reproductive
m odeling efforts because flow ering had never been observed in their ecosystem.
Thus, there has not yet been presented a model o f eelgrass sexual reproduction that
can confidently be used fo r demographic analyses.
Zostera marina L. (eelgrass). the most abundant seagrass in the temperate
zone, is found throughout the Northern Hemisphere (Setchell, 1929: den Hartog,
1970). Eelgrass in the Chesapeake Bay (U S A ) is perennial w ith a bi-phasic
vegetative growth cycle. Eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay ty p ic a lly grows from nearintertidal to 2 m M L W (Mean Low Water), w ith its ideal depth distribution from 0.8
m to 1.2 m M L W (O rth and Moore. 1988). M axim al vegetative production occurs in
m idsum m er and late fa ll (Batiuk et al.. 1992). w hile flo w e rin g begins in m id-w inter
(January - February) and anthesis occurs in m id-spring (M arch - A p ril) (Silberhorn et
al.. 19S3). Reproductive shoots o f eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay can be found in
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abundance from A p ril to June (Orth and Moore. 1986). and seeds mature and are
released by early June (Silberhorn et al.. 1983). In general, sexual reproduction in
perennial eelgrass can be a relatively m inor component o f overall biomass, ranging
from 1 to 34% o f total biomass (Sand-Jensen. 1975: Jacobs. 1979: Robertson and
Mann. 1984: van Lent and Verschuure, 1994). In Chesapeake Bay. the only
published report o f eelgrass reproductive shoot production is from lim ited sampling
o f three beds, w ith reproductive shoot densities measured to be between 1 1-19% o f
total shoot density (Silberhorn et al. 1983).
Here. I present a population model for eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay developed
by com bining components o f an existing vegetative model (a productivity model:
Wetzel and Neckles. 1986: Wetzel and Meyers. 1993) and a new sub-model o f
reproductive propagation (a demographic model). I determined relationships between
aboveground biomass and total, vegetative, and reproductive shoot density from field
measurements and samples taken over a period o f several years in eelgrass beds in the
lower Chesapeake Bay. I used the coupled model to explore the importance o f sexual
reproduction fo r seagrass population dynamics by conducting sensitivity analyses to
identify critical stages in the reproductive cycle o f eelgrass. Several applications o f
this model are examined, including simulations to: I) identify the m inim um number
o f reproductive shoots needed to produce meaningful reproductive output (i.e.. one
successfully germ inating seed): 2) explore reproductive effort/output (w ith in an
existing bed) along a water depth gradient: and 3) explore new patch creation from
seeds alone.

M ethods
Model Structure
A description o f the general eelgrass productivity model for the lower
Chesapeake Bay can be found in Wetzel and Neckles (1986). The in itia l FO R TR AN
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model was converted into a S T E L L A (High Performance Systems. 1997) modeling
platform (Wetzel and Meyers. 1993: Buzzelli et al. 1998): the modeling exercise
described here was conducted with a m odified version o f this productivity model
(B uzzelli el al. 1998). B rie fly, the previous model was altered by either removing
(nitrogen cycling w ithin the plant: sediment microalgae) or s im p lify in g (water
column diatoms: DOC: TPOC: epiphytes) components ancillary to the modeling o f
eelgrass seedling carbon. A ll changes resulted in the m odified model closely
fo llo w in g output from the previous version (not shown). For the purposes o f this
exercise I focused on aboveground carbon, although the productivity model contains
terms for shoot loss, respiration, carbon translocation to the root/rhizomes, and a
feedback mechanism fo r when a critical biomass (C) threshold is reached.
A reproductive demographic sub-model (Fig. 1) was created and coupled to

the existing productivity model by two links. First, the amount o f aboveground
carbon (hereafter referred to sim ply as amount o f C) present in 1 n r from the
productivity model is converted to total shoot density in early June (Day 156: I
January = Day 1) o f each year, that is. after reproductive shoot development occurs,
before seed release or shoot defoliation (Silberhorn et al.. 1983). and is moved into
the reproductive sub-model. Second, the output o f the reproductive sub-model
(specifically, the amount o f seedling C) is returned to the productivity model one year
(366 days) after carbon was put into the reproductive sub-model (i.e.. the day after C
is used for total shoot density in the second year = Day 522). This delay is included
because genets derived from seedlings in Chesapeake Bay eelgrass populations do not
develop reproductive shoots until their second year o f growth (Setchell. 1929). The
code for the reproductive sub-model can be found in the Appendix.
Data for the components o f the reproductive sub-model were taken from
published and newly collected data from eelgrass populations in low er Chesapeake
Bay (Table 2). First, total aboveground C (m 2) was converted to aboveground
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biomass in early June (D ay 156). Density o f reproductive shoots was then calculated
based on a conversion between reproductive shoot density and biomass o f
reproductive shoots, derived as the ratio o f reproductive shoot to total shoot biomass.
Proportion o f shoots that are reproductive across a depth gradient was modeled w ith a
fifth-order polynom ial function fit to data from biomass cores (2 - 0.018 m 2 taken
every 20 m) along an onshore-offshore transect across tw o different eelgrass
populations in low er Chesapeake Bay (Table 2). Data were collected from several
seagrass beds along a depth gradient. Seeds per reproductive shoot (mean = 1 1.07)
and seed v ia b ility (52.1% ) were derived from 281 reproductive shoots and 108 seed
cores (0.018 m 2 to a depth o f 15 cm), respectively, taken random ly from several
eelgrass populations in low er Chesapeake Bay. The probability o f successful
germination ( 14.5%) was determined from a manipulative experiment w ith eelgrass
seeds in lower Chesapeake Bay (H arw ell and Orth. 1999). The number o f shoots per
seedling (mean = 4) in early June was derived from an observational field study o f
several eelgrass beds in low er Chesapeake Bay (Orth and Moore. 1983 ). Finally,
since seedlings in early June are virtu a lly indistinguishable from adult plants (Orth
and Moore. 1983). seedling carbon per shoot was calculated using the same
conversion above.

Model Assumptions
First, relationships o f reproductive shoot to vegetative shoot density are based
on the absolute number o f shoots, w ith no attempt to identify o r fo llo w individual
clones. W hile there may be ecological mechanisms that differentiate w hich shoots
develop into reproductive shoots, this approach has been com m only used in studies o f
other eelgrass beds (e.g.. Ruckelshaus. 1994). Second, the proportion o f shoots that
are reproductive is derived from measurements from a short period o f the
reproductive season (late M ay to early June) and does not account fo r demographic
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changes that may occur during the development o f reproductive shoots initiated in
late w inter. Third, although viab ility o f eelgrass seeds in the seed bank change over
time (they do not remain viable in the seed bank fo r more than one year: Moore et al.
1993). fie ld measurements o f the seed bank shortly after seed release are assumed to
be representative o f the seed bank from the tim e o f seed release to germination. As
the grow ing season fo r eelgrass is characterized by changes in mean biomass for any
given shoot (Orth and M oore. 1986: Bach. 1993). conversion between biomass and
shoot density during the reproductive season may not be representative o f biomass-to
shoot density conversions over the entire year. However, these assumptions are
considered acceptable here because I am only exam ining model output during this
time period.

Model Evaluation
A critical component o f the reproductive sub-model for initial model
evaluation is the calculation o f reproductive shoot density. Model input data were
derived from biomass cores (2 - 0.018 n r taken every 20 m) along onshore-offshore
transects from two different eelgrass populations in low er Chesapeake Bay. Data
from the same transects, sim ilarly sampled, taken one year later, serve as evaluation
(validation) data and are examined as part o f the water-depth gradient simulations.
M etrics o f seeds per reproductive shoot, seed v ia b ility , and seed germination are
derived from data collected from many locations over m ultiple years, and thus are
explored here as part o f the model sensitivity exercise described below.

M odel Scenarios
Because o f the structure o f the links between the reproductive sub-model and
the p ro du ctivity model, only a single point in spring (Julian Day = 1 5 7 ) can be
examined from the model output. As such, it can be d iffic u lt to define differences
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between model scenarios as understanding significant differences on an ecological
time-scale (sensu G entile and Harwell. 1996) requires knowledge about how a
specific variable changes over time. In other words. I did not translate biomass into
shoot density throughout the entire year as shoot density varies between sites and
years at sim ilar water depths (Orth and Moore. 1986).
Baseline model simulations (w ith and w ithout the reproductive sub-model)
were run w ith a water depth o f 1.0 m M L W (fo llo w in g Wetzel and Neckles. 1986:
Wetzel and Meyers. 1993). For the purposes o f this exercise. I define a change in
biomass by more than 5% as a meaningful difference between simulations. The
minim um number o f reproductive shoots (per n r ) needed for one seed to successfully
germinate was examined through the reproductive sub-model alone. I varied the
probability o f seed germination across a range o f reproductive shoot density until at
least one seed successfully germinated per square meter (i.e.. the m inim um threshold
for a new patch to form from seed).
As vegetative productivity changes w ith water depth (c.f. Fig. 4 in Wetzel and
Neckles. 1986; O rth and M oore. 1988), the importance o f sexual reproduction w ithin
an existing bed was examined through model simulations across a water-depth
gradient (i.e., along an inshore-offshore transect through a bed). The modei was run
(w ith and w ithout the reproductive sub-model) at three depths. A shallow-water
simulation at 0.5 m M L W simulated eelgrass near its inshore-most extent. Ideal
water depth was simulated at 1.0 m M L W (i.e., nominal conditions). A deep-water
simulation at 1.5 m M L W simulated eelgrass near its offshore-most extent. Again, a
5 '7c change in biomass between model runs (w ith and w ithout reproductive sub
model) is defined as a meaningful difference.
Finally, colonization events were studied by sim ulating creation o f a new
patch by seeds alone. W ith no initial eelgrass biomass, I introduced seeds and
follow ed patch p ro du ctivity over time. Since eelgrass seedlings in the Chesapeake
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Bay do not flow er until their second year (and thus there is no seedling input until the
third year). I identified and calculated the number o f shoots in the patch the Spring o f
the third year as a critical point fo r successful establishment o f the patch.

S ensitivity Analyses
As eelgrass exhibits a bi-phasic growth function over the course o f a year,
because o f high light requirements and thermal tolerance levels (Orth and Moore.
1986. 1988: Moore el al.. 1997). a six-year sim ulation was run to determine the
importance o f reproductive propagation. Results o f the tlrs l year are not considered
because o f the time needed for initial model stabilization (e.g.. see results o f baseline
sim ulation in Fig. 2): for sim plicity, however, the remaining five years o f model
output are referred to as Years I through 5.
Sensitivity analyses were conducted on the number o f seeds per reproductive
shoot, number o f seeds in the seed bank, proportion o f seeds that are viable,
proportion seeds that germinate, and number o f shoots per seedling. Individual
parameters were varied by ± 10% or ± 50%, but all o f the other model parameters
were set to otherwise nom inal conditions and the model run at 1.0 m M L W (ideal
water depth). 0.5 m M L W (shallow water) and 1.5 m M L W (deep water). Am ount o f
total carbon in the Spring (i.e.. one day after seedling carbon was put back into the
model) was compared after Year I and Year 5.

Results
Sexual reproduction added to the vegetative productivity model resulted in an
increase in aboveground biomass o f more than 5% by Year I (Fig. 2). Varying the
selected parameters in the reproductive sub-model by 10% showed little significant
change in model output (at 1.0 m M L W ) (Table 3). Varying an individual parameter
by 50% led to m inor differences in Year 1 (all less than 5% change) and differences
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ot 10% or less by Year 5: the linear relationship o f seed bank parameters resulted in
linear sensitivity. Patterns o f model sensitivity were sim ilar at 0.5 and 1.5 m M L W
depths: however, for brevity, these results are not presented.
Exam ining the reproductive sub-model alone. 12 reproductive shoots m 2are
needed to produce one successfully germinating seed (Table 4) under nominal
conditions outlined in Table 2. Average percent germination seen in the field ( 14.5%.
Harwell and Orth. 1999) translated into needing only 12 reproductive shoots m 2
(Table 4). Given reproductive shoot densities common in natural eelgrass
populations in the lower Chesapeake Bay ( 1 5 - 3 6 1 m'2, mean = 99 m '2; H arw ell and
Rhode. In prep.), successful germ ination o f one seed required a p ro ba b ility fo r a
viable seed to germinate to range from 1 - 10% (Table 4). com parable to germ ination
rates around 10% o f viable eelgrass seeds in the field (Harrison. 1993).
The importance o f sexual reproduction increased w ith w ater depth (Fig. 3).
By Year 2. reproductive propagation resulted in an increase in shoot density in June
by more than 5% in sim ulating both the shallow inshore (Fig. 3a) and the "ideal
depth" m iddle portion o f a bed (Fig. 3b). Shoot density was 5% greater by Year 1 in
the deeper offshore portion o f a bed (Fig. 3c). The model evaluation data fo r the
offshore site are comparable to the vegetative-onlv model o u tp u t: however, the
addition o f the reproductive sub-model generates shoot densities greater than that
found in the fie ld (Fig. 3c).
The size o f eelgrass patches formed by seed was re la tive ly small except when
a com bination o f either moderate number o f seeds in the seed bank and/or high
numbers o f shoots per seedling were used in a simulation (Table 5). In unvegetated
areas w ith a high amount o f seed rain (a uniform distribution o f seeds: Fenner, 1992).
or in localized areas that have received m ultiple seeds from a single fragmented
reproductive shoot, there is the potential fo r a sizeable number o f shoots ( 102- 102) by
the spring o f Year 3. High densities o f viable seeds in an unvegelated area.
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germ inating under ideal conditions (i.e., resulting in large number o f shoots per
seedling), produce aboveground biomass an order-of-m agnitude lower than the
typical January I '1aboveground biomass o f eelgrass at 1.0 m M L W (25 g C; Buzzelli.
1996: Table 5).

Discussion
W ith in just two years, seedling contributions significantly increased the
aboveground biomass pool (fo r the purposes o f this exercise. I define a change o f
more than 5c/c as meaningful). These increases in the amount o f carbon in the system
influence the dynamics o f the age structure o f eelgrass patch mosaics and the amount
o f carbon available for lateral (vegetative) growth and future reproductive effort.
Results o f simulations for both eelgrass bed grow th and new patch formation m irror
anecdotal observations on bed expansion and the recruitment o f new patches (e.g..
Kenworthy and Fonseca. 1992; Quammen and O nuf. 1993: Olesen and Sand-Jensen.
1994: H arw ell and Orth. In review b) and strengthen the recent emphasis placed on
the im portance o f sexual reproduction in seagrass bed dynamics (Orth et al.. 1994;
Marba and W alker. 1999: Harwell and Orth. In prep.; Harwell and Rhode. In prep).
The results o f the water-depth modeling exercise suggest that changes in
reproductive e ffo rt (i.e.. reproductive shoot production) directly translate into changes
in reproductive output (i.e.. seed output). Reproductive shoot density varies nonlinearly w ith water depth (Table 2b). resulting in a greater increase in shoot density in
deeper portions o f a bed than in the shallower regions (Fig. 3). New populations
(from seed) are more often located in inshore shoal areas (R.J. Orth, personal
com m unication), suggesting that bed expansion occurs from inshore to offshore. For
example, an analysis o f the expansion rate o f an eelgrass bed in Chincoteague Bay
(M aryland. U S A ) indicates a lateral expansion rate between 92 and 276 m per year
since 1986 (Fig. 4). As transport o f eelgrass seeds is m inim al (less than 15 m) once
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they reach the sediment surface (Orth et al.. 1994) the most likely mechanism
involves transport o f seeds via floating fragments o f reproductive shoots (H arw ell and
Orth. In review b). Rafting reproductive shoots have been observed entrained on the
tube caps o f Diopatra cuprea (an onuphid polychaete) in the fringe region around a
bed (H arw ell and Orth. In review a), thus providing a mechanism fo r seeding the
area. New seedling patches located in a suitable environment can eventually
coalesce, creating the pattern o f bed expansion observed in Chincoteague Bay (Fig.
4). The modeling exercise here indicates that expansion from shallow water (stressed
conditions) to ideal water depths may occur more slowly than w ithin the ideal water
depth zone and slower than expanding into deeper waters (i.e.. under stressed
conditions).
The model was less successful in predicting shoot density in deeper water
portions o f established beds: this may be attributed to several factors. First, the
simple approach to modeling seedling growth and establishment did not incorporate a
water-depth component until seedlings were considered to be adult plants. Thus, the
model may have failed to capture this aspect o f seedling establishment in deeper
waters that are subject to poorer lig h t penetration (because o f suspended sediments) in
the summer (M oore et al.. 1997). Second, eelgrass is often patchier in the offshore
region o f a bed (Orth and Moore, 1988: Harwell and Orth. In review a; M C H .
unpublished data).
Sim ulation o f new patch form ation (from sexual reproduction) indicated that
new eelgrass patches would be very small for several years before achieving notable
biomass (e.g., 25 g C m 2on I January: Buzzelli. 1996). This complements anecdotal
inform ation (R.J. Orth, personal communication) that it takes several years before a
new patch is large enough to be seen by remote sensing methods such as aerial
photography (ca. 4 ir r ; Orth el al.. 1998). A majority o f these small patches are not
like ly to survive long enough to become successfully established, since small seagrass
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patches have little influence on their environment (Duarte and Sand-Jensen. 1990:
Olesen and Sand-Jensen, 1994; Vidondo et al., 1997). For example, Olesen and
Sand-Jensen (1994) determined that a m inim um o f 32 shoots in a patch were needed
for a new eelgrass population to survive the winter in The Netherlands; however, they
did not fo llo w individual clones. They also noted that areal expansion o f seagrass
w ould occur faster w ith many small patches than with fewer large patches.
Kenw orthv and Fonseca (1992) found greater aerial spread o f patches o f aduit-plani
transplants in the fall when shoot densities were low. relative to spreading o f patches
in the spring when shoot densities are high. Both mechanisms have been observed in
Chesapeake Bay eelgrass populations (R. J. Orth, personal com m unication: M C H .
unpublished data).
There can be notable variation in plant characteristics between population:
therefore, during model development it is important to utilize data from the
population being modeled. Even w ithin the Chesapeake Bay there can be differences
in plant metrics between populations from different regions o f the Bay (R. J. Orth. J.
M . Rhode, personal com m unication). The data for the reproductive sub-model were
all obtained from eelgrass populations throughout the Bay to provide background data
representing Chesapeake Bay eelgrass populations in general. In contrast.
Ewanchuck (1995) used data from a single 0.1 hectare, five-year old transplanted
population in San Diego Bay to develop his demographic model. Bearlin et al. (1999)
used reproductive data from at least tw o species (Zostera marina. Thalassia
testudinum ) that differed from the modeled species and from populations ranging in
geographic distribution from the M exican Caribbean (Gallegos et al.. 1992) to
estuaries along the northern A tlantic and Pacific coasts o f North Am erica (Harrison,
1993: Moore el al.. 1993).
W hile aboveground C was equally non-sensitive to reproductive parameters in
the model, this does not im ply that they are o f equal importance in sexual
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reproduction. Reproductive propagation varies w ithin and between d ifferent
populations, based on environm ental and physiological differences, leading to a
highly variable input o f seeds into the seed bank depending on location (e.g., Olesen.
1993; Ruckelshaus. 1994). Environm ental stresses can also affect other portions o f
the reproductive life cycle o f eelgrass, such as seed v ia b ility in the seed bank (Roberts
et al.. 1984. Moore et al.. 1993; Inglis. 2000). The concept that the v ia b ility o f seeds
w ith in the seed bank is constant from the moment o f seed release to germ ination is an
assumption made fo r the purposes o f the model. Seed v ia b ility varies over time
w ithin the seed bank in the low er Chesapeake (Moore et al.. 1993) and under different
environmental conditions (Roberts et al.. 1984). The assumption o f a uniform
survival probability o f seedlings throughout the germination w in d o w o f an eelgrass
seed needs to be further explored. W o rking in the Chesapeake Bay. M oore et al.
( 1993) observed germ ination o f eelgrass seeds to occur over a period o f tim e in the
field. As such, seed v ia b ility and germination success may vary throughout a window
o f several months. A d d itio n a lly , external biological influences can influence seedling
establishment, including the presence o f infauna (Philipart. 1994) and bioturbation by
crabs (Davis et al.. 1998) and cownose rays (Orth, 1975).
The reproductive sub-model follow s eelgrass sexual reproduction from the
period o f maximum reproductive shoot production to seed germ ination and
subsequent seedling establishment. The model did not incorporate any inform ation
about how reproductive shoots develop (e.g.. De Cock. 198 I ) since detailed field
measurements o f reproductive shoot development do not exist fo r Chesapeake Bay
(but see demographic data in Orth and Moore. 1988). For exam ple, when the water
temperatures increase as the summer begins, reproductive shoots become more fragile
and are subject to defoliation before the end o f seed release (H a rw e ll and Orth. In
review b). Instead o f d riv in g the reproductive shoot sub-model as a function o f
degree-days. as is com m on in terrestrial plants (e.g., Roche et al.. 1999). this exercise
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was restricted to existing data on reproductive shoot densities in late spring.
S im ilarly, seedling growth was over-sim plified, as there are little ecological data on
the growth rates o f eelgrass seedlings from tim e o f germination until they are
considered to be adult plants. Using seeds from Chesapeake Bay eelgrass
populations. O rth and Moore (1983) and Roberts et al. (1984) present data on
seedling leaf lengths over time, under Held and laboratory conditions (respectively):
however. I am unaware o f published information on seedling biomass ( o r C content)
over time.
In this exercise. I incorporated sexual reproduction in a productivity model o f
a clonal seagrass. M ost models o f eelgrass communities address only vegetative
propagation; however, results from the reproductive sub-model suggest that the
vegetative-only approach is appropriate for specific circumstances where either
number o f reproductive shoots or seed via b ility and germination success are low
(Table 4). Regardless o f the caveats and lim itations in this exercise, u tilizing the
reproductive sub-mode! for eelgrass populations in Chesapeake Bay can provide more
realistic sim ulations than previous versions o f this model (Wetzel and Neckles. 1986:
Wetzel and Meyers. 1993). Future efforts should focus on m inim izin g the
assumptions needed fo r this modeling approach and incorporation o f a stochastic
component o f reproductive shoot and seedling density.
This m odeling approach should be applicable for eelgrass populations
anywhere, w ith m odifications o f parameters that are location-specific (e.g.,
proportion o f flow ering shoots varies between regions), as all populations are known
to flower. These types o f conceptual approaches to seagrass growth and expansion
are also w orthw hile to the other 57 species o f seagrass as it re-emphasizes the
importance o f sexual reproduction in these clonal angiosperms (e.g.. Marba and
W alker. 1999). The results from the reproductive sub-model highlight the need for
complementary observational and experimental field studies, including obtaining
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information on both reproductive shoot development and seedling growth rates.
Exploring contributions o f reproductive propagation to total adult plant abundance
has significant application to both disturbance and restoration ecology fo r all seagrass
species. For example, reproductive biology data transplants can function as an
example o f seagrass in a stressed environment (e.g.. H arw ell and Rhode. In prep) and
can be modeled using the approach presented here. Finally, w hile model simulations
o f existing beds can be valuable fo r understanding bed maintenance, modeling new
patch creation, coupled w ith long-term field m onitoring studies, is critical for
understanding the colonization o f both previously vegetated and new habitats fo r all
seagrasses.
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Tabic I: Summary of existing scagrass models, ineluding type (productivity, demographic, or both), whether they included a
reproductive component, and references. Several examples of plastoehrone interval (P.l.) models (an age-class modeling approach
using leaf scars and rhi/.ome-segment lengths, Kaldy et al.. 1999) are also given for comparison.

Species

Location

Model Type

Reproductive?

Reference

Thalassia lestudinum

Florida Bay, USA

IM.

N

Durako 1994;

to

Jensen et al. 1996;

8
>

Durako and Duarte 1997;
Jensen et al. 1997
Thalassia tcstudinum

Biscaync & Florida Bays, USA

Prod.

N

Halodule w rig hlii

Fong and Harwell 1994;
Fong et al. 1997

Svringodium filifo rm c
Posidonia oceanica

G u lf o f Naples, Italy

Prod.

N

Zupo et al. 1997

Zostera marina

North Carolina, USA

Prod.

N

Ferguson and Adams 1979

Species

Location

Model Type

Reproductive?

Reference

Zostcra marina

Rhode Island. USA

Prod.

N

Short 1980

Zostera marina

Lake Grevelingen, the Netherlands

Prod.

V

Verhagen and Nienhuis 1983

Zostera marina

Chesapeake Bay, USA

Prod.

N

van Montfrans et al. 1984

Zostera marina

Chesapeake Bay. USA

Prod.

N

W et/cl and Neckles 1986;
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Table 1 (com.):

Wetzel and Meyers 1993
Zostera marina

- none -

Prod.

N

Zimmerman et al. 1987

Zostera marina

Lake Grevelingen, the Netherlands

Prod.

N

Bach 1993

Zostcra marina

Chesapeake Bay, USA

Prod.

N

Buzzelli 1996;
ftuzzell) c\ aL 19%

Zostera marina

Lagoon of Italy; Orcsund, Denmark

Zostera marina

585

Japan

Prod.

N

Bocci et al. 1997

Prod.

N

Oshima et al. 1999
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Tabic I (com.):

y
S

Species

Location

Model Type

Reproductive?

Reference

Zostera muelleri

Port Phillip Bay. Australia

Demo.

Y:

Bearlin et al. 1999

Zostera marina

San Diego Bay, USA

Demo.

Y'

Lwancluik 1995

Zostera marina

Chesapeake Bay, USA

Prod./Demo.

Y

This paper

1Reproductive component included to obtain estimate of overall aboveground production.

n
2 Reproductive component included; there were no reports of flowering or seed germination in system being modeled.
1 Reproductive component included; data were obtained from five 25 enr quadrats separated by 1.5 m in the middle of a seagrass bed.

Tabic 2: (a) Values and source o f data fo r the eelgrass reproductive sub-model. A ll
data sources are from recently collected measurements in Chesapeake Bay eelgrass
populations, unless otherwise noted, (b) Calculation o f model parameters (numbering
follow s Fig. 1).

a)
Component
biomass <C)
reproductive shoot density

Value
0.057 g C shoot 1
0 - 18.2%
I 1.07

seeds per reproductive shoot
seeds in seed bank

@ 10%

Source
N = 101 shoots
0.03 12 m2cores (N = 41)
281 reproductive shoots
indirect calculation"

seed viability

52.1 %

0.0312 m 2cores (N = 108)

seed germination

14.5%

H arw ell and O rth. 1999

shoots per seedling

4 : (range 1-7)

Orth and M oore. 1983

' calculated indirectly by comparing seeds per reproductive shoot versus seeds in seed
bank (unpublished data)
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Table 2 (cont.):
b)
Parameter

Equation

1. total shoot

= Aboveground C / 0.0578 g C shoot'

density*

2. reproductive

= 1 x 1O'12 * (water depth)6 - 9 x 10'10 * (water depth)5 + 2 x 10"'
* (water depth)4 - 3 x 10 s * ( water depth)* + 0.0017(water

shoot density

depth)2 - 0.045(water depth) + 0.3722

3. total number

= reproductive shoot density * seeds per reproductive shoot

o f seeds

4. viable seed

= total number o f seeds * proportion o f seeds in seed bank

density

5. number o f

= viable seed density * proportion viable seed germinating

seedlings

6. seedling

= number o f seedlings * number o f shoots per seedling * 0.0578

carbon"

g C shoot'1

' conversion between aboveground C to shoot density was calculated from Table 2a
and Buzzelli (1991).
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Table 3: S ensitivity (as % difference in C between sim ulations) o f eelgrass
reproductive sub-model parameters after simulations (at I m M L W ) o f I and 5 years.
Individual parameters were changed by ± 10% and ± 50%. Proportion o f seeds going
into the seed bank, proportion o f seeds in the seed bank that are viable, and
probability o f successful germination are grouped together as they had the same
sensitivity.

+ 10 %

- 10 %

+ 50%

- 50 %

I

0.45

0.41

2.17

2.11

5

1.33

1.24

6.64

6.22

proportion o f seeds in the seed bank

1

0.44

0.42

2.16

2.1 1

proportion o f seeds viable

5

1.29

1.27

6.59

6.24

1

0.27

0.99

1.20

2.42

5

0.78

2.94

3.64

7.12

Parameter

Year

seeds per reproductive shoot

proportion o f seed germinating

shoots per seedling
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Table 4: Number o f reproductive shoots m 2 needed fo r successful germination o f at
least 1 viable seed w ithin a lm 2 area. Given a germination probability o f 10% o f
viable seeds (nominal model condition). 12 reproductive shoots m 2are needed to
produce one successfully germ inating seed (shown in bold).

Reproductive shoots

% germination

seeds germ inating

1

100

0.8

2

40

1

3

40

I

4

30

1

5

30

1

6

20

I

7

20

1

8

20

1

9

20

2

10

20

2

12

10

1

15

10

1

20

10

2

25

5

1

30

5

1

35

5

I

40

5

2

45

5

2

50

5

2

60

5

3
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T abic 4 (conl.):

Reproductive shoots

% germination

seeds germ inating

70

5

3

SO

5

3

90

5

4

100

5

4

120

1

I
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Table 5: M odel scenarios fo r new patch colonization as a function o f num ber o f
viable seeds and number o f shoots per seedling. Shoot C (g) and num ber o f shoots
(rounded to the nearest whole shoot) are reported fo r Year 3 (D ay 886), as new
seedlings in Year I flow er and set seed in Year 2, but the seedling contribution to the
total population is not incorporated until Year 3.

viable seeds

shoots per seedling

shoot C

number o f shoots

I

1

0.02

1

1

4

0.06

3

1

20

0.32

17

2

1

0.03

2

2

4

0.13

7

2

20

0.64

34

5

I

0.08

4

5

4

0.32

17

5

20

1.6

85

10

1

0.16

8

10

4

0.64

34

10

20

3.19

169

20

1

0.32

17

20

4

1.28

68

20

20

6.39

338
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Figure 1: Conceptual diagram o f the eelgrass reproductive sub-model. Closed circles
represent conversion calculations (they are numbered in order o f operation:
see Table 2) while the open circles represent forcing functions. Symbol
classification follow s standard S T E L L A annotation (High Performance
Systems. 1997).
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Number of shoots
per seedling

Timer: Day 522

Proportion viable seed
germinating

Seedling
carbon

Number of
seedlings

Seedling carbon
transfer function

Seed viability

Viable seed
density

Aboveground
Carbon Pool

Proportion of seeds
in seed bank

Total shoot
density
Timer: Day 156

Reproductive
shoot density

Water depth

Total number
of seeds

Seeds per

reproductive shoot

Figure 2: Eelgrass model baseline results (g C aboveground biomass m : at 1.0 m
M L W ) fo r reproductive + vegetative and vegetative alone model simulations.
Arrow s indicate when seedling C is put back into the overall model. An
asterisk ( ★ ) indicates a difference between model runs (reproductive +
vegetative vs. vegetative alone) o f greater than 5%.
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2000

Figure 3: Reproductive output across a water depth gradient o f an eelgrass bed. (a)
0.5 m M L W : (b) 1.0 m M L W ; (c) 1.5 m M L W . An asterisk ( ★ ) indicates a
difference o f more than 5% between the reproductive + vegetative model and
the vegetative alone model. For comparison, model evaluation data (shoot
density m '2± S. D.) fo r the three water depths are shown on the left o f each
pane.
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Figure 4: Lateral expansion rates (meters per year) along two transects in an eelgrass
bed in Chincoteague Bay (M aryland. USA). For clarity, measured distances
are shown offset from the transects.
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Appendix: Reproductive sub-model structure and equations. Symbols fo llo w
notation in S T E L L A (High Performance Systems. 1997).

Zostera Reproductive Sub-Model

Reproductive
Num Shoots per Seedling
ZSHC

Y2Slop

ZSeedhnnC

Proportion Genriinating
SeedhngC
num via seeds
num seedlings
Seed ViabiI it\

Repro Shoots

D av157

Seeds X Shoots

total shoots

® ) SeedAlone
eeds into Seed Bank

o
ReproByDepth
Seeds per Reproductive Shoot
Water Depth
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IN IT IA L IZ A T IO N and R U N T IM E EQ U ATIO N S

©
®®

SeedAlone = 10

) W ater_Depth = 120

D O C U M E N T : water depth (M S L ). User input defined

(^ )

ReproBvDepih = GRAPH(W ater_Depth)

(0.00. 0.00). ( 10.0. 0.00). (20.0. 0.00). (30.0. 0.00). (40.0. 0.0144). (50.0. 0.0556).
(60.0. 0.0796). (70.0. 0.0848). (80.0. 0.0772). (90.0. 0.0664), (100. 0.0652). ( I 10.
0.0776). (120. 0.105). (130. 0.142). (140. 0.175). (150. 0.182). (160. 0.132). ( 170.
0 . 00 )

D O C U M E N T : N E W : Fifth order polynom ial fit to repro to total shoot density as a
function o f water depth (A llens + Guinea 5/96 transect data). Negative values from
polynom ial are reported as zeroes.

(^ )

Day 157 = if (C O U N TER (0,364)= 157) then (ZSHC) else 0

D O C U M E N T : pulls out Zostera shoot carbon on D ay 157 fo r conversion to shoot
density

total_shoots = (((Dayl57/0.385)/0.322)/0.467)
D O C U M E N T : 1) ZSHC/.385 converts Carbon to organics (B u zze lli. 1991)
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2) 0.322 g Organic per g D W
3) 0.467 g D W per shoot

o

Repro.Shoots = ReproByDepth*total_shoots

(® )

Seeds_per_Reproductive_Shooi = 11.07

D O C U M E N T : 11.07 viable seeds per shoot (from 28 1 reproductive shoots in dense
part o f Allens Island bed)

o

Seeds_X_Shoots = (Repro_Shoots)*Seeds_per_Reproductive_Shoot

D O C U M E N T : average number o f seeds per reproductive shoot from 1999 field data
at Allens Island. Proportion o f shoots that are reproductive is a function o f
total _shoots and proportion o f total shoots that are reproductive as a function o f water
depth (repro_shoots)

Seeds_into_Seed_Bank = 0.1
D O C U M E N T : Function describing the proportion o f seeds making it from a
reproductive shoot to the seed bank. { No data that shows this ... no idea how many
seeds are exported out o f I n f released w ith in , or how many seeds recruit into Im 2}

(Si)

Seed.V iability = 0.521

D O C U M E N T : Proportion o f seeds viable w ithin the seed bank. 52.1 % seeds in
bank are viable - data from 108 seed cores (4 l6 via /7 9 9 total).
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(^ )

num_via_seeds = if (COUNTER(0,364)=157) then SeedAlone else
Seeds_X_Shoots*Seeds_into_Seed_Bank*Seed_Viability

D O C U M E N T: Number o f viable seeds in the seed bank as a function o f the number
o f seeds making it from a reproductive shoot to the seed bank and a function o f the
via b ility o f seeds in the seedbank. The i f counter statement is for simulations w ith
seed.', in an un egetated area (colonization events).

( geT) Proportion_Germinating = 0.145
D O C U M E N T: NEW : Germination success
range 0.0 to 0.5 max under controlled conditions
Field conditions ranged from 0.045 (GP upstream) - 0.145 (Y orktow n) (H arw ell &
Orth 1999)

o

num__seedlings = num_via_seeds*Proportion_Germinating

Etl ) Num_Shoots_per_Seedling = 4
D O C U M E N T: Number o f shoots per seedling
-assumes that by May/June seedlings have grown to comparable biomass as veg
shoots have (pers. obs.. pers. comm) - 4 mean from Orth and Moore (1983) (max = 7)
- have seen as many as 20 shoots on a single seedling by the end o f May
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Y2Stop = if (COUNTER(0,9999999999)=521) then 0 else 1
D O C U M E N T : This is a stopping mechanism that w ill prevent any C from Year 2
from going back into the ZSHC pool. Seedlings in year one aren't reproductive until
year 2. therefore the calculations o f seedling input into year 2 are invalid. {This is a
fudging way to allow the calculations but not the results to go through in year 2 (i.e..
sim pler to do it al this end then put a complicated notation at the beginning).}

( ^ ) SeedlingC = ((num_seedlings*Num_Shoots_per_Seedling)*0.467*0.322*
0.385)*Y2Stop
D O C U M E N T : I ) 0.0874 g D W per shoot ( L o w er Y o rk R iver shoot/biomass
relationship from 101 shoots sampled)
2) 0.322 g Organic per g D W
3) ZS H C /.385 converts Carbon to organics (B uzzelli. 1991 MS thesis )

igC = if (COUNTER(0,364)=157) then (pulse(SeedlingC))
else 0
D O C U M E N T : Carbon from seedlings pulsed into ZSHC pool (w ith a I day lag so
seedling C w on't be used to calculate the next years reproductive shoots as seedlings
do not become reproductive until the year later)
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S y n th e s is

... A ll things are one thing and one thing is all things - plankton, a
shimmering phosphorescence on the sea and the spinning planets
and an expanding universe, all bound together by the elastic string
o f time. It is advisable to look from the tide pool to the stars and
then back to the tide pool again.
- Steinbeck, J. (1 9 4 1) The log from the Sea o f Cortez. Bantam
Books, N .Y . 286 pp.
Population dynamics o f seagrasses have been studied at small- (10°- 10‘ m;
Olesen and Sand-Jensen 1994) and medium- (10° - 102m; Robbins 1997) spatial
scales: however, less has been done at a larger, landscape scale. Mechanisms
influencing bed dynamics in seagrasses include sub-aqueous dune migration (M arba
and Duarte 1995), bioturbation (Orth 1975: Townsend and Fonseca 1998). sediment
burial (Bach et ai. 1998), macroalgal accumulations (B ell et al. 1995). interactions
w ith other seagrasses (e.g.. W illiam s 1987: 1990: Nomme and Harrison 1991:
Fourqurean et al. 1995), nutrient (e.g.. Short 1987: Duarte 1995) and other water
quality factors (e.g., Batiuk et al. 1992; M oore et al. 1996; 1997), hydrodynamics
(e.g., Fonseca et al. 1982; Fonseca and Fisher 1986; Fonseca and Calahan 1992), and
wave exposure (e.g., Koch and Beer 1996; Fonseca and Bell 1998). However, at a
landscape scale, studies have been lim ited by temporal or spatial data resolution (e.g.,
Robbins 1997) or lim ited to analysis o f general trends (e.g., Orth et al. 1998; W ilco x
et al.. In press). When combined w ith an understanding o f the bay-wide distribution
and abundance o f eelgrass (Moore et al., 2000), and recent development o f novel GIS
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tools (W ilcox el al.. In press), the studies presented in this dissertation provide the
foundation needed to study reproductive ecology and ecological dispersal
mechanisms o f eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay at a landscape scale.
In Chesapeake Bay. the distribution o f eelgrass (Zostera marina L.) is
radically different than it was 70 years ago because o f the wasting disease o f the
1930’ s, and estuarinc eutrophication and high sediment input into the Bay in the
I960's and 1970's (Orth and Moore 1983: Orth and M oore 1984). Although some
recovery has occurred, many areas remain devoid o f eelgrass or are only sparsely
vegetated. Annual m onitoring o f eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay. from both aerial
photography and intensive ground surveys (e.g.. Orth el al. 1998), however, has
identified new patches distant from natural beds that could only have come from
seeds. The inform ation available on the magnitude and importance o f sexual
reproduction (e.g.. Orth and Moore 1986). issues involved in long-distance seed
dispersal (e.g., Orth et al. 1994), and knowledge o f factors controlling seed
germination (e.g.. M oore et al. 1993) have heretofore been inadequate to describe the
patterns o f recovery o f this species in Chesapeake Bay.
Viable eelgrass seeds in the seed bank are present throughout most o f the low er
and middle Chesapeake Bay. but densities are highly variable (Chapter I ). Low er
seed densities are found in middle Chesapeake Bay, the region where there has been
slow recovery o f eelgrass populations. Regional differences may have a greater
impact on reproductive shoot (reproductive effort) and seed (reproductive output)
production than small-scale influences o f location and patch structure (Chapter 2).
Overall, these findings suggest that previous published calculations o f reproductive
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output in eelgrass (e.g.. sim ple scaling up from small cores to m \ per bed, o r between
beds) are unable to capture the com plexity that exists throughout Chesapeake Bay
eelgrass populations and most lik e ly other seagrass populations w orldw ide (e.g..
Inglis 2000).
A dearth o f research on seagrass dispersal ecology im plied lim ited dispersal
potential fo r eelgrass as w ell as other seagrasses. The work here suggests that
eelgrass has capabilities fo r long-distance seed dispersal via detached, floating
reproductive shoots (Chapter 3). First, viable eelgrass seeds were found throughout a
34 km stretch o f shoreline in south Chesapeake Bay that could only have come fro m
floating reproductive shoots. And second, distances o f new patches from potential
donor sites ranged from 0.7 - 108 km. comparable to the range o f dispersal in
coconuts (W ard and B ro o kfieid 1992) and mangroves (Clarke 1993). A d d itio n a lly ,
there appear to be processes that influence retention o f seeds and reproductive shoots.
Seeds do not disperse far from where they settle on the sediment surface (Orth et al.
1994) and detached reproductive shoot fragments on the bottom can be entrained in
tube caps o f Diopatra cuprea. a benthic polychaete found throughout the shallow
regions o f Chesapeake Bay (Chapter 4). Seventy percent o f D. cuprea tube caps had
fragmented reproductive shoots b u ilt into their walls, suggesting a mechanism fo r
seeding an area. When coupled w ith remote sensing and GIS exercises that id e n tifie d
new populations in Chesapeake Bay. and the Delmarva Peninsula coastal bays, up to
108 km away from the nearest donor population, these results suggest that propagule
supply may not be the only lim itin g factor in the establishment o f new populations.
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The use o f burlap bags for protecting seeds from predation, burial, o r lateral
transport m axim ized germination success over unprotected seeds in the fie ld (a 3.25
to 12-fold increase: comparable to germination success in the laboratory), potentially
changing the focus o f seed germination experiments from increasing germination
success to increasing seedling establishment (Chapter 5). An ecological model o f
eelgrass reproduction highlighted the potentially b io logically significant contribution
o f seeds to the long-term productivity o f a patch o f grass at different water depths
(Chapter 6). E xploring theoretical scenarios, the model also predicted the total
number o f seeds needed fo r one to germinate and successfully establish as a seedling,
us well as determine the size o f patches, newly created from seeds, based on the
number o f viable seeds in the seed bank, and the vigo r o f those seedlings. Combined,
these approaches to developing management tools provide a backdrop for addressing
questions in the conservation and management o f eelgrass in Chesapeake Bay.

From the conclusions o f this research. I suggest that future w ork should
concentrate on addressing the fo llo w ing questions:

R E P R O D U C TIV E EC O LO G Y
• How docs the eelgrass seed bank change between years in different regions o f
Chesapeake Bay'.’
• What are the characteristics o f the eelgrass seed bank in unvegetated areas, and how
do they change as a function o f distance from neighboring, established
populations?
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• How do reproductive e ffo rt and reproductive output change along a stress gradient
(e.g.. turbidity, water depth, or hydrodynamic exposure gradient)?
• How does preventing successful sexual reproduction influence the patch dynamics
o f small, isolated patches?

E C O LO G IC A L D ISPER SAL M E C H A N IS M S
• How much reproductive production is exported from a bed?
• Can long-distance dispersal o f fragmented reproductive shoots o f eelgrass be
modeled by hydrodynam ic modeling?
• Are concepts o f metapopulation (sensu Hanski 1998) and/or source-sink dynamics
(sensu Pulliam and Danielson 1991) applicable to seagrasses?
• Is there a causal relationship between Diopatra cuprea and the dispersal o f eelgrass
reproductive shoots (i.e.. ecological engineering: Jones et al. 1994)?
• Using long-term m onitoring o f patch colonization and extinction events at small
scales, how often do these events occur?

M A N A G E M E N T TO O LS
• What lessons can be learned from using adult plants and seeds in a single restoration
effort in order to create new beds with m ultiple age classes b u ilt into the
design (i.e.. the structural equivalency o f natural populations)?
• Can modeling reproductive output be used to predict suitable locations fo r eelgrass
restoration efforts?
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• A rc several small o r individual large populations more appropriate fo r long-term
survival o f transplanted eelgrass (i.e.. the SLOSS debate)?

It is important to note that keys to the above questions in eelgrass research
may also be relevant fo r other seagrass species. As researchers begin to focus on
conservation and restoration efforts, a thorough understanding o f the ecology o f the
species o f interest is c ritica l, and may figure prom inently in landscape level issues
regarding protected marine orestuarine reserves (e.g., M cN e ill and Fairweather
1993). patch dynamics (P ulliam and Danielson 1991), metapopulation dynamics
(Hanski 1998). and habitat fragmentation (Shafer 1995) as well as basic population
biology (M ontalvo et al. 1997). The results o f this dissertation suggest that a
com bination o f observational, experim ental, em pirical, and theoretical studies,
conducted at different scales, is im portant fo r developing the perspective necessary
fo r understanding the reproductive ecology o f a species.

... The unique, integrative nature o f the ecosystem, emergent
beyond the com m unity, provides the raison d ’ etre o f ecology as a
unique science, itse lf emergent beyond ju st the consideration o f
physiology, genetics, population dynamics, and other subdivisions
o f biology.
- H arw ell. M .A . ( 1978) S ta b ility and structural stability analyses o f
mathematical and conceptual ecosystem models. Ph.D. Thesis.
Emory U niversity. Atlanta. Georgia. 249 pp.
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